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Egyptian CodeConcerning Design Criteria and RulesOfWastewater Works

IntroductionDue to the huge investments in the filed of infra structural of water supply andsanitary drainage projects, as these projects represent the urgent priorities indevelopment programs, and due to the change of urban styles in our community,so it is necessary to chose systems and methods suitable for sanitary drainagetreatment.



As sanitary drainage projects are carried out according to special conditions andspecifications followed by each administrative entity in cooperation with theauthorities and bodies implementing these works, this has led to a multiplicity ofjurisprudence in the preparation of design criteria and rules for the sanitarydrainage works (pumping stations and treatment plants) due the multiplicity ofagencies working in this area, which led to differences in the criteria and rules tobe followed for the same type of works.Therefore, it was issued decree of Minister of Construction, New UrbanCommunities, Housing and Utilities No. 79/1991 and No. 318/1992 on formationof the of the standing committee for the preparation of Egyptian CodeConcerning Design Criteria and Rules of Potable Water and Sanitary DrainageTreatment Plants and Pumping Stations under Law No. 6/1964.The committee prepared the code draft for sanitary drainage pumping stationsand distributed it to the concerned bodies, such as general authorities,universities, consultation offices, research centers and institutes, armed forces,contracting companies and others, to give their opinion, and then a publicsymposium was held to discuss the various opinions. Based on these discussions,this code was prepared in its final form.This code has been issued by the Ministerial Decree No. 169/1997. Housing &Building Research Center shall publish, identify and train on this code for thedevelopment of sanitation works in the Republic.
With God's Blessings

Minister of Housing, Utilities and Urban CommunitiesProf. Dr. Eng. Mohamed Ibrahim Sulayman

Ministry of Housing, Utilities and Urban DevelopmentMinister Office
Ministerial Decree No. 169/1997Concerning the Egyptian Code of wastewater treatment works



Minister of Housing, Utilities and Urban Communities
- After perusal of Law No 6/1964 regarding design criteria and rules ofconstruction and building works
- And, Presidential Decree No. 46/1977 regarding Public Authority forHousing, Building and Urban Planning  Research Center
- And, Ministerial Decree No. 79/1991 and Ministerial Decree No. 318/1992 onformation of the standing committee for the preparation of Egyptian CodeConcerning Design Criteria and Rules of Potable Water and Sanitary DrainageTreatment Plants and Pumping Stations.
- And, Ministerial Decree No. 492/1996 on formation of the main committeeon design criteria and rules of construction and building works.
- And, the note presented from chairman of standing committee for DesignCriteria and Rules of Potable Water and Sanitary Drainage Treatment Plantsdated 05/06/1997.

Decided the following:Article (1): Part (2) of Egyptian Code Concerning Design Criteria and Rules ofSanitary Drainage Pumping Stations shall be applied.Article (2): Concerned bodies as mentioned in Law No. 6/1964 shall adhere toimplement provisions of this code.Article (3): Housing & Building Research Center shall publish, define and train onprovisions of this code.Article (4): This decree shall be published in the Egyptian Gazette and shall enterinto effect after six months of its publication.
Minister of Housing, Utilities and Urban CommunitiesProf. Dr. Eng. Mohamed Ibrahim Sulayman

General IntroductionCities and villages water supply projects, as well as treatment and disposal ofsanitary drainage liquids in modern communities, represent urgent priorities indevelopment programs, where many of Egyptian cities and most villages sufferfrom non-existence of all sanitary drainage services for disposal of the liquidwaste. It was severely increased and had inverse impact with the supply of thecities and villages with fresh water and increase of population.



So, the State and its concerned authorities give special interest to potable watersupply and sanitary drainage projects. Due to the change of urban patterns, it isimportant to choose appropriate systems for the purification of drinking waterand liquid waste treatment.
As sanitary drainage projects are carried out according to special conditions andspecifications followed by each administrative entity in cooperation with theauthorities and bodies implementing these works, this has led to a multiplicity ofjurisprudence in the preparation of design criteria and rules for potable waterimplementation works (pumping stations and purification plants) and also forthe sanitary drainage projects (pumping stations and treatment plants) due themultiplicity of agencies working in this area, which led to differences in thecriteria and rules to be followed for the same type of works.
Therefore, it was issued decree of Minister of Construction, New UrbanCommunities, Housing and Utilities No. 79/1991 on formation of the of thestanding committee concerning design criteria and rules of potable water andsanitary drainage treatment plants and pumping stations.

Volume 1: Pumping StationsVolume 2: Wastewater treatment worksVolume 3: Potable Water Purification PlantsVolume 4: Boosters
Volumes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are divided into three chapters:Chapter (1): The StudiesChapter (2): Design Criteria



Chapter (3): The RulesThis code indicates design criteria and rules of pumping stations. It also indicatesthe maximum requirements that must be taken into considerations in design,implementation and achievement efficiency of sanitary drainage projects. Thisshould not conflict with the recommendations and conditions added by theConsultant suitable and appropriate for the projects. Subjection of the design andimplementation to the provisions of this code does not exempt from any legalresponsibilities and obligations.

Thanks and RecognitionStanding committee for the preparation of Egyptian Code Concerning DesignCriteria and Rules of Potable Water and Sanitary Drainage Treatment Plants andPumping Stations extends thanks to Housing & Building Research Center for itseffort and facilities provided for production of this work in a decent form.
The committee also extends recognition to the authorities who have contributedtheir opinion in enriching this work through discussions and technical views,they are:
- National Authority for Potable Water and Sanitary Drainage



- Cairo General Organization for Sanitary Drainage
- Consultation Office for Sanitary Engineering (SANIS)
- Faculty of Engineering, Cairo University
- Faculty of Engineering and Technology, Suez Canal University

Chairman of Standing CommitteeProf. Dr. Eng. Ibrahim Hilal El Hatab

Standing committeeForPreparation of Egyptian Code Concerning Design Criteria and Rules of PotableWater and Sanitary Drainage Treatment Plants and Pumping Stations
Members of Standing Committee:Professor Dr Eng. (Deceased) Mohamed Mustafa El SaeedProfessor Dr Eng. Ibrahim Hilal El Hattab (Chairman)Professor Dr Eng. Abd El Kareem Mohamed AttaProfessor Dr Eng. Fatama Al Zahra’a Al Saeed El RafaaiProfessor Dr Eng. Hamdi Ibrahim AliProfessor Dr Eng. Medhat Mohamed Abd El Mounaam SalehEng. Saeed Moumtaz SamaanEng. Mahfouz Kamel Masoud
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Chapter 1Studies
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IntroductionAt the beginning of design liquid wastes treatment plants coming from a city, villageor community, the following studies should be performed:1. Number of people and different activities.2. Determination of the design period.3. Calculation of design flows.4. Liquid wastes content5. Properties of industrial liquid wastes allowed to be drained to sanitary drainageworks.6. Selection of treatment method7. Disposal method and benefiting from products of treatment works.8. Selection of treatment works site9. General layout10. Survey works.11. Soil studies12. Control and protection systems.
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1. Number of people and different activities.1-1 Stages of population growthAs treatment works are designed to service for a period ranging between 30-50years, the implementation of project in a one stage is not economic, therefore theproject will be implemented in stages according to economic and social growthstages of city, village or community with population increase as follows:1-1-1 Start-up and prosperity stageThis stage characterized by increased rate of population in the form of geometricalincrease.1-1-2 Stability stageIn this stage population attraction factors are stable and requires fixed populationexpansion and the population growth will be calculate by the arithmetic method.1-1-3 Saturation stageIt is the reach to the decreased increase of population growth due to stop ofattraction factors or as a result of construction of other adjacent residentialcommunities with stronger attraction factors. The designer should take intoconsideration the difference between prediction in the population growth forexisting urban community and new urban community.1-2 Future estimation of populationPopulation at the end of design periods is estimated by using the statisticsperformed by the governmental bodies concerned with population studies in orderto know the current and future population taking into consideration the expectedgrowth and the expansion of different industrial, service and commercial activities.
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To reach to this purpose, there are different scientific methods, some of them areperformed through application of mathematical equations and others are throughapplying the statistics on the graphical drawings. The following are some of themathematical methods used in predication of the number of people:1-2-1 Arithmetic Increase MethodThe applied equation is:
This method is represented graphically by a straight line1-2-2 Geometrical Increase MethodThe applied equation in this method is:
It is represented graphically by an increasing curve of first order1-2-3 Decreasing rate of increaseThe applied equation in this method is:
It is represented graphically by decreasing curve of first order. The symbols used inequations 1, 2 and 3 are as follows:
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: The population served by the project in the target year.: Last population for the region taken according to Mobilization and Statisticsstatement.: Annual population increase rate in the arithmetic method (fixed rate):  Annual population increase rate in the geometric method (increased rate): Decreased annual population increase rate in decreasing rate of increasemethod.: Maximum value of expected population (saturation limit): Time period served by the project.: Natural logarithm for the base (e).
Fig (1-1) represents population growth curve for the city and shows the relationbetween the population and the time periods that represented by each of the abovemethods.

Fig (1-1) Population growth curve for the city
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From the figure it is clear that the population growth of the city has an increase rateat the beginning then decreases by the growth of the city and decrease of theactivities. The increase occurs with the geometric method in the growth periods dueto the urban expansion or planning for new city with industrial, commercial oragricultural attraction regions, followed by a fixed increase expresses the stability ofthe city after the expected expansions. This increase is represented by thearithmetic method, and then followed by decreasing rates of increase due todecrease of economic resources of the city and being saturated and the lack ofemployment and migration from the city. This is represented by decreasing rate ofincrease method.This is in addition to the following methods for estimation of population in thefuture.1-2-4 Estimate of population by assuming population densities associated with landusesThis method depends on the method of planning of the city or regionTable (1-1) Shows population densities according to land usesTable (1-1) Population densities used when calculating the expected population inplanning of a city or regionPopulation Densities (person/hectare) Land Uses
20-50 1st Class Villas50-100 2nd Class Villas100-250 Small Residential Buildings250-700 Medium Residential Buildings700-1200 or more Big Residential Buildings50-75 Commercial Areas20-30 Industrial Areas
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1-2-5 Graphical Extension MethodIt is an approximate method resulted from it the future population by drawingpopulation growth curve of the region in the past then it is extended to conclude thepopulation at the required target year.1-2-6 Graphical Comparison MethodIn this method, population growth curve for the area under study is drawn for a citysimilar in activities with greater population then a curve similar to the curve of thepopulation growth of the greater city is drawn, hence the required populationgrowth in the future is deduced.2- Design PeriodsDesign period of liquid wastes treatment works is divided into two stages, eachstage ranges from 15-25 years, hence the total design period is 30-50 years3- Calculation of design flowsWhen calculating liquid wastes design flows, their sources and quantities must bedetermined as follows:3-1 Sources of liquid wastes3-1-1 Residential usesThey are the liquid wastes collected from residential, commercial, service andrecreational areas.
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3-1-2 Industrial usesThey are the liquid wastes allowed to be drained to sanitary drainage works comingfrom different industrial processes.3-1-3 Other sourcesThey are the water collected from rain water and infiltration water.3-2 Liquid wastes flows3-2-1 Average flowThe average flow is calculated as follows:1. Annual base2. Seasonal baseA- Summer average flowB- Winter average flow

Any of the above average flows are calculated for sanitary drainage flows bymultiplying average daily water consumption, either calculated annually orseasonally, by a reduction factor of (0.8-0.9).
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3-2-2 Dry Weather Flow (D.W.F)It is the flow resulted from the different consumption without adding rain water andis divided into:3-2-2-1 Minimum Dry Weather FlowThis flow occurs during the night or during winter and is calculated from thefollowing equation:
Where: : Minimum dry weather flow (l/s)P : Population in thousandQav : Average flow (l/s)3-2-2-2 Maximum Dry Weather FlowIt is called peak hour flow that occurs in summer and is calculated form thefollowing equations:

Fig (1-2) shows values of peak factors in case of minimum and maximum dryweather flows according to equations (1), (2) and (3).
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Peak FactorFig (1-2)
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3-2-3 Industrial Flow (Qindust)In case of existence of areas for industrial activities for the city, the industrial flow istaken 1-2 l/s/hectare in case of unavailability certain data about the type of theindustries.But, in case of availability of this data, the flow will be taken according to the type ofthe industry.3-2-4 Commercial Flow (Qcomm.)In case of existence of commercial centers, the maximum flow is taken between(0.5-1.7) l/s/hectare.3-2-5 Infiltration Flow (Qinf.)Infiltration water flows received at the network are calculated according to the headof infiltration water level over the upper trace of the pipe in the network taking intoaccount to exclude the area at which infiltration water level is lower than the pipeline. In case of unavailable enough data, it will be taken as follows:
- 0.46 m3/day/ 1 cm of pipe diameter / 1 km of the pipe line
- Or, 0.2 l/s/ hectare
- Or, 5-15% of the average flow.3-2-6 Rain flow (Qrain)Rain flow (Qrain) is calculated from the following equation:
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Where:Qrain: In the quantity of the rainwater that reaches to drainage line (L/S)C: Excess Rainwater FactorI: Intensity of rainwater fall (mm/hour)A: The area exposed to rainwater fall served by the line (hectare)
Table (1-2) Excess Rainwater Factor

Type of Surfaces (C) Values1. Roofs and paved streets 0.70-.0952. Clay soils, gardens and unpaved streets 0.10-0.403. Sand soil 0.2-0.054. Residential areas (flat) 0.30-0.505. Residential areas (Rocky) 0.50-0.706. Industrial areas (Light industries) 0.55-0.657. Industrial areas (Heavy industries) 0.60-0.80
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3-3 Treatment plant design flowsWhen calculating the design flows, the following cases must be taken intoconsideration:
3-3-1 Existence of pumping stationsMaximum flow of current and future lift pumps must be taken as treatment plantdesign flow for current and future situation.
3-2-2 Non-existence of pumping stationsCurrent and future maximum flow of treatment plant main collector must be takenas   treatment plant design flow for current and future situation.
3-4 Treatment plants design loadsLiquid wastes treatment plants design loads are divided into:Hydraulic LoadsValues of the hydraulic loads are determined in case of average and maximum flowsfor liquid wastes. Unit of measure of hydraulic loads is m3/m2/dayOrganic LoadsValues of the organic loads are determined in case of minimum and maximum flowsfor liquid wastes. Unit of measure of organic loads is B.O.D5 /m3/day.
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3-4-1 Flows used in design of treatment units:
Treatment Units Design Flow

 Design of pumping equipments andpipes.
 Design of the following treatmentunits:
- Intake and screens
- Sand blocking tanks
- Primary and final sedimentation tanks.
- Pebble filters
- Chlorine mixers

Maximum flow per hour(Average flow × peak factor)

 Design of pumping system and sludgereturn to aerators. Maximum daily flow(Average flow × “1.8-1.5”)
 Design quantity of the blockedmaterials on screens and theprecipitated sand in sand blockingtanks.

Maximum daily flow(Average flow × “1.8-1.5”)
 Design of measuring and controldevices Maximum flow per hour(Average flow × peak factor)
 Design of plant data recording devices. Maximum daily flow(Average flow × “0.7-0.8”)
 Design of chemicals and equipmentsstores. Maximum daily flow for maximummonth(Average flow × “1.2-1.3”)
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Treatment Units Design Flow
 Design of pumping unit equipmentsin case of minimum flows (stop andoperation) and design of small rangeflow meters.
 Design of intake channels to controlsedimentation of the suspendedsubstances.
 Sand filters and water treatment
 Selection of minimum number ofunits operating during minimumflow periods.

Minimum daily flow(Average flow × “0.7-.08”)

3-4-2 Organic loads used in design of treatment unitsTreatment Units Organic loads kg/day(Q m3/day × B.O.D5/m3)
 Design of biological treatment units Maximum daily flow(Average flow × “1.8-1.5” × B.O.D5kg/m3)
 Design of sludge thickening anddewatering system. Maximum daily flow for more than oneday(Average flow × “1.5-1.6” × B.O.D5kg/m3)
 Design of sludge mechanicaltreatment system Maximum daily flow for maximum week(Average flow × “1.5-1.6” × B.O.D5kg/m3)
 Design of sludge storage equipmentsand preparation of sludge asfertilizer.

Maximum daily flow for maximummonth(Average flow × “1.2-1.4” × B.O.D5
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kg/m3)4- Content of liquid wastesWhen determining values of liquid wastes pollutants, the following cases must betaken into consideration:1. Cities, communities or villages serviced by sanitary drainage networks, in thiscase similar samples will be taken over the year for the liquid wastes from theend of the network. The sample will be taken and the laboratory analyses will beperformed according to Waste Environmental Federal (WEF) standards.
2. Cities, communities or villages planned or un-serviced by sanitary drainageproject. In these two cases, city or village similar in social, economic, residentialand industrial activities, and have the same climate conditions, shall be taken asguidance.

In case of unavailability of similar city or village as guidance, quantity of B.O.D5will be estimated by average annual consumption of daily water per person andoxygen demand per person which ranges between 60-70 g/person/day in orderto determine the organic loads.
5- Criteria of the liquid wastes allowed to be drained to sanitary drainage worksCriteria of liquid industrial wastes allowed to be drained to sanitary drainagenetworks or treatment plants will be determined in accordance with Law 93/62 andMinisterial Decree No. 9/1988 as follows:
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Item LimitsTemperature (°C) - < 40 °CpH - Not less than 6 and not more than 10Suspended solids - No more than 500 mg/L andsediments must not exceed 5 cm3/Lin 10 minutes and not more than 10cm3/L in 30 minutes.BOD5 - Not more than 400 PPMCOD (Cr2O7²) - Not more than 700 PPMCOD (Permanganate) - Not more than 350 PPMSULPHIDES - Not more than 10 PPMCyanides - Not more than 0.1 PPMPhosphate - Not more than 5 PPMGreases, oils and resin materials - Not more than 100 PPMNitrates - Not more than 30 PPMFluorides - Not more than 1 PPMPhenol - Not more than 0.005 PPMAmmonia - Not more than 100 PPMFree chlorine - Not more than 10 PPMCO2 - Not more than 1 PPMFormaldehyde - Not more than 10 PPM (HCHO)Heavy metals: (silver, mercury, copper,Nickel, zinc, chrome, cadmium and tin) - Not more than 10 PPM, individuallyor collectively, if the drained wastesare more than 50 m3/day, and notmore than 5 PPM if the drainedwastes to sewer network are morethan 50 m3/day.
- Sum of silver and mercury must notmore than 1 PPM.
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6- Treatment Methods6-1 IntroductionAfter determining treatment objectives and referring to the applicable laws,treatment will be performed by comparison of properties of raw liquid wastes.Treatment is performed to remove pollutants from the liquid wastes to be reusedand available alternatives will be studied and evaluated to select the best of themthrough revision and classification of the different methods.
Pollutants are removed from liquid wastes by natural, chemical and biologicalmethods through units operate in various groups when selecting treatment systems.It is also necessary to study design criteria of each group.
6-2 Natural TreatmentIt depends on natural forces (gravitation) and includes purification, clarification,sedimentation, floatation and filtration works; therefore it precedes any othertreatment units.
6-3 Chemical TreatmentIt depends on addition of chemicals before sedimentation, absorption anddisinfection processes. In case of sedimentation, it will be as a result of chemicalreaction of chemical material that collects and sediments the suspended substances.Absorption depends on attraction forces between the suspended substances and theformed chemical materials. Disinfection depends on oxidation of bacteria byfragmenting the surrounding wall.
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6-4 Biological TreatmentIt depends mainly on stabilization of organic materials biologically by removingsome of their elements. Oxidizable organic materials are removed biologicallywhether they are suspended or dissolved.
Mostly, these materials are converted into gases and tissues of living cells that canbe removed by sedimentation. Biological treatment is used to remove nitrogen andphosphorous from liquid wastes.
Biological treatment is also called secondary treatment including finalsedimentation. It is recommended to determine type of treatment according toproperties and concentration of pollutants required to be removed, whether byreuse of the treated water or disposes them. Most common pollutants in the liquidwastes and their removal treatment stage are classified in the following table:

Pollutant Treatment StageSuspended solids - Screening and chopping
- Sand removal
- Sedimentation
- Filtration
- Floatation
- Clarification and sedimentation usingor without using chemicals.
- Natural methods including directirrigation.
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Pollutant Treatment StageDegradable organic materials - Activated sludge
- Biological contact tanks (pebblefilters and revolving biological discs)
- Oxidation ponds
- Sand filters
- Chemical and natural systems
- Sedimentation

Volatile organic materials - Aeration
- Removal of gases
- Absorption of activated carbon

Disease-carrying bacteria Sterilization by chlorine and itscompounds
- Ozone
- Ultraviolet ray
- Natural system

Organic Nitrogen - Using growth of bacteria by nitratesand reduction of ammonia.
- Using filtration medium by oxidationinto nitrates and reduction intoammonia.
- Process of ammonia extraction
- Ions exchange.
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Pollutant Treatment Stage
- Addition of chlorine by equal dose atbreak point on chlorine curve.
- Natural systems
- Addition of metal salts
- Clarification using lime thensedimentationOrganic phosphorous - Removal of phosphorous bybiological treatment
- Biological and chemical treatment toremove phosphorous
- Natural systemsNon degradable organic materials - Absorption by carbon
- Tertiary treatment by ozone.
- Natural systemsHeavy metals - Sedimentation using chemicals
- Ions exchange
- Natural systems

Preliminary Wastewater TreatmentIn preliminary treatment, materials that hinders operation and maintenance worksare removed by using screens, chopping of blocked materials, removal of sand andsimilar materials that cause corrosion or blocking of equipments as well asfloatation for removal of oils and greases.
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Primary Wastewater TreatmentIn primary treatment, part of organic and inorganic suspended solids are removedby using units depend on natural treatment such as primary sedimentation in whichabout (50-70%) of suspended solids and (30-50%) of the organic materials (BOD5)are removed according to stay period. Removal percentage can be determined fromFig (1-3).
Secondary Wastewater TreatmentIn secondary treatment, degradable organic materials are removed biologically aswell as the resulted suspended solids. Disinfection is a part of the secondarytreatment. Conventional secondary treatment is defined as group of phases usedusually in removal of organic material, where the biological treatment is performedby using activated sludge, contact biological tanks or oxidation ponds in addition tofinal sedimentation.Nitrogen and phosphorous can also be removed by adding metal salts to mixture ofsuspended solids in the aerator, where this leads to removal of phosphorous in finalsedimentation tank. Control of aeration system in activated sludge tank leads also toobtain nitrates then converted to ammonia for being disposed from the treatedwater (aerobic and anaerobic treatment).
Tertiary TreatmentIn tertiary treatment, higher percentages of pollutants are removed, which can notbe removed in the secondary treatment.
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Fig (1-3): Removal percentage of sediments, suspended materials and organicmaterials in sedimentation tanks
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7- Selection of treatment methodTo select method of treatment appropriate with range of change of hydraulic andorganic flows and loads that produces treated water with certain specifications, it isnecessary to evaluate alternatives for integrated treatment units, the differentmethods as a whole and their effect to each other, e.g. balance of flows during theday represents one of the methods that reduces the loads on the treatment units.Also, the effect resulted from method of treatment of liquid wastes representsproduction of different amounts of sludge affect the alternative methods of sludgetreatment, which represents an essential component of evaluation, also, balance ofsolid materials in the treatment method represents essential part in evaluation oftreatment efficiency.The following are the factors affecting selection of treatment methodThe Factors Remarks1. Method appropriateness This item is evaluated according to theprevious experience, published results,achieved results in complete plants andfrom the laboratory experiments. In caseof existence of new methods, trialstudies must be performed.2. Liquid wastes flows The selected method must beappropriate for the flows coming to theplant3. Accommodation of change of flows Treatment units and methods must bedesigned to meet range of change inflows, where most of the methods areworking efficiently when the flow isconstant, but if there is great change inflows, it should be balanced.
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The Factors Remarks4. Properties of liquid wastes Properties of liquid wastes affect typesof the selected treatment, e.g. it may beof chemical or biological type and thenprecautions must be taken to obtain therequired characteristics of the treatedwater.5. Affecting and non-affecting materialson treatment works The materials that affecting or whichhave indirect effect on the treatmentmust be detected.6. Air temperature Temperature affects most of thechemical and biological reactions, andalso affects the operation of equipments.High temperatures stimulate emission ofodor.7. Reactions and selection of treatmentbed Sizes of the bed depend on the mainreactions inside the bed. Informationabout the reactions are resulted form theexperiment, published researches andresults of the studies performed on filedtrial units.8. Compliance with the regulating laws Performance efficiency is measuredusually by the properties of the treatedliquid wastes, which must be inconformity with the regulating laws.9. Products of purification process Types and quantities of solid, liquid andgaseous materials resulted formtreatment must be identified and theirquantities must be known. Usually, field
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trial units are used to identify them andknow their quantities.
The Factors Remarks10. Sludge treatment Before selecting method of sludgetreatment that appropriate for liquidwastes treatment units, it should firstcheck if sludge treatment and disposal isuseless or expensive and the possibilitythat wastes of sludge treatment mayaffect liquid wastes treatment units.11. Environmental Commitment Environmental factors, such as theprevailing wind and its direction andproximity to population centers, mayaffect the selection of specific methods.Traffic may also affect the selection ofpurification site. There may be alsoregulations for water bodies that receiveeffluent and requiring the removal ofcertain components such as organicmaterials.12. Chemical requirements Sources and quantities necessary forsuitable period must be determined forthe success of operation of treatmentstages, and to determine also the effectof adding chemicals to the liquid wastesafter treatment and their cost.13. Power requirements Power requirements and their futurecost must be determined, especially ifthe treatment is designed to purelyeconomic grounds.
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14. The operators Number and qualification of operatorsinvolved in the treatment process mustbe determined and to know also theirskills and level of the suitable training.
The Factors Remarks15- Operation and maintenance needs Operation and maintenance needs,required spare parts, their availabilityand cost must be determined.16. Treatment assistance methods Assistance methods and their effect onimproving quality of treated liquidwastes in removing pollutants must bedetermined.17. Efficiency of treatment works Dependence on the proposed treatmentunits for a long period, evaluation of themethod or performance of the treatmentplant, overcoming the sudden loads andthe effect of this on quality of the treatedliquid wastes must be determined.18. Operation Method of operation, emergency cases,covering theses cases and level oftraining required for the operators mustbe determined.19. Development ability Ability of the existing treatment plant fordevelopment and expansion.20. Availability of area Availability of area necessary for currentconstruction of the treatment plant andfor future expansion.
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8- Method of disposal and benefiting from treated works wastes8-1 Treated liquid wastesTreated liquid wastes water are disposed by discharging in the agriculture drains orin saline water bodies, such as lakes connected with seas or in the seas, providedthat properties and standards of the treated water elements are in conformity withthe provisions of Law No. 48/1982.Treated liquid wastes water can be also used in irrigation of agriculture lands,provided that properties and standards of the treated water elements are inconformity with the provisions of Law No. 93/1962 and the Ministerial Decree No.9/1988.
8-2 SludgeSludge resulted from treatment of liquid wastes represents great problem for itsdisposal because it is of big size and contains high percentage of water as well asmicro-organisms that cause diseases. Therefore, sludge must be treated beforedisposal without causing any environment pollution.Sludge resulted from treatment of liquid wastes is in the form of liquid or semi-liquid, where the concentration of dry solid materials ranges from 5-12%.Properties of the resulted sludge vary according to the used treatment system.
8-2-1 Sources and properties of sludge8-2-1-1 Sludge resulted from primary sedimentation tanks
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Concentration of dry solid materials ranges form (4-8) % with grey color and have avery unpleasant smell.

8-2-1-2 Sludge resulted from final sedimentation tanksProperties of this sludge vary according to method of biological treatment thatprecedes final sedimentation tanks.
8-2-1-2-1 Biological filtersConcentration of dry solid materials ranges from (1-3) %. They are in the form offlocks of brown color and relatively pungent smell.
8-2-1-2-2 Activated sludgeConcentration of dry solid materials ranges from (0.50-1.50) %. They are in theform of flocks of blackish brown color and have no smell, but when converted toanaerobic state they will have a dark color.
8-2-2 Sludge TreatmentPurpose of sludge treatment is to separate percentage or most of its water andstabilization of the organic materials. There are two common methods used forsludge treatment before its disposal.
8-2-2-1 Thickening
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Sludge thickening is the separation of percentage of water by collecting andconcentrating of solid materials. This leads to decrease volume of the solidmaterials.8-2-2-1-1 Gravity thickeningSludge resulted from primary and final sedimentation tanks are supplied to uppercenter of circular beds. Thickened sludge exits from the bottom center of the bed tothe dryer or the digesters and the supernatant water is supplied to heirs where it iscollected and supplied to inlet of treatment process.
8-2-2-1-2 FloatationSludge particles are floated using compressed air. For success of this method and toget the best results, irrigated chemicals must be added, which collect and floatsludge particles on the surface of the bed as a result of saturation with air. Floatingsludge is scraped and transferred to drying beds (thickeners), sludge fermenters orany other system. The water separated from the sludge is pumped to the entrance ofthe treatment process.
8-2-2-2 StabilizationIn this method, organic materials in sludge are stabilized by oxidation or reduction,thus high percentage of micro-organisms that cause diseases can be eliminated.There are many methods for stabilization of sludge components. The following twomethods are commonly used.
8-2-2-2-1 Anaerobic DigestionAnaerobic digestion is the stabilization of the organic materials that exist in thesludge in the absence of oxygen. This method depends on acid-forming bacteria andmethane-forming bacteria, where methane bacteria feed on the organic acids
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forming methane gas and carbon dioxide. To control anaerobic digestion process,both sides of the reaction must be balanced and concentration of organic acids mustbe kept and prevented from accumulation.

Anaerobic digestion process is performed in closed beds supplied with sludgeresulted from primary and final sedimentation tanks. Stabilized sludge is sucked tosludge drying beds or to any other system, while the floating water is pumped toinlet of treatment works.
8-2-2-2-2 Aerobic digestionAerobic digestion is the stabilization of the organic materials that exist in the sludgein the presence of oxygen. Aerobic digestion is similar to process of liquid wastestreatment using activated sludge, where the organic materials are oxidized usingaerobic bacteria, which depend in its activity on oxygen. This reaction (oxidation)produces carbon dioxide and water vapor.
8-2-2-3 Sludge dewateringSludge treated by thickening or stabilization contains about 90% water and 10%solid materials, thus other methods must be used to separate greater amount ofwater with increase concentration of solid materials in sludge. There are manymethods such as:
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8-2-2-3-1 Drying BedsIn this method, raw sludge or pre-treated sludge is distributed to layers in openbeds, one layer from sand under it pebble layer. At the bottom of the bed, there is asystem for drainage of water leaked from the sludge. By this method sludge is driedby evaporation and leakage of water. This water is pumped to inlet of this process.After drying the sludge, especially raw sludge, it is stored in piles for decompositionof organic materials and removal part of bacteria. Code of Public Health issued fromMinistry of Health indicates that the dried sludge resulted from treatment of liquidwastes can be used as fertilizer after drying period of not less than 45 days.
8-2-2-3-2 CentrifugeWater is separated from the sludge pre-treated by thickening or stabilization withthe addition of irrigated chemicals, which increase the amount of water removedfrom the sludge with the collection of sludge particles in the form of flocks throughcentrifugal devices (cylinders with perforated walls). By using this method, sludgewith 30% concentration of solid materials can be obtained. Separated water that donot contain solid materials is pumped to inlet of treatment works, while it is notpreferred to use the thickened sludge in fertilizing lands cultivated with food crops,where they contain proportion of chemical materials.
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8-2-2-3-3 FiltersA- Vacuum FiltersThe filter is a cylinder with perforated walls covered with the filtration medium(felts, fibers or industrial fibers).

The cylinder is rotating around a horizontal axis with its lower part immersed insludge bed. By vacuuming air at the lower part of the cylinder, solid materials stickon the wall of filtration medium, while water penetrate the filtration medium whichmust be lifted to inlet of treatment works. Sludge removed from the filtrationsurface contains about 25% of dry solid materials. In this method, irrigated chemicalmaterials must be added for sludge treatment before filtration process.
B- Sludge pressing filterIn this method, water is separated by filtration of water from sludge by pressing thesludge between two layers of porous fabric. After filtration, sludge contains 40% ofsolid materials. For increasing success of this method, sludge must be treated byadding irrigated chemical materials or polymers.
8-2-2-4 Sludge Disposal1- In land
- It is prohibited to use raw sludge as surface fertilizer.
- Raw sludge is used as organic fertilizer distributed under soil surface.
- Sludge is used as surface fertilizer for cultivation of green spaces.
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- Sludge is mixed with the soil, before or after treatment, and left for a period ofone week for decomposing of organic materials, as it works to increase ability ofthe soil to absorb water.2- In sludge LagoonsSludge lagoons are constructed for breaking, decomposing and drying sludge at theareas of porous soil away from source of groundwater, where the required area isdouble the area of sludge drying beds with depth 0.5-1.5 m.
9- Selection of treatment plant locationTreatment plant location must meet the following conditions:
- The site must be away from the residential area of the city or village, at adistance ranging 1-3 km.
- The plant must have access road with appropriate width and load.
- The site must be near as possible from place of final disposal of treated water(drain or cultivated land)
- The site must be under the prevailed winds.
- Soil study must be performed for selection of a site appropriate for economicconstruction.
- Plant future expansion must be taken into consideration.
- The site must be free from obstacles (gas pipes, covered drainage, power lines,high tension lines, etc.)
- Avoid agricultural lands as much as possible (it is preferred fallow land ordesert) without prejudice to the economic study of the project.
10- Plant layout
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Plant layout is prepared after determining method of treatment and selection of thesite taking into consideration the following elements:

10-1 Survey elements:
- Site topography and dimensions.
- Link of the site with the public roads
- Direction of entrance of pipe lines of liquid wastes required to be treated.
- Survey and link the site with the places of disposal of the treated water.
10-2 Hydraulic Elements
- Proper planning of the treatment units to achieve the least possible losses sothat the treated water can be drained to the final disposal places by gravity as faras possible.
- Exploitation of the natural inclinations, if any, to save construction works.
- Requirements of future expansion must be taken into consideration.
- Intersections between pipe lines must be decreased within the plant to facilitateimplementation, maintenance and repair works.
- Reduce the lengths of sludge transmission lines, taking into account the absenceof significant changes in their directions to reduce losses and to avoid thelikelihood of blockage and sedimentation.
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- Distribution of units and their linking together to allow ease of operation andachieve flexibility in emergency situations.
- Provide the site with the necessary facilities such as water supply networks forbuildings, fire fighting, landscape irrigation, washing of treatment units andsanitation of buildings, site lighting and communications.

10-3 Architectural elements
- Site protection from external effects.
- Ease of movement between the treatment units, and between them andadministrative buildings, service buildings and the presence of direct routesbetween them.
- Existence of field of view for all units across the operation and master controlgallery.
- Taking into account that the administrative buildings and service buildings aresuitable for the plant and away from noise sources, taking into account thedirections of the prevailing winds to avoid exposure of the administrativebuildings to unpleasant odor that is blowing from the inlets of the treatmentprocess, treatment ponds or sludge drying beds.
- Construction of a high external fence around the site including entrances,security and information rooms.
- Architect coordination between plant buildings and units in terms of heights anddimensions necessary for ventilation and natural lighting.
- Adequate internal roads network.
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- Provide the site with green areas and landscaping.
10-4 Structural elements
- Distribution of treatment units and service buildings must be taken into account,commensurate with studies of the soil to achieve economies of construction.
- Leave appropriate distances between the treatment units, and between themand other facilities and buildings to ensure ease of construction and reduce cost.
10-5 Mechanical elements
- Existence of adequate spaces between the units of the plant must be taken intoaccount so as to facilitate installation, operation and maintenance works.
- The existence of appropriate areas for tanks and equipments installed outsidethe buildings.
- Appropriate area for store and workshop building.
10-6 Electrical elements
- Electrical power supply buildings must be near from main loads of the plant.
- Reduce the lengths and routes of electrical cables and do not conflict with thepaths of pipes and channels as possible.
- Provide an alternative source of electric power in case of main powerinterruption.
- Taking into account central location of operating and control room with respectto treatment units from pumping station, air compressing stations, etc.
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- Roads on which cables are passing must be with appropriate width toaccommodate cable ducts and trenches with the required dimensions inaccordance with the design.
11- Survey WorksSurvey works are from the main elements on which design and distribution ofproject units, distribution and determination of appropriate places for these unitsare based, with optimum utilization of the economics in the used power, whether interms of liquid wastes required to be treated, disposal of their products or interimmovement between different treatment units.
Survey works are summarized in the following:
- Determination of north direction for the site.
- Network level works for the location distant according to nature of the groundand does not exceed 50 m in the two directions referred to the nearest benchmark or fixed point, whether it is a lock or bridge located on a water course orany other known level fixed point.
- Survey main landscapes around the site, such as roads, drains, canals, etc.
- Determination of fixed points with known level along the path and inside the siteat suitable places and to be marked to refer to it.
12- Soil StudiesSoil studies report consists of the following components:
- Study of general layout of treatment works to determine places and depth of theborings.
- Study of the hydraulic sector of treatment units to determine depth of therequired borings according to depth and loads of the constructions.
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- Determine method of dewatering during construction.
- Determine quantity and quality of the cement used in construction in line withtype of groundwater and soil.Egyptian code on foundations and soil tests must be taken into consideration.

13 Control and Protection MeansControl and protection means is the system developed to control performance andefficiency of the treatment plant regarding operation safety, degree of treatment andfulfillment of standards required for the treated water.
13-1 Control meansControl of treatment units’ efficiency and plant performance is performed asfollows:
- Control of treatment units’ operation levels to ensure flow of supernatant liquidwastes required to be treated and overcome hydraulic losses through heirsadjusted in a predefined limit.
- Control of supernatant flow velocity inside treatment units and connectionchannels to ensure function performance, whether for sedimentation orprevention of sedimentation by adjusting the cross sections.
- Control of flow diversion, isolation of any treatment units or the entire treatmentline in order to perform maintenance or repair works by using valves and gatesto be opened or closes as required.
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- Control quantities of water, returned sludge, excess sludge or treated waterusing different types of flow meters.
- Control of treatment efficiency by adjusting and measuring of standards of eachstage of treatment using many measuring devices, such as measuring ofdissolved oxygen, pH, turbidity, temperature, conductivity and weathermeasurements.
- Control of chlorine quantities injected for supernatant sterilization coming outfrom the plant through water flow control or by using the residual chlorine.

13-2 Protection meansTreatment plants are protected as follows:
- Protection of the plant against flood or in emergency cases, such as failure orbreakage of any of treatment units, channels or the pipes connecting betweenthem through provision of bypass lines and dewatering equipments.
- Protection of plant equipments against stop of work in case of main powerinterruption by providing emergency generation units.
- Protection of electrical devices and equipments against voltage increase,decrease or overload.
- Protection against leakage of chlorine form sterilization devices.
- Protection against level increase in pump sumps over the maximum limit, orlevel decrease less than the minimum level.
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Chapter 2Design
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1- Hydraulic DesignFirst: Primary (Mechanical) Treatment1- Intake chamber1-1 Purpose of the unitDecrease water velocity and pressure in order to change flow system from closedcourse to open course for the water surface to be subjected to atmospheric pressure.1-2 Unit ComponentsA chamber with dimensions fulfills hydraulic design criteria with many formsprovided with a pipe for exit of sediments and discharge and overflow pipe.1-3 Design CriteriaStay period : Form 0.5 to 1 minuteHorizontal velocity : Form 0.6 to 1.2 m/sWater depth : Not less than intake pipe diameter + water depth in theconnection channel and not more than 2 m in the direction of
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horizontal flow.
2- Screens2-1 Purpose of the unitBlockage of the suspended or floated materials on water surface2-2 Unit ComponentsThey are channels provided with manual or mechanical screens. Manual screens areused in treatment plants with flow not more than 5000 m3/day, while mechanicalscreens are used in the plants with flow more than 5000 m3/day in the existence ofmanual screens used in the emergency cases.
Bars with circular or rectangular cross section are installed on the screens atinclination angle to the horizontal axis and extended to water surface. They areprovided with gates in the front and rear of the bars to control water flow andoverflow channel in case of manual screens. At rear of screens installed system forcollection and transfer of the blocked materials.Figures (2-1) and (2-2) show manual and mechanical screens.2-3 Design Criteria
- Horizontal velocity through screen holes : 0.3 to 1.0 m/s
- Horizontal velocity component normal tothe screens : Not more than 0.6 m/s
- Distance between bars: -Fine screens : 25mm – 50mm
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Coarse screens : 25mm – 75mm
- Screen inclination angle:Manual screens : 45° - 60°Mechanical screens : 60° - 80°
- Screens output: : 20 liter / 1000 m3/ day
- Dimensions of bar cross sectionWidth : 1-2 cmLength : 2-6 cmDiameter (circular bars) : 1.5-3 cm
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Fig (2-1): Manual Screens
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Fig (2-2): Mechanical Screens
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- Head loss through screen(At start of operation) : 10-15 cm
- Equation used in calculation of head loss through screen:

3- Sand Separation beds
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3-1 Purpose of the unitIt is used for sedimentation of sands and suspended inorganic materials withdiameter not less than 0.2 mm and specific density not less than 2.65. It consists ofchannels provided with space for sand collection. It is divided into two types:
3-1-1 Horizontal flow sand separation bedsIn this type, the flow is in the horizontal direction, where horizontal water velocityis controlled either by using parabolic shape channel or using proportionality heirinstalled on beds outlet.Fig (2-3) shows circular sand separation bed.
3-1-2 Aerated sand separation bedsThey are of rectangular shape, where the air is pushed from the bottom usingdiffusers installed on only one side of the bed in order to separate oils and greaseswhether stuck with the sand or not. The velocity is controlled in a way that theresultant water flow velocity is ranging from 0.25-0.3 m/s. Sand sediments arescraped and collected at the bottom of the bed either by using mechanical scrapersor using inclination at the bottom of the bed opposite to direction of water flow. Thecollected sands in the sand collection space are sucked either by using submersiblepumps, screw pumps or gate valve installed at the bottom of sediments collectionspace. Sands are transferred and disposed by burial in the place allocated at plantsite.Fig (2-4) shows rectangular aerated sand separation beds.
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Fig (2-3): Circular sand separation bed
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Fig (2-4): Rectangular aerated sand separation bed

3-2 Unit Components
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Rectangular beds with dimensions fulfill hydraulic design criteria, where solidparticles and sand granules sedimentation velocity is taken into consideration. Thebed is divided into two parts at least. A gate is installed on each part, andproportionality heir or oil and grease heir is installed at bed outlet.When designing sand separation beds, the following must be taken intoconsideration:
- Sand sediment sector must be with suitable dimensions to ensure formation ofbeds sector in a way that makes the horizontal velocity constant under differenthydraulic conditions. Also, outlet heir level must be adjusted in a way that thewater height is not less than 15 cm over the heir to allow sand sedimentation.
- Water is distributed after the sand sediments (through distribution chambers toprimary sedimentation tanks) according to hydraulic paths whether for thecurrent or future stage.
3-3 Design criteria3-3-1 First Type: Horizontal flow sand separation beds
- Horizontal velocity : 0.25-0.5 m/s
- Stay period : 45-90 second
- Surface load rate : 1200 m3 / m2 / day
- Water depth : 60-100 cm
- Bed width : (1-2) water depth
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- Vertical velocity : 2 cm/s for granules diameter greater than 0.2 mm
- Bed length : (20-30) water depth
- Quantity of sandsediments : (100-250) liter / 1000 m3 of daily flow
3-3-2 Second Type: Aerated sand separation beds
- Stay period : 2-5 minutes
- Surface load rate : Not more than 1000 m3 / m2 / day
- Water depth : (0.3-0.5) m
- Helical water velocity : (0.1-0.2) m/s
- Horizontal velocity : (0.25-0.30) m/s
- Length : (7.50-20) m
- Bed width : Not more than 2 m
- Air supply rate : (0.3-0.7) m3/min/ meter of bed length of average10 m3 / hour / m3 of the bed.
- In case of existence of great amount of oils and greases in the liquid wastes in theform of fine suspended materials, floatation unit should be added after sandseparation beds for improving biological treatment efficiency.
- Sand granules diameter must be greater than 0.2 mm
- (100-250) liter / 1000 m3 of the sand sediments are obtained from the dailyflow.
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4- Primary sedimentation tanks4-1 Purpose of the unitIt is used for sedimentation (30-40) % of suspended organic materials and greateramount of suspended inorganic materials of about (50-70) %, in addition todisposal of floatable materials. These tanks are supplied through distributionchamber after sand sediments. Sedimentation tanks are divided into two main typesaccording to flow direction:A. Horizontal flow sedimentation tanks as shown in Fig (2-5).B. Vertical flow sedimentation tanks as shown in Fig (2-6).Sedimentation percentage is selected according to the curve in Fig (2-7).2-4 Unit ComponentsA- Intake areaHorizontal flow sedimentation tanks (Rectangular tanks):
- Inlet channel or pipe provided with gate or valve.
- Baffle wall assisting in sedimentation of the suspended materials
- Inlet channel installed on it heir.
- Water inlet velocity to sedimentation space must not exceed (0.25-0.3) m/s
The following must be taken into consideration:Water inlet at the entire water cross section must be in the form of windows withequal spacing or heirs to ensure inlet water distribution in the tank.
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Fig (2-5): Horizontal flow circular sedimentation tanks
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Fig (2-6): Horizontal flow sedimentation tanks (IMHOFF Tanks)
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Fig (2-7): Removal percentage of sediments, suspended materials and organicmaterials in sedimentation tanks
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Radial flow tanks (circular tanks)
- Inlet pipe provided with gate valve
- Vertical pipe outlet from tank center installed on it perforated cylindrical bafflefor water distribution. Inlet pipe end level must be under water surface by about50 cm. Velocity through holes ranges 0.25-0.3 m/s
B- Sedimentation areaRectangular tanksIt is the area between inlet baffle and outlet baffle.Circular tanksIt is the area between inlet baffle and outlet baffle.
C- Outlet areaRectangular and circular tanks1 Heir is installed on outlet channel.2 Water outlet through channel or pipe.3 Baffle is installed before outlet heir, which assists in preventing exit offloated materials.

D- Sediments collection area
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Rectangular tanksIt is the area starts at the beginning of bottom inclination and extends tosedimentation collection space. The space is in the shape of inverted pyramidprovided with a pipe for sediments exit installed on it gate valve and telescopicvalve.Circular tanksIt is the area starts from the beginning of tank bottom inclination and extends to themiddle of the tank. It is in the shape of inverted incomplete cone provided with apipe for sediments exit installed on it gate valve and telescopic valve.Rectangular and circular sedimentation tanks are provided with crawlers forsweeping sediments from tank bottom, and are provided on the top by scraper forcollection of floated scum from the water surface.4-3 Design criteriaA- Rectangular tanksWater side depth : 3-5 mLength : Not more than 40 mWidth : 6-12 mLength: Width : (1:3) – (1:5)Floor inclination (for tank bottom) : (1:40) or (1:50)Stay period:Primary sedimentation followed by pebble filters : 1.5-3 hoursPrimary sedimentation followed by sludge activated beds : 1-1.5 hoursPrimary sedimentation without secondary treatment : 3-4 hoursSurface load rate:Primary sedimentation tanks without secondary : 1-1.33 m/hour
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treatmentPrimary sedimentation tanks followed by biologicalfilters : 1-2.0 m/hour
Primary sedimentation tanks followed by aerationtanks : 1-1.5 m/hour
Where: Water depthSurface load rate = -------------------- m/hourStay period
B- Circular tanks:Depth : 2.5-4 mDiameter : Not more than 40 mBottom inclination : (1:10) – (1:15)Surface load rate : As in rectangular tanksStay period : As in rectangular tanksLoad rate at outlet rate : 150-600 m3 / m / day
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Second: Secondary (Biological) treatment
1- IntroductionThe purpose of biological treatment works is to covert dissolved and suspendedorganic materials, which are not sediment in primary sedimentation tanks, intosuspended fixed materials that can be sediment by activating aerobic bacteria usingmicro-organisms through providing the necessary oxygen by exposing them to air,entering compressed air or continuous mixing inside liquid wastes. Bacteria are alsoactivated by returning part of the sediment sludge in the final sedimentation tanksof a certain percentage, where it supplies the activated bacteria by the elementsnecessary for their growth. Biological treatment is divided into three main sections:
1-1 Contact and stabilization treatmentIn this system, a layer or thin membrane of jellylike materials, which containquantity of micro-organisms and bacteria, is formed on the surface of the contactmedium, where the jellylike layer oxidizes and stabilizes the organic materials in theliquid wastes.It includes the following methods:1. Slow and high rate pebble filters.2. Plastic filters and biological towers.3. Biological discs.
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1-2 Activated Sludge
- Conventional method
- Tapered aeration method
- Step aeration method.
- Completely mixed method
- Contact stabilization method
- Extended aeration method
- Oxidation ditch method
- High rate activated sludge.
1-3 Oxidation Ponds
- Natural oxidation ponds (Anaerobic, Facultative and Maturation Ponds).
- Aerated oxidation ponds (Aerated and Facultative Ponds)

(4- Potable Water and Sanitary Drainage Treatment Plants – volume 2)
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2- Biological Filters2-1 Purpose of the unit:Biological filters are used to oxidize the organic materials and convert them to fixedmaterials than can be sediment and separated in final sedimentation tanks.Principal of operation of biological filters is to form a layer or thin membrane ofjellylike materials contain millions of micro-organisms and bacteria on the surfaceof the filtration medium for a period that may reach to two weeks. By forming thislayer, the filter becomes usable. During treatment process, the organic materials areabsorbed through this thin membrane by the micro-organisms, where they aredecomposed partially and cause increase in volume, weight and thickness of thelayer and lead to separate these layers.
2-2 Unit ComponentsBiological filters are constructed in circular tanks will walls from reinforcedconcrete or hard rocks, the bottom from reinforced concrete with an inclination atthe bottom commensurate with the drainage system. The filter contains a filtrationmedium, which is usually from broken stones, pebbles or plastic materials. Thewater supplied from primary sedimentation tanks are sprinkled through rotateddistributors with regular rate of water fall over filter surface area, where the armsare rotated by the difference in levels between the water in the primarysedimentation tanks and the revolving arms. After passing the filtration medium,water is collected through drainage system out of the tanks using collectionchannels.
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Figures (2-8) and (2-9) show details of the biological filter. Fig (2-10) shows detailsof one of the models applied in underground drainage channels.
2-3 Design criteria2-3-1 Slow rate filters
- Hydraulic surface load rate = 1-4 m3/ m2/ day
- Organic load rate = 80-320 (gm BOD5 / m2 / day)
- Filtration medium depth = 1.8-3 m
- It does not contain biologically treated water return lines.
2-3-2 High rate filters
- Hydraulic surface load rate = 10-30 m3/ m2/ day (include the returned water)
- Organic load rate = 500-1000 (gm BOD5 / m2 / day)
- In one or two stages.
- Filtration medium depth = 1.0-2.0 m
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Fig (2-8): Biological Filter
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Fig (2-9): Biological Filter View
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Fig (2-10): Drainage Channels
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Ideal depth of the filter = (1.5-2.0) m in first stage = (1-2) m in second stage
- Return percentage ranges (0.5-3) provided that organic materials concentrationdoes not exceed 150 mg / liter.
- Water return equation:

- Pebble granules size = (5-10) cm
3- Revolving biological discs3-1 Purpose of the unit
- Oxidation of organic materials and convert them to fixed materials that can beseparated in final sedimentation tanks. Fig (2-11).3-2 Unit Components
- It consists from light weight circular discs revolved in slow velocity andsubmersed to about their middle in a cylindrical base tank filled with sanitarydrainage water. These discs are made usually from some types of plastic.
- During operation, the discs are submersed below the revolving shaft installed inthe discs center so that 40% of their surface area is submersed in sanitarydrainage water.
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Fig (2-11): Revolving Biological Discs
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Due to this rotation, biological layer is formed on all surfaces of the revolving discswhich performs the treatment process with immersion of the discs in the sanitarydrainage water then exposed to the air wetted with drops of water.
3-3 Design Criteria
- Revolving disc thickness = (1-2) cm
- Disc diameter = (2-3.5) m
- Disc revolving speed = (1-2) rpm (in normal operation). Treatmentefficiency can be increased by doubling this speed.
- Distance between centersof two discs = (30-40) cm
- Hydraulic load = (40-60) liter / m2 / day
- Organic load = (55-210) gm BOD5 / m2 / day
- (2-6) sets of discs are installed in series in the operation line so that length ofeach set reaches to 7 meter.
4- Activated Sludge Tanks
- Aerobic bacteria is the activated bacteria in the biological treatment because thisbacteria are considered a good oxidizer for organic materials as well as they canbe collected in the form of viscous flocks, which are the main factor inpurification processes by activated sludge. Fig (2-12)
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Fig (2-12): Activated Sludge Process
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4-1 Operation Systems4-1-1 Conventional System
- Sludge activating tank is supplied by sanitary drainage water and returnedsludge at the inlet of the tank, where it is aerated equally and the activatedsludge exits from the tank outlet.
- Disadvantage of the conventional system is the great size of the aeration tank inaddition to unstable operation in case of increase hydraulic and organic loadrates that affects treatment efficiency.
4-1-2 Tapered Aeration SystemIn this system, air is pumped in high rates at tank inlet to provide the necessaryamount of oxygen in this area then gradually decreased along the tank, whichincreases efficiency of oxidization process.
4-1-3 Step Aeration SystemIn this system, air is pumped in steps along the path of aeration tank to provide thenecessary amount of oxygen in different areas of aeration tank to increase efficiencyof aeration process.
4-1-4 Completed Mixed System
- Aeration tank is supplied by raw sanitary drainage water equally along tanklength and the water is sucked from the tank with the same method from theother side.
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- This system is characterized by accommodation of great amounts of suspendedsolid materials in the aeration tank, where this leads to significant decrease intank size, in addition that this system is stable to the greatest extend to face anyincrease in hydraulic or organic pumping rates.
4-1-5 Contact Stabilization System
- Contact stabilization system is defined as bio-absorption process. This systemmay contain or not contain primary sedimentation stage. Sanitary drainagewater with the returned sludge are aerated in contact aeration tank for shortperiod ranges from 0.5 to 1.5 hours by completion absorption process of organicmaterials exist in sanitary drainage water by sludge. This is followed by sludgesedimentation process in final sedimentation tank, then it is sucked and pumpedto an aeration tank called sludge stabilization tank for a period ranges from 3 to6 hours before being pumped to contact aeration tank again.
- This system requires an amount of air similar to the conventional system. Thisamount is distributed to contact aeration tank and sludge stabilization tank,however total volume of contact aeration tank and sludge stabilization tank isequal to half volume of aeration tank in conventional system.
4-1-6 Extended Aeration System
- This system is similar to completed mixed system and oxidation ditch system,where sanitary drainage water is completed mixed in the aeration tank inaddition to increase of aeration period.
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- This system is characterized by decrease rate of organic load, long aeration time,increased amount of suspended solid materials, decrease ratio of food to amountof micro-organisms and increase removal efficiency of BOD. Due to long periodof aeration, solid materials are well stabilized. Great amount of air is used in thissystem; therefore operation costs are very high.
4-1-7 Oxidation Ditch System
- It is a method of activated sludge methods and depends on extended aerationsystem. It consists of oval long channel contains three horizontal mechanicalmixers or brushes to mix the water in the tank. Sides of the tank are made fromreinforced or plain concrete.
- In this method, must keep continuous mixing to ensure contact of water withsurface air, where oxygen required for the biological process is entered, inaddition to preventing sedimentation of suspended materials.
- Water velocity at the ditch ranges from 0.3 to 0.4 m/s. Width of the ditch isdetermined according to suitable length of the mixer that gives the requiredamount of air. Depth of the ditch ranges from 1 to 1.2 meter.
- Diameter of the brush is about 70 cm, and is revolved with speed of 75 rpm togive oxygen dissolution rate of about 2.8 kg / linear meter / hour.
- Efficiency of the brushes necessary for water mixing in oxidation ditches is (120-150) m3 of water / linear meter of the brush.
- The brushes need electrical power of 1.35 KW / linear meter of the brush.Volume of the oxidation ditch is calculated according to design criteria in table(2-1) for extended aeration system.
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- Raw water is entered from the side of the ditch and move in the direction ofrotation of the brushes. The water exits from the opposite side which is providedby outlet heir of suitable length, which is designed so that it is not flooded withwater in case change of its level in the ditch.4-2 Design MethodTo design sanitary drainage water treatment plant using activated sludge, thefollowing steps must be followed:1. Equation (1) is used to determine volume of aeration tank:Volume of aeration tank:
Where:

From column (9) in table (2-1), BOD5 removal percentage can be determined, ratioof food to micro-organisms (F/M) can be determined from column (4), thus totalamount of suspended solids in the aerator can be selected form column (2) (MLSS).By knowing the flow (Q), equation (1) is used to find volume of aeration tank (V).
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2. Hydraulic retention time in aerator is fulfilled using equation (2) compared withcolumn (5)Hydraulic retention time in aerator:

3. Organic load rate is calculated by comparison this value with column (6).4. Excess sludge is calculated using equation (3)Excess sludge production:

Where:

5. Sludge retention time (SRT) is calculated from equation (4) and then comparingthe results with column (7)
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Volume in liter for one gram of activated sludge after settlement period of half anhour in one liter size cylinder =
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6- Recirculation rate of sludge is calculated from equation (5) and the result iscompared with column (8).Oxygen requirement

7- Quantity of the required oxygen is calculated from equation (6) for total oxidationof the organic materials (for carbonation and nitrification)(7) For nitrification
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Sanitary Drainage Water Treatment System Design
TreatmentSystem Hydraulicproperties ofwater flow MLSSMg/liter

Ratio ofvolatilesuspendedsolids toMILSS
F/MBODKg/kg/day

Hydraulicretentiontime(Hour)
OrganicloadrateBODKg/m3

Solidsretentiontime(day)

Ratio ofreturnedsludge torawwaterflow
BODremovalpercentage

BODremovedkg
Airamountrequiredfor eachkg ofBOD(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)Conventional Compressed 1500-3000 0.8 0.2-0.4 4-8 0.3-0.7 5-15 0.25-0.5 85-95 0.8-1.1 40-60Taperedaeration Compressed 1500-3000 0.8 0.2-0.4 4-8 0.3-0.8 5-15 0.25-0.5 85-95 0.7-1.0 50-80

Step aeration Compressed 2000-3000 0.8 0.2-0.4 3-5 0.7-1.0 5-15 0.25-0.75 85-95 0.7-1.0 50-80
Contactstabilization Compressed 1000-3000 (1)2000-6000 (2) 0.8 0.2-0.5 0.5-1.5(1)3-6 (2) 1.0-1.2 5-15 0.25-1 85-95 0.7-1.0 50-80 (2)

Completedmixed Compressed 3000-6000 0.8 0.2-0.6 3-5 0.8-2.0 5-15 0.25-1.0 85-95 0.7-1.0 50-80High rateaeration Compressed 300-800 0.8 1.5-0.5 1.5-3 1.2-2.4 0.2-0.5 0.15-0.5 60-75 0.4-0.6 25-50Extendedaeration andoxidationditch Compressed 3000-8000 0.6-0.5 0.5-1.5 18-36 0.2-0.4 20.-30 0.35 90-98 -1.0 100-140
(1) Contact aeration tank (2) Sludge stabilization tank     (3) This amount is divided equally over the contact aeration tank andsludge stabilization tank.

Table no. (2-1) Design amendments in  various operating systems for activatedsludge process
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5- Final sedimentation tanks5-1 Purpose of the unit
- Sedimentation of the suspended solids formed in filters or sludge activationtanks.
Sedimentation tanks are divided into two types:A. Rectangular tanksB. Circular tanks
- It is preferred to use circular tanks due to the high flow entering to finalsedimentation tanks.

5-2 Unit Components- As in primary sedimentation tanks.
5-3 Design criteria5-3-1 Rectangular tanks:
- Length: 25- 40 m
- Width: 6- 10 m
- Water depth: 3.00 – 3.5 m
- Retention time: 1.5 – 2.00 hour- Surface load rate:A- Final sedimentation tank after biological filterSurface load rate = 10 – 25 m3 / day / m2 in case of medium flow= 40 – 50 m3 / day / m2 in case of maximum flowLoad rate at outlet heir: 100 – 150 / day / linear meter
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B- Final sedimentation tank after sludge activation tank (Does not contain extendedaeration system)Water depth = 3.5 – 4.5 mRetention time = 2.0 – 3.0 hourSurface load rate = 25 – 35 m3 / day / m2 in case of medium flow= 40 – 50 m3 / day / m2 in case of maximum flowLoad rate at outlet heir: 100 – 150 / day / linear meter
5-3-2 Circular tanks:
- Water width: 2.5 – 4.5 m
- Diameter: 25 – 40 m
- Bottom inclination: 1/10 – 1/15
- Surface load rate: As in rectangular tanks
- Load rate at outlet heir: As in rectangular tanks
- Retention time: As in rectangular tanks
- Surface load by suspended solids must be confirmed using the followingformula: MLSS (mg / liter)Loading by suspended solids (kg /m2/hour) = ----------------------------------------------Surface load rate (m/hour) (24 × 103)Suspended solids load rate:
- 3 in case of medium flow
- 8 in case of maximum flowThird: Sludge Treatment
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Sludge treatment passes through three stages:1 Thickening2 Stabilization3 Dewatering
1- ThickeningThe purpose of this process is to decrease water content in sludge and increaseconcentration of solids, which leads to decrease total volume of sludge beforestabilization and dewatering processes. This helps in decreasing cost of stabilizationprocess, if any. The used methods are as follows:
1-1 Gravity thickenersIn these tanks, arms are used to slow mixing of sludge that leads to water separationand increase of sludge concentration at the lower part of the tank because of sludgedensity is greater than water density. Water is dewatered at the upper part of thetank and returned to the inlet of the plant. Fig (2-13) shows mechanical sludgethickener.1-1-1 Design criteria of gravity thickeners
- Retention time:1 – 2 day, it is taken 1.5 day and depends on sludge volume ration (SVR)
- Surface load rate:
 Sludge collected from primary sedimentation tanks: (98 -147) kg solids /m2/day
 Sludge collected from final sedimentation tanks after biological contact filters:(49 -59) kg solids /m2/day
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Fig (2-13): Mechanical Sludge Thickeners
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 Sludge collected from final sedimentation tanks after activated sludge tanks: (20-30) kg solids /m2/day
 Sludge collected from primary sedimentation tanks + Sludge collected from finalsedimentation tanks after activated sludge tanks: (49 -59) kg solids /m2/day
- Arms rotation speed: It is selected so that the linear velocity at the tankcircumstance does not exceed 3 m/min
- Water width: (2.5 – 3.5) m
- Tank floor inclination: 1/6 or 1/4
- Diameter of sludge suction pipe: Not less than 150 mm.
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1-2 Air floatation thickenersThis type of thickener is used in big treatment plans and produce great amount ofsludge. Air bubbles are used in these tanks with certain volume. Fig (2-14) showssteps of operation of air floatation system.
1-2-1 Design Criteria
- Use of compressed air subjects part of sludge to pressure ranges from 3 to 5kg/cm2.The following must be taken into consideration:
- Water from pressure chamber must be mixed with the raw sludge before beingentered to air floatation thickeners.
- After entering sludge to floatation thickeners and due to sludge pressure relief,the suspended solids are floated due to their saturation with air and theirvolume weight is decreased and formation of floated sludge that are collectedusing a system for scum collection as shown in the attached drawing.
- Operation efficiency of air floatation system can be improved by adding chemicalmaterials, such as aluminum sulfate and polymers that assist in increasingefficiency of solids separation, which reaches to 90-98%.
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Fig (2-14): Air Floatation Sludge Thickeners
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2- Anaerobic stabilization (Anaerobic Digestion)Anaerobic digestion process is defined as the process of stabilization and oxidationof organic materials in sludge in the absence of oxygen. During digestion process,solid organic materials are collected and converted into gases. From this group ofreactions stabilized sludge is produced with high concentration of inorganicmaterials. Not all organic materials are stabilized during reaction processes due tothe presence of complex organic materials that are hard to be decomposed.There are two types of digesters:2-1 Conventional sludge digesterIn this type of digester, sludge is not mixed in the digester and the following layersare produced:
- Surface clarified water layer.
- Activated digested sludge layer
- Digested sludge layer.Fig (2-15) shows conventional sludge digester.2-1-1 Design CriteriaDigester volume is calculated from the following equation:
Where:V = Digester volume (m3)Vf = Daily added sludge volume (m3/day)Vc1 = Daily sucked sludge volume (m3/day)TI = Digestion time from 20-25 (day)
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Sludge can be digested in one stage system and the following values are used toconfirm calculations of digester volume:

Fig (2-15): Conventional Sludge Digester
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The proposed volume:A. Sludge from primary sedimentation tanks: 0.05 – 0.075 m3B. Mixture of primary and biological sludge: 0.1 – 0.15 m3
Load factor:
- Sludge from primary sedimentation tanks or sludge collected from primary andfinal sedimentation tanks: 0.3 – 0.75 kg / m3 / day
2-2 High rate sludge digesterSludge is added continuously to high rate digester and well mixed by mechanicalmethods or by returning part of the gas produced from digestion process after beingcompressed. The digester is heated to operate with maximum efficiency in thepresence of physophilic bacteria (10-40°C).Fig (2-16) shows high rate sludge digester.Due to continuous mixing of digester contents, different layers are vanished in thedigester, such as:
- Surface water layer.
- Inactivated sludge layer.Retention time can be significantly decreased through sludge condensation and toincrease percentage of solids to 6%. In this case retention time is decreased to (10-15) days.Fig (2-17) shows two stages high rate digester, where the design allows for eachstage to accommodate the sludge produced from flow of 20,000 m3/day from rawwater.
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Fig (2-16): High rate sludge digester components
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Fig (2-17): Two stages anaerobic sludge digester
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2-2-1 Design CriteriaDigester volume:

Where:VI = First stage digester volume (m3)VII = Second stage digester volume (m3)Vf = Daily added sludge volume (m3/day)Vd = Daily calculated sludge volume (m3/day)T = Second stage retention time (usually about 10 days)Th = Retention time in first stage digester (10-15 days)Circular conventional digester with diameters range form 6 to 55 m is used intreatment plants with capacity 4000 m3/day and less, while treatment plants ofcapacity more than 4000 m3/day are provided with two digesters each of one stageand has a capacity that allows treatment of sludge produced from 3000 m3/day ofraw water at most.High rate sludge digester is designed in two stages; each stage accommodates thesludge produced from flow 20,000 m3/day of raw water.
- Water depth ranges from 4.5-6 m and must not exceed 9 m. Digester height overwater surface to tank cover is determined by knowing the following:
 Shape and type of tank cover.
 Maximum pressure collected over water surface.
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This height in the tanks covered by fixed covers of conical surfaces is greater than0.4 m, while for movable covers, the minimum allowable height between watersurface and the cover is greater than 0.6 m. For tanks with fixed horizontal surface,this height is about 0.8 m, as shown in Fig (2-18).
- Gas daily production rate is about 0.9 m3/day of the decomposed volatile organicmaterials.
- Digester bottom is design in inclination shape with inclination ratio not less than1:12 to facilitate sludge suction.
- Digester cover is designed in a fixed shape from reinforced concrete in the formof dome, cone or flat surface. While the movable cover is made from steel andmust allow for the cover to move a distance from 1.2-2 m. The produced gas issucked from outlet holes installed at 1 m from water surface. Digester cover isprovided with a number of maintenance holes, not less than two holes, withdiameter not less than 0.75 m to facilitate maintenance works.
- For big digestion tanks of diameter exceeds 25 m, they are provided with fourmaintenance holes at least. These holes are used to separate the floated scum.
- Sludge transfer pipes diameter is not less than 200 mm, and sludge velocity inthe pipes ranges from 1.5 to 2.5 m/s.
- Gas pipes are made from cast iron, galvanized iron or galvanized steel. Pipes aretied by flanges if pipe diameter is greater than 100 mm. For pipe diameter lessthan 100 mm, pipes are welded. Underground pipes are tied by mechanicaljoints.
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Fig (2-18): Foxed and movable cover of sludge digester
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(5- Potable Water and Sanitary Drainage Treatment Plants – volume 2)
2-3 Aerobic sludge digestersIt is applied usually when using activated sludge system in the biological treatment(using of mixed sludge form primary and final sedimentation tanks or the sludgeresulted from final sedimentation tanks only), but it is hard to use this system fordigestion of the sludge resulted from primary sedimentation tanks only. It is usedalso in digestion process with compressed aeration system. Fig (2-19) showsaeration sludge digester.
2-3-1 Deign criteria
- Surface load rate: 4-6 m3/ m2 / day
- Sludge depth in the tank: 3-6 m
- Retention time:10-12 day at 20°C.20-30 day at 10°C.
- Quantity of volatile organic materials that will be stabilized = 35-45 %
- BOD = 1.7-1.9 gm/ gm oxygen / gm of stabilized organic materials
- Rate of power used for air generation = 21-32 KW / m3 (treated sludge)
- Oxygen concentration in digester contents = 1-2 mg / liter.
3- Sludge dewateringDigested sludge contains water reaches to about 90% and solids 10%, thereforeother methods are used to separate large amount of water to increase sludgethickening.
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Sand tanks are used as a method for sludge dewatering. Existence of oils and greasesaffect efficiency of this process. In case of unavailability of an area necessary forconstruction of dewatering tanks, sludge must be prepared chemically andthermally, and then water is separated using mechanical methods, such as airvacuum filters and centrifuge system.

Fig (2-19): Digester for activated sludge treated with sludge aerobic stabilization
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Climate conditions around the country are appropriate for thickeners system thatcan be operated economically when the land is available for construction.
3-1 Sludge dewatering bedsIn this method sludge are dewatered by flooding method, where sludge isdistributed to beds contain layer of pebbles and sand and the water in the sludgeleak through the sand layer in addition to evaporation. Fig (2-20) shows sludgedewatering beds.
3-1-1 Unit Components
- Pebbles layer: Its depth ranges from 15 to 30 cm. Pebbles are of equal sizeranges from 3 to 6 mm and are distributed over water drainage network atheight not more than 15 cm for each layer.
- Sand layer: Sand layer must be clean with average granules size ranges form 0.5-0.75 mm. Depth of sand layer ranges form 15 to 30 cm. Upper surface of sandlayer must be leveled.
- Drainage network: Drainage network is constructed form pottery or plasticpipes without welding the joints, with diameter ranges form 100 to 150 mm.These pipes are installed at spacing not more than 6 m.
- Bed walls: Bed walls are constructed form bricks or concrete of height not lessthan 40 cm over sand surface.
- Beds bottom: Beds bottom is constructed form layer of plain concrete wheninfiltration water is near from beds surface level. If infiltration water is far frombeds surface, impermeable soil layer is laid at the bottom of the beds.
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Fig (2-20): Sludge Dewatering Beds
3-1-2 Design Criteria
- Thickness of each sludge layer ranges from 10-15 cm
- Retention time (time period for sludge layer before being flooded with otherlayer is 4 days)
- Area of dewatering beds is taken double the design area for dewatering anddischarge of the beds.
- Roads are constructed between beds for discharge works and sludge loading.
- Drainage water:Drainage water must be returned to primary sedimentation tanks.
3-2 Mechanical dewateringWhen using mechanical equipments for sludge dewatering, polymer or chemicalcoagulants must be used.Many methods are used, such as:1. Vacuum sludge filters.2. Pressing sludge filters.3. Centrifugal device.
3-2-1 Belt pressing filtersIt consists from rotating cylinder installed on it filtration medium (belt) made fromany of the following materials:
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- Wool- Fibers- Felt- Industrial Fibers- Plastic
- Stainless steel network.
- Rolls of stainless steel springs
In addition to the following parts:
- Air vacuum pumps.
- Treated water pumps
- Moisture traps.
- Treated water tank.
- Conveyer for sludge transfer after dewatering.
- Pipes and valves network for sludge and treated water transfer.
3-2-1-1 Design criteriaA- Filtration rate:
- 10 kg/ m2 / hour for separation of digested sludge.
- 50 kg/ m2 / hour for separation of sludge in primary sedimentation tanks.Usually it is used filtration rate equal 15 kg/ m2 / hour.B- Cylinder speed:
- (7-40) revolution / hour
- Vacuum pressure = 500-650 mm mercury
- Operation hours:
 30 hour/ week in small treatment plants ‹ 5000 m3 / day
 20 hour/ week in big treatment plants.
- Moisture percentage in treated sludge:
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 80% in raw sludge.
 70% in digested sludge from primary sedimentation tanks.Fig (2-21) shows air vacuum sludge filter
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Fig (2-21): Air Vacuum Sludge filter

3-2-2 Sludge pressing filter3-2-2-1 Unit ComponentsPressing filter contains set of square metal plates empty from inside. Pieces offiltration fabric are installed between the plates. Sludge is put in the gaps betweenthe plates and filtration fabric.
3-2-2-2 Design Criteria
- The filter operates under pressure ranges from 4 to 12 kg / cm2
- Operation period from 1 to 3 hour
- Moisture percentage after filtration = 55-70%
Fig (2-22) shows sludge pressing filter
3-2-3 Centrifuge deviceCentrifuge device is used efficiently to reduce moisture percentage in sludge to 70%.Treated water from centrifuge devices contains high percentage of solids more thanthe solids in the treated water from the dewatering beds.Return of treated water from centrifuge system to primary treatment units leads toincrease of suspended solids in primary sedimentation tanks and consequentlycauses increase of its concentration in the treated water.
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Fig (2-23) shows mechanical dewatering using centrifugal forces.

Fig (2-22): Sludge Filter Press
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Fig (2-23): Sludge thickening systems using centrifugal forces
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Fourth: Oxidation Ponds1- Purpose of the unitLiquid wastes are treated in these ponds by a natural method depends on commonactivity of algae and bacteria in the presence of sunrays and using of some elementsalready exist in the liquid wastes, where aerobic bacteria use the oxygen dissolvedin water for oxidation of organic materials. This oxidation produces stabilizedorganic materials and carbon dioxide. Algae in turns use carbon dioxide with someslats for photosynthesis in the presence of sunrays and give oxygen which is ofbacteria needs.
That means both algae and bacteria give to each other what they need. Bacteriaactivity is maximized at surface layers of water exposed to sunrays. These layershave great concentrations of dissolved oxygen during day light, while at nigh algaeactivity is reversed and start to consume the dissolved oxygen in water and givecarbon dioxide, which leads to decrease or vanish of dissolved oxygen in water.
Organic materials are stabilized by aerobic and anaerobic reactions together. Inupper layers subjected to penetration of sunrays, algae can be activated and giveoxygen dissolved in water to be used by aerobic bacteria in stabilization of organicmaterials. While the lower layers of the ponds, which are not subjected to sunrays,there is an area for sedimentation of the suspended materials and in it anaerobicreactions are activated for stabilization of organic materials in these sediments.
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Therefore, organic materials are stabilized in the surface layers only, but proportionof these materials is stabilized by anaerobic bacteria.

Surface layer rich with oxygen plays an important role, in addition to aerobicoxidation of organic materials, which is control of anaerobic reactions wastes occurat the bottom, such as bad gases and organic acids.
2- Anaerobic PondsThey do not depend on algae and are constructed before aerobic and anaerobicponds to decrease concentration of BOD consumed by a percentage ranges between50 and 70% and water depth from 2 to 4 m, and is selected 3m. The effective factorin design of these ponds is the temperature. Retention time in the ponds rangesfrom 3 to 5 days, and is taken 3 days to prevent conversion of the ponds tofacultative ponds. In these ponds aerobic bacteria activity will be increased. Bydecomposing of organic materials at the bottom, methane gas and carbon dioxideare produced, which assist in moving and mixing of sediments, but these gases holdthe sediments to ponds surface that may be escaped with the water coming out fromthe ponds. Also, a layer of floated materials is formed at pond surface and is a sourceof flies and bad odors.
3- Facultative PondsThese ponds are constructed at depth ranges between 1 and 2 m, and is selectedusually 1.5 m, with a great area allows for retention of water for many days duringwhich organic materials are oxidized by microorganisms and assisted by algae cellsthat supply oxygen to upper layers of water using sunrays, which is calledPhotosynthesis.
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Organic materials are converted by bacteria to stabilized inorganic materials andalgae cells exit with treated water. They are called facultative ponds because solidsediments are sediment in the lower layers that lie under effect of anaerobic activity,while the upper layers lie under effect of aerobic activity, where sunrays reach tothese layers and the algae grow and give dissolved oxygen in this area.
4- Maturation PondsThese ponds are used to improve bacteriological and chemical properties of wastes,especially harm bacteria and viruses exist in the liquid wastes. Water depth rangesfrom 1 – 1.5 m, where rate of removal of harm bacteria is greater at smaller depthdue to sun activity and retention time of about 7 days. They are consisting of threeunits; retention time in each unit is two days.
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Fig (2-24): Oxidation ponds
5- Components and design criteria of oxidation ponds5-1 Anaerobic ponds
- Retention time in anaerobic ponds ranges from 3 to 5 days.
- Organic materials (BOD5) removal rate:1.00 day 50%2.50 day 60%5.00 days 70%These percentages of removal are taken at average temperature of water in thepond.
- Water depth in anaerobic ponds ranges from 2.50 to 5.00 m at temperaturegreater than 20°C and depends on area of the available land. An additional depthmust be added for sediments.
- Organic load (BOD5) ranges from 0.125 kg /m3/day to 0.3 kg /m3/day.
- In case of increase organic load (BOD5) to 0.40 kg /m3/day, bad odors appear.
- Sediments collection rate ranges from 0.03 m3/person/year to 0.04m3/person/year.
- Anaerobic ponds must be discharged from sediments when the depth of thesesediments reaches about half depth of the pond.
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- Ratio of length to width of the pond ranges from 2:1 to 3:1.

- Anaerobic ponds sides or bridges must be inclined by 1.5, 2.00, 3.00 or 4.00 to1.00 and concrete slab must be constructed at the sides over the surface of thewater to resist motion of water by winds and prevention of herbs and gracesgrowth and existence of mosquito.
- The sides are lined with polyethylene plates, rubbles, plain concrete or concreteslabs.
- The bottom is lined if the experiments proved that soil particles are coarse. Innormal case, the solids block soil pores.If necessary, the bottom is lined by the following:
 10 cm of compressed clay.
 Polyethylene or vinyl plates
 Mixture of sludge and cement.
- Bridges are higher than water surface by about 1.00 m to resist water motion bywinds.
- In case of existence of heirs between the ponds, heir width is about 3.00 m.
5-2 Facultative Ponds
- They are aerobic and anaerobic oxidation ponds.
- Length to width of the pond ranges from 2:1 to 3:1
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- Water depth in facultative pond ranges from 1.50 to 2.00 m
- Organic load (BOD5) ranges from 200 to 300 kg / hectare /day.
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5-3 Maturation Ponds
- Maturation ponds are used to remove pathogens such as some germs, fungi,protozoa and viruses. They must be used when using the waste water comingfrom the ponds in irrigation.
- If all ponds are equal in size and retention times, which are occur in most cases,maturation ponds are designed using the following equation:
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Where:NI = Germ number in the internal flowsNf = Germ number in the external flows after retention time in days.K = Vanish or removal constant of micro-organisms / dayR = retention time in daysn = Number of ponds in series.
Selection of values of design factors for maturation pondsNI = Fecal Coliform number which depends on it mainly in design of maturationdesign in internal flows is estimated by 4.2 × 108 E- Coli / 100 mm, while coliformremoval in anaerobic ponds is negligible. Removal percentage in maturation pondsis 99%, and the evaporation is 10% of water volume in the maturation ponds andremains 90%. Therefore, E-coli in the first pond of maturation ponds is calculated asfollows:4.2 × 1010 × (0.99-1)/0.9 = 4.7 × 106 E- Coli / 100 mmNI is taken 4.7 × 106 E- Coli / 100 mm
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NE: It is taken less than 2 × 103 E- Coli / 100 mmIt depends on studying reuse of the waste water coming from the ponds.K’ : If Fecal Coliform is the base for the design, vanish constant is taken = 2.00 Thisfactor depends on the temperature and this value will be taken when designing theponds at T-20°C. When temperature is changed, the following equation is applied:Vanish constant at T°CTemperature factor (T-20°C) = ---------------------------------Vanish constant at 20°C

= 1.07
R: Retention time in days, and it is taken between 3 and 10 days, in case of one pond,retention time must not less than 5 days.After selecting the above design factors, values for number of ponds in series arespecified. The number of ponds is selected in a way that achieve the germ number inthe external flows after retention time of less than 2 × 103 E- Coli / 100 mmPond volume is calculated by multiplying retention time by the flow. Number ofponds is repeated in series according to the selected number of ponds.
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Note:1 Water depth in maturation ponds is taken 1 m.2 Germ number in the internal flows = 4.7 × 106 E- Coli / 100 mmGerm number in the external flows = 2× 103 E- Coli / 100 mmR and n are selected according to the following table:
n 1 2 3 4 5R (day) 1175 23.7 6.15 2.98 1.96
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2- Mechanical Design
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2- Mechanical Design2-1 Mechanical ScreensPurpose of mechanical screens is the removal of suspended materials from theliquid wastes. They must be continuously cleaned by passing the liquid wastesthrough bars with certain spacing according to hydraulic design of screen channels,where the bars block these impurities and remove them outside screens duct usingmechanical system.A mechanical screen consists of frame installed inside filtration channel andcontains blocking bars. At the top of the bars mechanical system is installed tooperate cleaning rake that removes periodically the impurities blocked at the barsaccording to method of operation of screens, whether by using time periodsadjusted by timer or by control the levels in front and rear of the screens.2-1-1 Design criteriaThere are important factors must be taken into consideration before selecting typeand design of the mechanical screens:
- Determine depth and width of filtration duct and maximum water level insidethe duct.
- Determine flow rates coming to the screens (peak flows)
- Determine operation and stop levels of the screens.
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Type of the used screens is determined according to bars position and depth offiltration duct.2-1-2 Types of mechanical screensMechanical screens used in the treatment plants are divided into two main types:1- Vertical bar screens, used in deep filtration channels2- Curved bar screens, used in medium and small depth filtration channels.The above two types are branched into many types according to system of motion ofcleaning set.2-1-3 Mechanical and electrical design of screens2-1-3-1 The following conditions must be provided when designing the mechanicalscreens:
- All moving parts must be over maximum water level in filtration channel within30-50 cm except deep vertical screens with continuous motion of scraper whichare used at inlet of pumping stations.
- Screen rake is operated under hydraulic push or spring force to ensure holdingof the rake inside the bars during operation.
- Screen bars have fixed spacing (determined according to hydraulic design) andthe distances are hold between them inside the frame for easy assembly anddisassembly of these bars as one part.
- Rated power for drive unit of cleaning set must be greater than the powernecessary for drive the set (calculated) with not less than 50%.
- Protection degree for drive set must not less than IP 65 (against weatherconditions).
- Screens are provided with the protection means necessary for safe operationincluding:
 Torque limiting device operated in case of rake overload.
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 Motion is separated automatically from the drive unit in case of existence ofobstacle at cleaning set by reversing direction of motion.
- Linear velocity of cleaning rake must not exceed 0.05 m/s2-1-3-2 The following requirements must be fulfilled when manufacturing mechanicalscreen equipments:
- Adjustment of cleaning rake in vertical and horizontal directions.
- Matching rake teeth profile with the screen bars to ensure engagement duringoperation.
- Automatic cleaning of the rake at the end of cleaning stroke using wiper.
- Existence of chute to receive the falling wastes from the rake and removed themto collection tank or conveyor belt.
- Motion of drive unit is transferred to cleaning rake through interlock (link) usingtrack or pins and not metal ropes.
- Cleaning rake teeth must be designed in a way that make them penetrate insidethe bars to ensure removal of the collected impurities in each stroke for cleaning(length of the tooth must not less than 50 mm)
- Cleaning rake must be provided by axial motion that enables it to overcome anyaccumulation of wastes and allows pushing unusual amounts of impurities instages.
2-1-3-3 Mechanical screen components are made from the following materials:1- Cleaning rake, sprockets, track, guide, all screws, nuts, bars, wiper and the sliderare made from stainless steel with degree determined according to type of liquidwastes and their chemical analysis.2- Covers of the moving parts are made from stainless steel plates with thicknessnot less than 4 mm.
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3- Outer frame of the screens, connection arms and their structure are made fromgalvanized steel sections or treated with suitable surface paints determined bythe designer.4- In case of using conveyor belts, their materials are subject to the sameconditions.

2-2 Equipments of sand disposal tanks2-2-1 Purpose of equipments of sand disposal tanksIt is used for sweeping, collecting and removing of the sediment sands at the bottomof sand sediment channels, where sands are removed after being washed andfiltered from water.Sands are collected by mechanical system differs according to tanks design. Thereare two main types:A. Circular tanks: The mechanical system consists of mixer for making cyclonemotion in the tanks that pushes the sands to the bottom of the tank, where theyare sucked and removed.B. Longitudinal tanks: The mechanical system consists of movable bridge holdslower sweeper for sweeping sediment sands at the bottom in the direction of thecollection well, and then sands are sucked by sand pumps or by valves systemfor disposal.In the two systems, the compressed air generated by air compressors may be usedto control velocity of water inside the tanks by making spiral motion to remove thesands from the suspended organic materials (oils and greases).
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2-2-2 Design criteriaThe following factors must be taken into consideration when design sand removaldisposal tank equipments:
- Depth, width and water level of sand channel
- Flows coming to sand separation channel (peak flows)
- Expected quantity of sands to calculate capacity, dimensions and method ofsuction of sand from the bottom, whether by pipes and valves system or bylifting pumps.
- Type of sand separation tanks (circular of longitudinal)
2-2-3 Design ConditionsThe following conditions must be taken into consideration when design sandseparation tank equipments:
- Sweeper bridge is designed at a load of 500 kg /m2 in addition to operationrequirements (loads resulted from the equipments installed on the bridge)
- The two carriages of the bridge (in case of longitudinal tanks) are drove byindependent electrical motors for each carriage electrically connected to beoperated and stopped together or by one motor for both carriages throughtorsion bar for motion transfer to both carriages.
- Lower sweepers must be adjusted according to inclination of channels bottom.These sweepers are operated to collect the sands efficiently from all area of tankfloor and push it to collection well at the end of the tank in case of longitudinaltanks and to center of tank in case of circular tanks.
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- Active motion of the sweeper is done during forward motion of the carriage inthe direction of collection well (in case of longitudinal tanks) and the sweeper israised automatically from channels bottom during return stroke.
- Sand separation channels are provided with adjustable heirs and barrier forscum and floated oils.
- The sweeper is provided with control panel of type resistant to weatherconditions installed outside the buildings provided with the necessaryprotections against overload and short circuit.
- Sweepers are operated automatically by timer determines time and duration ofoperation (10-15 minutes) over the day, and the bridge, in case of longitudinaltanks, is provided with direction reverser to reverse direction of motion whenreaching to end of sweeping stroke.

In addition, operation can be performed manually and the sweeper stops byitself at the end of complete operation cycle (go and fro).
- The sweeper is supplied by electrical current through suspended flexible cablecarried on supports along bridge side or by cable reel electrically operated andlinked with bridge motion (spring is not allowed).
- Operation of sand lift pumps (if used) must be linked with motion of SweeperBridge, as the pumps are operated automatically when the sweeper reaches totwo third  of sweeping stroke.
- Sand separation equipments must be provided with active means for washingthe collected sands after being lift from the tanks and a removal means from thewater exists with the sand (see the appendix)
- When using compressed air in aerated grit chambers, amount and air pressurerequired from the air compressors must be determined by the hydraulicdesigner. It is recommended that tanks air inlet pipes are separately connected
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with the main line coming from the compressors to be removed from thechannels for maintenance works and then returned without stop operation ofother channels.
2-2-4 Manufacture RequirementsThe following requirements must be taken into consideration when design sandseparation channel equipments:
- Sweeper Bridge is provided with 2 transition trolleys, each with four wheels, twoof them are linked with motion of the drive unit and the other two follow them.These wheels are covered with anti-friction material.
- Bridge walkway width must not less than 750 mm.
- The bridge is provided at the two sides by handrail made from galvanized steelor aluminum sections of height not less than 1 m. The sections are connectedwith stanchions, and not by welding. Handrail is installed on bridge body bytying screws.
- Sweeper Bridge is provided with guide wheels at the two sides of the channels toprevent slipping at any of the two directions in the horizontal plane.
- Lower sweeper blades are provided with replaceable rubber strips withthickness not less than 8 mm. They are installed on the edge of sweeper blade byremovable steel bar. Strips can be adjusted to decrease their wear.
- Sweeper Bridge is provided with upper crawler for sweeping the floated grease.It is installed at the side of the tank. It is provided also by rubber strips.
- The bridges are provided with foot anti-slipper at the both sides of the walkwaywith a height not less than 100 mm.
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2-2-5 Sand separation tank equipments are manufactured form the followingmaterials:
- Metal frame of sweeper bridge and suspension arms are made from carbon steeland treated against weather conditions or using hot galvanization.
- Lower and upper sweepers are made from galvanized steel plates with thicknessnot less than 4 mm and galvanization layer not less than 250 micron.
- Outlet heirs and scum barrier are made from stainless steel and its degree isdetermined according to chemical analysis of liquid wastes.
- All screws, nuts, pins, adjusting and fixing strips are made from stainless steeland its degree is determined according to operation conditions.

2-3 Sedimentation tank equipmentsPurpose of sedimentation tank equipments is to sweep, collect and suck solidssediment and collected at the bottom of the tanks. These sediments are collected bylower suspended sweepers which sweep sedimentation tank bottom, either bycircular motion in circular sedimentation tanks or by linear motion in rectangularsedimentation tanks. The collected sediments (sludge) are sucked by pipes installedat bottom of the tank ended with valves to control amount of sludge coming outfrom the tank.In sedimentation tanks oils and grease are floated and swept using the uppersweepers which collect the floated materials (floated scum) in a collection funnelended with pipe pours in sediments well.Sedimentation tank equipments are composed mainly from fixed or movable bridgeholds crawlers provided with lower and upper sweepers, where the crawlers areoperated by central drive, in case of fixed bridge, or by peripheral drive in case of
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movable bridge, for circular tanks, or by linear motion of the bridge for rectangulartanks.Flight type crawlers are also used and installed on movable track by drive unitinstalled at the beginning and the end of sedimentation tank for rectangular tanks.Sedimentation tank equipments include also heirs to adjust level of water comingout from the tanks in addition to inlet valves, sludge suction pipes, control andprotection means for operation of crawlers and valves.2-3-1 Design criteria2-3-1-1 When performing the design, the following factors must be taken intoconsideration:
- Determine tanks diameter (in case of circular tanks) or dimensions (in case ofrectangular tanks) as well as tanks depth, maximum height of water inside thetanks and their floor inclination.
- Determine flows coming to the tanks.
- Determine levels of water coming out from the tanks.
- Determine amounts of the produced sludge and its method of suction(Intermittent or continuous).
2-3-2 Types of sedimentation tanksSedimentation tanks are divided into two types:
- Circular tanks: They are divided in turn into tanks with fixed or movable bridges.
- Rectangular tanks: They are provided with suspended crawlers installed onmovable bridge, or flight crawlers installed on track moved by drive set installedon the tanks.
2-3-3 Design conditions
- Live load of crawler bridge must not less than 250 kg / m2
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- Lower sweepers must be designed in a way that allows sweeping of the sedimentsludge at the bottom of the tank in each cycle of the crawler in the direction ofthe collection space.
- Crawler suspension arms must be fixed by hinges that allow free swinging ofthese arms to be customized with the motion of the lower sweepers at thebottom of the tank to compensate irregularity that may exist at the floor of thetank.
- Floated scum collection box (funnel) must be of automatic motion with theupper sweeper to allow exit of suitable amount of water with the scum forflushing of funnel and outlet pipe.
- Crawler drive set must be from type resists weather conditions with protectiondegree IP65.
- Linear velocity of the crawler bridge transition trolley (in case of movablebridges) must be within 0.03 to 0.05 m/s.
- Crawler bridge walkway width must not less than 600 mm
- Lower or upper sweeper blade height must not less than 300 mm.
- Outlet heirs must be adjustable in the vertical direction within + 50 mm and aremanufactured in saw tooth (V) shape.
- Bridges and crawlers are provided with control panel contains protection meansagainst over load with protection degree IP65 (resistant to weather conditions).
2-3-4 Manufacture requirementsThe following requirements must be taken into consideration when manufacturingsedimentation tank equipments:
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- Lower sweepers are carried on rotating wheels made from neoprene orpolyethylene and are operated on stainless steel axis so that the sweeper isloaded in front of the wheels.These wheels are installed on crawler arms by tying screws. In some cases, thesweepers are installed directly on the suspension arms (by tying screws also) sothat the sweepers are operated under their weight.
- Lower sweepers are provided with natural or artificial acids anti-resistantrubber with thickness not less than 8mm and installed on edge of the sweeperblade by tying screws provided with steel strip for fixing.
- Tanks are provided with set of rotating brushes suspended from Crawler Bridgefor cleaning of outlet heirs and outlet channel. These brushes are rotatedelectrically and manufactured from wear- high resistant material.
- Crawler bridges are provided with handrails along the bridge of height not lessthan 1 m over walkway level.
- Crawler bridges are provided with foot anti-slipper at the both sides of thewalkway with a height not less than 100 mm
- Handrails are installed on the main structure of the crawler bridge by tyingscrews and not by welding.
- Outlet heirs are firmly sealed against water leakage by using rubber stripsbetween them and tank walls of thickness not less than 4 mm.
- Primary sedimentation tanks are provided with scum board installed at 500 mmfrom tank edge. Height of the board is not less than 300 mm with adjustable levelin the vertical direction within + 75 mm.
- In case of circular sedimentation tanks, movable crawler bridge is installedaxially at the center of the tank using axial bearing able to absorb shocks
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resulted from irregular horizontal level of bridge transition trolley at the edge ofthe tank and the curvature occurs at the bridge structure itself within 1.5 degree.
- Axial bearing of Crawler Bridge (in case of movable bridge) must be completelysealed against penetration of dusts, impurities and water.
- Drive set of Crawler Bridge is supplied with electrical current through closedtype slip rings carried on the central axis of the bridge in case of circular tanks,and through cable reel loaded on the bridge and provided with drive motorlinked with bridge motion to extend and store the electrical cable with go and fromotion of the bridge in case of rectangular tanks.
- Valves set used in suction of sludge from the tanks are composed of gate valve,hydrostatic telescopic valve and flow valve in series.

2-3-5 Sedimentation tank equipments are manufactured form the following materials:
- Metal frame of Crawler Bridge, suspension arms, handrails and walkways aremade from high quality steel treated against weather conditions using suitablepaints or hot galvanization.
- Lower and upper sweepers are made from galvanized steel plates with thicknessnot less than 4 mm and galvanization layer not less than 250 micron.
- Outlet heirs and scum barriers are made from stainless steel of thickness not lessthan 4mm, or from high quality aluminum of thickness not less than 6 mmaccording to designer requirements and chemical analysis of liquid wastes.
- All screws, nuts, pins, adjusting and fixing strips are made from stainless steeland its degree and type are determined according to operation conditions.
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2-4 Surface Aerator Equipments (Surface Aerator Units)Purpose of surface aerators units is to provide liquid wastes in aeration tanks withthe required oxygen according to the amounts specified in the design calculations ofthese tanks through mixing of the atmospheric air that contacts the surface withthese liquids by causing rotational motion on the surface of the liquid that suck theair inside the liquid, at the same time, turbine fan of the aerators is operated as apump to spread the liquid at a level higher than upper surface level, where a contactoccurs between liquid particles and the surrounding atmospheric air that leads toabsorption of oxygen. Amount of the added oxygen is controlled by change floodinglevel of these turbines.
2-4-1 Surface Aerator Equipments
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Surface aerators are consist mainly from turbine opened impeller which causesmixing and pumping of the liquid wastes through rotational motion taken fromelectrical motors connected with it by speed reducers to reach to the rated speed.These equipments include also heirs that control liquid level inside the aeratorswhich are operated manually or automatically to lower or raise liquid surface leveland hence level of flooding aerator turbines.
2-4-2 When performing the design, the following factors must be taken intoconsideration:
- Liquid wastes flow
- Organic load
- Amount of air (oxygen) required to be added according to type of the requiredtreatment.
- Number of surface aerator in each tank
- Dimensions of the aerators.2-4-3 Design ConditionsWhen designing surface aerator equipments, the following conditions must be takeninto consideration:
- The aeration must provide good mixing for tank contents and completedistribution of oxygen through liquid wastes in the tank by the following:
- Ratio between fan turbine diameter of aeration unit and width of the aeratormust be within 5:7.
- Specific power must not less than 40 W for each cubic meter of liquid wastesvolume in the tank.
- Turbines must be of low speed type (the speed must not exceed 60 l/m)
- Water eddy velocity at any point in the take must not less than 0.3 m/s.
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- Turbine is consists of impeller in the shape of inverted cone with radial bladeswith central bass extends across the cone to the edge. The impeller can beshaped in the form of pipes that pumps the water from inside to outside theturbine.
- The turbine (entire rotor) must be statistically and dynamically balanced toensure smooth operation and avoid damage of aerator bearing.
2-4-4 Manufacture requirementsThe following requirements must be taken into consideration when manufacturingthe aerators:
- The aerators must be provided with level adjustment devices for leveling of theunit.
- The impeller must be linked with the drive shaft by coupling using flanges fixedwith enough number of screws according to torque calculation of the set.
- The drive shaft must be with suitable section to transfer the required powerwithout causing waves or vibrations during operation.
- Speed reducers (gearbox) must be of helical gears type designed for verticalloading.
- The gearbox is operated inside oil bath and supported by stub shafts on ballbearings.
- Thrust bearing must be of enough capacity to hold turbine weight in addition toany hydraulic load resulted from the operation, and in this purpose it is usedjournal/ thrust bearing or taper rollers.
- The gearbox must resists weather conditions and provided with oil level probe,discharge plug, vent pipe and glass level indicator.
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- All gears and ball bearings must be designed for life span not less than 100,000hour and can be operated for 24 hours continuously under tropical conditions.Service factor of the gearbox must not less than double motor power.
- The aerators are rotated by high torque electrical motor completely sealed andcooled with fan (TEFC) of protection degree IP55.
- Motor power must be of 30% at least more than the maximum absorbed poweron the turbine shaft at its complete flood.
- Dimensions of the outlet heirs are designed in a way that allows maximum flowand control of water level inside the aerator.
- Heirs are operated electrically (with the possibility of manual operation) and areprovided with position indicator. The heir is operated automatically throughlevel control according to the signal received from measuring poles of theoxygen dissolved at the outlet end of the tank.

- Aerators control panels must be of weather conditions-resistant type and mustbe provided with protection means against overload and short circuit.
- The aerators must be provided with emergency stop buttons of latch-off typeinstalled on the aerators.
2-4-5 Surface aerator equipments must be manufactured from the followingmaterials:
- All steel parts used in aerator equipments must be treated and painted withmaterial resistant to corrosion and anti-liquid wastes impact partially septic.
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- Turbine drive shaft is made from stainless steel with degree and type suitable tobe used with raw water according to chemical analysis.
- Gears and axes in the gearbox are made from hardened high tensile steel.
- Enclosure of gearbox is made from cast iron.
- Aerator outlet heirs are made from stainless steel with degree determinedaccording to chemical analysis.
- All screws and nuts are made from stainless steel or it is allowed to usegalvanized screws on the parts flooded in water.
2-5 Sludge Thickener Equipments2-5-1 Purpose of sludge thickener equipmentsThe purpose is to separate the water from the solids (sludge) by assisting them tosediment vertically, sweep and collect thickened sludge sediment at the bottom ofthe thickener, where it is sucked through pipes and valves system to collectionchamber and then to sludge treatment place.
Due to the nature and type of the thickened sludge produced from these thickeners,which tend to quick clot, adhesion and cause blockage in the carrying pipes, its pathsmust be shortened as possible in case of using nature gravity pipe lines. It isrecommended to use positive displacement pumps to raise it to sludge treatmentplaces. Water and thickening degree of sediment sludge are controlled bydetermining periods and times of suction of thickened sludge.
2-5-2 Sludge thickener equipmentsFixed bridge made from concrete forming element of the concrete structure of thethickener or steel sections that are supported on thickener edges. The bridge issupported by set of fixed vertical arms and another movable set connected with the
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drive center in the thickener for mixing and sweeping, where it is moved by centraldrive from drive unit consists of electrical motor, reducer (gearbox) and centraldrive axis. Sludge thickener equipments include heirs to adjust and control outletlevel of water separated from sediments (supernatant) in addition to inlet andoutlet valves, control and protection devices.
2-5-3 When designing the mechanical equipments of the thickener, the followingfactors must be taken into consideration:
- Thickener dimensions.
- Retention time
- Active volume of the thickener.

- Quantities of incoming flows.
- Solids rate on thickener surface area.
2-5-4 Design conditions
- Sludge thickener bridges (in case of steel bridges) are constructed from suitablecarbon steel sections to cover entire diameter of the thickener (complete bridge)and are designed to carry regular load of 250 kg / m2 in addition to operationrequirements of these bridges.
- Raking and scraping mechanism installed under the bridge by rotary ball joints.
- Drive set is provided with protection against overload.
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- The central shaft is installed by flanges in central drive unit and rotary balldevice of the bridge in the form of rotating internal cylinder.
- Power of drive unit closed anti-weather conditions type motor exceeds 50% ofthe required power to drive crawler set.
- Bridge drive unit installed at center of the bridge and contains sealed gearboxwith cast iron enclosure. The bridge is drove by one or two drive units accordingto mechanical design of the central axis.
- The drive unit is supplied with electric current by ground cables.
2-5-5 Manufacture requirements
- Width of bridge walkway must not less than 750 mm and covered with grill.
- The bridge is provided with double handrail at both sides assembled by joints(and not by welding) with suitable sections.

- Height of the handrail must not less than 1100 mm over walkway level.
- The two ends of the handrail are connected with bridge structure with tyingscrews and not by welding.
- Lower (floor) crawler blades are provided with replaceable adjustable rubberstrips of thickness not less than 8 mm. The strips are installed at about 40 mmfrom crawler blade edge by steel bar fixed with screws and not by welding orpressing.
- Control and stop unit is installed on the bridge (to disconnect the power supply)to be used in emergency cases of anti-weather conditions type.
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- Outlet heir is made in the shape of V-notched gear and provided with rubberleakage seal strips of thickness not less than 4 mm. The unit must preventleakage of water between the unit and the concrete surface.
- Outlet heir is able to be adjusted vertically within ± 35 mm from the referencelevel.
- Thickeners are provided by a system for cleaning the heirs and outlet channelconsists of electrical or spring loaded breeches.2-5-6 Manufacture materials
- Bridge metal structure, drive arms and central shaft are made from carbon steeltreated against weather conditions according to the approved standardspecifications.
- Floor sweepers and mixing arms are made from galvanized steel withgalvanization thickness not less than 250 micron.
- Outlet heirs are made from stainless steel plates of thickness not less than 4 mmwith degree determined according to chemical analysis of the wastes in thethickeners.
- All screws, nuts, pins, adjusting and fixing strips are made from stainless steelwith degree and type suitable for operation conditions.2-6 Screw return pumps2-6-1 Purpose of using screw return pumpsIt is used to return the activated sludge produced from final sedimentation tanks tothe aerators or primary sedimentation tanks.The reason of using screw pumps because they are characterized rather than othertypes of pumps by the ability to customize the flows coming out from them with thechange of water level in suction sump.The screw pump consists of:
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Helical winding installed on empty cylinder, and this composition is known as thescrew. An upper and lower side of the screw is installed on bearings and is drove byelectrical motor and reducer.
2-6-2 When manufacturing these pumps, the following conditions must be taken intoconsideration:
- The blades forming the screw are made from steel plates welded on an emptycentral cylinder. Outer edge of these blades is shaped to match size and shape ofthe cylindrical core.
- Ends of the central cylinder are provided with water sealed plates withprotrusions for installing the bearings.
- Upper end of the central cylinder is supported on thrust and radial ball bearingwith enclosure made from cast iron. The bearing is equipped to be installed onstrong concrete base.
- Lower end of the central cylinder is supported on journal bearing inside castiron enclosure installed on swiveling trunion equipped on fixing plate installedby reinforced concrete that can be replaced without disturbing installation of thescrew.
- Lower bearing is self aligned, sealed against water leakage and automaticallygreased using separate grease unit installed adjacent to pump drive unit.
- Screw pump is drove by electrical motor of sealed type and cooled by TEFC fanwith suitable insulation for tropical regions.
- The motor is connect with reducer through flexible joint (coupling) or by Vshape belt according to the used type of motor.
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- The reducer consists of gearbox inside cast iron enclosure. The gears are madefrom high quality hardened steel. The gears are assembled in parallel withservice factor not less than double motor power.
- Electrical motor power must exceed 25% of maximum consumed power of thepump.

2-7 Oxidation ditches equipmentHorizontal rotor aerators
2-7-1 Purpose of the aerators:The purpose of the aerator is to supply oxygen to the liquid wastes in these ditchesnecessary for oxidation of the organic materials and provide them with the kineticenergy necessary to continue their motion in the directions specified in the design ofthese aerators to ensure existence of sufficient velocity not less than 0.3 m/s toprevent sedimentation of solids inside these ditches.
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It consists of set of metal brushes installed on stub shaft based on bearing. The driveset consists of electrical motor and suitable reducer (40-60 rpm). The drive set andthe bearings are installed rear baffle in vertical position to be protected from thespread spry resulted from motion of the rotating brushes.
2-7-2 Design conditions
- The rotating aerator contains steel pipe of high torque ended with flangesprovided with pins to install mixing brush blades to ensure un-displacement orsliding of these blades when moving inside the liquid.
- Mixing brushes are formed in the shape of assembly stars installed by one pin orthreaded screw and not by welding to not weaken collector pipe.
- Width of brush blades is not less than 3 inches and installed at distances of about6 inches between their centers to not weaken collector pipe.

- Blades of each brush set are installed with the opposite blades in the other setsby tying screws. Each blade must be provided with two holes, one for fixing withthe brushes set and the other for linking with the adjacent brush blades.
- Stresses resulted from rotation of mixing brush sets must be taken intoconsideration when designing brush blades to resist these stresses.
- Main pipe of the aerator is designed in a way that allows installing solid shaftprovided with flanges as one piece with motion guide to allow easy replacementat the site. It is inserted directly without screws or welding between flanges andthe shaft.
- The two ends of the pipe are based on split type pillow block bearing for the twoends of the drive unit and the rear end of the pipe.
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- The bearing is installed firmly on steel base installed on strong concrete baseprovided with screws for level adjustment.
- The used bearing must resist any un-alignment of aerators axes within 3-5degrees and must be provided with strap at both sides to ensure double lock ofthe internal screw of the axis installed on aerator drive shaft. It is also providedwith water seal in case of un-alignment.
- Lubrication devices of bearings are installed in appropriate place easy to beaccessed to perform inspection and lubrication works.
- Bearings must have life span not less than 100,000 hour.
- Aerator drive set consists of double axis reducer inside cast iron enclosureprovided with helical gears made from high divided steel alloy with positivelubrication system. The gearbox is provided with oil seal. The unit is drove withelectrical motor of sealed type cooled with TEFC fan of horizontal axis, constantspeed and continuous service.

- The kinetic energy is transferred from the electrical motor to the reducerthrough set of hoops and (V) shape belts in the presence of protection grids toavoid contact during rotation. Aerator speed of rotation can be reduced bychanging sizes of the used hoops, without puller, by using divided hoops.
- Power of electrical motor must exceed 20% of the maximum absorbed power bythe aerator at maximum possible flood of the brushes.
2-7-3 Manufacture requirements
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- Plates are installed on the vertical blocking concrete walls to avoid splashes andpreventing any water spry to reach to service area and access path to drive setand bearings.
- These plates are provided with rubber seal to be firmly installed on the driveshaft.
- Aerator flood level indicator is installed on the oxidation ditches.
- Ditches are provided with baffles to control homogeneity inside the ditches.
- Ditches are provided with separate outlet heirs with drive hoop (and cane bedrove by motor) to control water level. The heir is made from reinforced platesprovided with hinges on the lower plate of the heir as pivoting. Level adjustmentmust be within 10 inches.
- A frame is made around the outlet weir for lining of outlet hole by stainless steelplates of thickness 0.50 inch at the lower part and of thickness 0.25 inch at thesides and are installed in the concrete with the presence of sealing rubber strips.
- Aerator control panel is provided with protection against overload and shortcircuit.
2-7-4 Manufacturing materials
- Mixing brush blades are made from high stress steel and treated againstcorrosion by the effect of liquid wastes.
- The heir is made from stainless steel plates of thickness not less than 4 mm.
- The aerator is covered by two layers of epoxy after sanding and primary coatingby primer.
- Drive unit is treated against weather conditions by enamel paint.
- Drive shaft and operation hoop of outlet heir is made from high tensile steel.
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- Tying screws and fixing strips are made from galvanized steel.
- Pipe axial shaft and flanges are made from ductile cast iron.
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3- Design of Electrical Works
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3- Design of Electrical Works3-1 Electrical motors used in pumping stations
One of the following two types of the electrical motors is used in the treatmentplants:
A- Squirrel cage induction motors with powers up to 200 KW, and this value can beexceeded when using smart motor control systems.
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B- Induction motors with slip rings with powers exceed 200 KWThe following conditions and specifications must be taken into consideration for theused electrical motors:A- Motor windings must be with insulation degree (Class F) and the temperaturerise for these windings must not exceed the allowed temperature for (Class B).Also can use motors with windings of insulation degree (Class H) andtemperature rise must not exceed the allowed temperature for (Class F).
B- Motors Enclosure Protection
- For motors installed in motors house over floor level in the station, the usedmotors must be of closed type T.E.F.C. with enclosure protection IP44 or IP54

- For the motors installed directly over the pimp (Close coupled) and installed inpumps house under floor level, the used motors must be of (Flood proof) typewith enclosure protection IP56.
- For motors installed outdoor and subjected to weather conditions, the usedmotors must be of (weather proof) type with enclosure protection IP55.
- For motors operating under water level, the used motors must be of(submersible) type with enclosure protection IP68. In this case, must specify thelevel at which the motor works under water level.
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C- Motors must be provided with anti condensation heaters inside the windings toprevent condensation of water vapor in winter. These heaters work with theoperating voltage 220 v.D- When using vertically installed motors, they must be provided with thrust typeball bearings.E- All used ball bearings must have lifespan 100,000 operating hours.F- When using electrical motors with slip rings, they must be provided with brushlifting device with short circuit rings.

G- When using squirrel cage induction motors, commutating segments of the rotorwhich forming the cage must be from high quality copper.H- Motor power required to drive the pump at the operating point is calculatedfrom the following formula:

Where:P = Absorbed power on pump drive shaft (KW)
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Q = Pump flow rate (liter/sec)H = Pump total manometric head (m)= Pump total efficiency at the operating point.To calculate the rated power of the motor, must take into consideration the servicefactor of value 15-30% of the maximum power over operating time of the pump.

3-2 SwitchgearIt includes closing and opening devices (switches) and their accessories, controldevices, measuring devices, protection devices and adjustment as well as assemblyof these devices and equipments, connections, supplies and the buildings containingthem.A- Metal enclosed switchgearsSwitchgears assembled inside external metal enclosure connected with the earth.Complete with connections except the external connections.
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B- Metal clad switchgearsSwitchgears assembled inside separate cubicles contained in metal clad connectedwith the earth. Must take into consideration existence of separate cubicles for thefollowing components in the switchgear:
- Main switch.
- The components connected at one side of the main switch as supply circuit.
- The components connected at the other side out from the main switch.

C- Circuit BreakersThey are mechanical control devices able to connect, hold and break the electricalcurrent passing through under normal conditions of the electrical circuit. They areable also to connect, hold and break the electrical current for a limited period underabnormal conditions of the electrical circuit (short circuit).

D- Indoor Circuit BreakersThey are the circuits breakers designed to be installed inside the buildings orenclosed place, where they are protected against winds, rains, dusts, vaporcondensation and other weather conditions.
E- Outdoor Circuit BreakersThey are the circuits breakers designed to be installed in the open atmospheres andare able to withstand different weather conditions.
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F- SwitchesThey are mechanical control devices able to connect, hold and disconnect theelectrical current under normal conditions of the electrical circuit. They are alsoable to withstand short circuit currents for limited period.
G- Disconnectors or IsolatorsThey are mechanical control devices give in open position separate distanceprevents passing the electrical current at the rated voltage. The disconnetor is ableto open and close the electrical circuit at no load or when the passing current inneglected (less than 0.5 ampere) where the voltage difference across the twoterminals of each pole neglected.

H- Circuit BreakingCircuit breakers (CBs) are defined according to their design and method ofoperation to break short circuit currents in the electrical circuit. CBs are classifiedusually according to the medium used in distinguishing the spark generated atdisconnection. The electrical arc (spark) generated at disconnection and method ofextinguishing is the main element in the function of the CBs, where it allows thecurrent to continue passing in the electrical circuit after disconnection of thecontacts until the current reaches to zero.
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The ideal CB is the one that works as conductor until reaching the current to zero, atthis point it is converted into absolute isolator. Practically, it is difficult to reach to aCB that can meet this condition, but must take into consideration to reach as near aspossible to this condition with the necessity to provide the required conditions toremove the arising ionization in the contacting cavity and to use a mediumwithstands transient recovery voltage.
3-2-1 High Voltage SwitchgearHigh voltage switchgear must contain a set of cubicles allow to contain the circuitbreakers and voltage transformers (at the connection side) in addition to beprovided with the necessary installations to hold the measuring devices and relaysand to be prepared to connect terminals of the supply cables and output cables.

The switchgears must be of metal enclosed or metal clad. The difference betweenthe two types is that the current transformers and cable terminals are installed inone cubicle in metal enclosed type. For all types of circuit breakers, must providepossibility to remove the circuit breaker from the bus bars with one of the followingmethods:
 Vertical pull
 Horizontal pull
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 Using disconnector or witch between the circuit breaker and the bus bars.
- In Bulk oil CBs, vertical pull is used.
- In Magnetic air CBs and Min. or Low Oil CBs, vertical pull is used.
- In case of Gas CBs, vertical pull or horizontal pull can be used.
- When using Vacuum CBs, usually fixed type CBs is used with the existence ofdisconnector between the circuit breaker and the bus bars to get benefit fromthe feature of this type of less maintenance.
- Must take into consideration to provide safe installations to access to the mainbus bars of the distribution boards to perform the required measurements andtests. In case of CBs of pull type, the access to the bus bars will be through theholes used in engaging the circuit breaker.

3-2-1-1 Interlocking & PadlockingTo ensue safe operation of the electrical switchgears, especially when it is requiredto access to the bus bars for troubleshooting or to connect a phase of the circuit or totest the cables, the board must be supplied with mechanical interlocking orpadlocking to control connection of the main supply to these switchgears.The first requirement for the interlocking in all types of switchgears provided withCBs of pull type, is to ensure that the CBs can not be pulled or engaged while they
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are connected (closed) with the current. The switchgears must be provided withmetal shutters to cover connection holes to bus bars automatically when pulling theCBs from their operation cubicle. Similarly, preparation must be performed in orderto close these shutters in disconnection position to ensure safety of all theequipments contained in the cubicle.
3-2-1-2 Types of Circuit BreakersThe common types that currently used are:A- Oil Circuit BreakerIs divided into:
 Bulk oil CB
 Minimum Oil CBHydrocarbon oil is used in this type of CB of low viscosity and good insulationproperties.

Disadvantage of this type is the rise of contacts temperature which leads to oilevaporation and dissolution to its components of hydrogen and carbon, where thehydrogen is thermally ionized to produce electrons and positive ions have the abilityto carry the electric current within the distance between the contacts causingelectric arc. To control gas flow in the spark area, the contacts must be closed insidethe control range of the arc by using arc control device to increase efficiency ofoperation of the circuit breaker.
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B- Magnetic air circuit breakerIts theory of operation depends on creation of very high voltage for the arc can notbe kept by the used operating voltage, hence the arc can not continue. It can reach tothis by enforcing the arc to extend to reach near to solid materials that extract theheat from the arc or by breaking the arc into series of arcs. The two methods can beused together in some designs, where the magnetic circuits create a field inside thearc range to guide the arc within this range. In case of low electric currents (about100 A), air blower must be added and connected with vents below the contacts toguide the arc.
C- Vacuum circuit breakerThe contacts in this type are inside sealed air vacuumed container with insulatingwalls. One of the contacts is fixed with the terminal of the circuit breaker and theother contact is free in motion in axial direction through metal gaskets connectedbetween the moving contact and the other connecting end. Performance of thevacuum circuit breaker depends on the following three factors:

 Existence of enough vacuum inside the device
 Select suitable material for the contacts.
 Provision of magnetic control in the arc.Contact gap is about 10 mm for voltages up to 11 KV; therefore, the power necessaryfor operation is less than the other types of CBs. This type achieves the highestefficiency of operation as a current disconnecting device, where the insulation
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strength of contact gap is recovered within (1) microsecond within the rated breakcurrent. Because of the high strength of these CBs, they do not require anymaintenance over their lifespan and there is no possibility of fire due to absence ofany flammable materials.
D- Sulphur Hexa Fluoride CB (SF6)It contains inert non-flammable, colorless, odorless Sulphur Hexa Fluoride gas. Thegas is used at pressure of about 3 bar to reach to the same insulation strength ofmineral oil. This gas is characterized by absorption of the free electrons generated inthe path of the electric arc forming negative ions which speeds up recovery of theinsulation strength after occurrence of the arc. The activated ammonia is used toabsorb less degree fluoride gases (SF2 & SF4) which may be produced due todissolution of the original gas SF6. For this reason, this type of CB can withstand asignificant number of breaks in cases of short circuit without the need to change itsactive parts.

Table (2-2) shows comparison between characteristics of types of the CBs
3-2-2 (H.V) Switchboard ConstructionEach board consists of number of cells; each cell consists of metal structure linedwith cold rolled steel plates of thickness not less than 2 mm. The board is provided
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with front and rear doors for easy maintenance. It is also provided with thenecessary precautions for safe operation and maintenance. Equipments of each cellare installed separated and insulted from the adjacent cell. The life parts are keptaway of being touched after pulling the switch from inside the cell.Distribution bars are made from good conducting copper completely insulated bysuitable material. Contact point must be of self aligning type loaded with strongspring coated with thick layer of silver. The boards are provided with mechanicaland electrical interlocking for safety of operation.
3-2-3 Low Voltage SwitchgearLow voltage switchgear are subject to IEC. Low voltage circuit breakers aredesigned, manufactured and tested according to IEC 157-1/1973 and amendmentsthereof. The following specifications must be taken into consideration:(A) Short circuit categories.

(7- Potable Water and Sanitary Drainage Treatment Plants – volume 2)
Table (2-2): Comparison between types of H.V Circuit Breakers

No Characteristics Air circuit breakerI Oil circuit breakerII Vacuum circuitbreakerIII SF6 CBIV1 Connection anddisconnection ofinductive current At low currents, it hasthe feature of quietextinguishing ofspark for many half
As the oil is a goodinsulator,extinguishing of thespark (electric arc) is

The breaker willdisconnect regardlessthe value of thepassing current.
Path of the currentchopping depends onmethod ofextinguishing the
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cycles whichproduces currentchopping thenvoltage-surge.
more effective thanthe air CB. This giveshorter time of thespark and higherdegree of currentchopping andconsiderable increasein voltage, but withinsufficient value thatmay damage theinsulation.

Stability of theelectric arc (spark) atsmall currentsdepends on contactsmaterial used in theCB, where sparkplasma (medium)consists of vapor ofthe metal from whichthe contacts aremade.

spark, generally, ofthe same value as inoil CB and vacuumCB.

2 Connection anddisconnection ofcapacitive current Tends to recover thespark afterdistinguishing. It hasvery limited value inperforming thisfunction.
Has insulationstrength for each poleenough to ensurebreak of thecapacitive currentwithout return of thespark

Very quick recoveryof the insulationstrength for thevacuum gap. Thisprovides breakwithout return of thespark to thecapacitive currentsuntil the full load ofthe rated current forthe breaker.

Due to the negativeelectricity properties,the conduction gap isquickly re-ionizedwhich provides breakwithout return of thespark.
3 Mechanical aspect The standard specifications requireachievement of 1000 connection anddisconnection processes at no load withoutaffecting the breaker in addition to neglectedwear degree. Regular lubrication during thisperiod must be taken into consideration in thedesign.

Short stroke forconnection anddisconnection andlow powerrequirements, helpthe designer todevelop strongmechanical structurefor long lifespanwithout performingmaintenance forthese CBs. Usually,10,000 connectionand disconnectionprocesses at least areachieved withoutmaintenance.

Power requirementsare located betweenthose of oil CBs andvacuum CBs. Most ofthe required power isused to extinguish thespark. This power isincreased as the ratedcurrent of the CBincreases. Theses CBsrequire maintenanceat periods usuallyreach to 10,000connection anddisconnectionprocesses.

Table (2-2): Comparison between types of H.V Circuit Breakers (Cont.)
No Characteristics Air circuit breakerI Oil circuit breakerII Vacuum circuitbreakerIII SF6 CBIV4 Confusion in the CB
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during the fault(A) Value of theproduced pressure Quick existence of theelectric arc in the arc-chute produces highpressure and impactwaves that must betaken intoconsideration in themechanicalconstruction of the CBwhich increases thecost.

Dissolution of the oilto hydrogen andhydrocarbons byelectric arc currentproduces very highpressure inside thespark control device.This affects the abilityof extinguishing. Partof this pressure istransferred to themetal tank, but theexistence of suitableair pad near the tankcover helps to keepthe pressure insidethe tank. Using ofcylindrical tankmakes this increase inpressure simplematter.

Increase in metalvapor intensityproduced duringoccurrence of theelectric arc in contactchute is synchronizedwith the current andthere is no generalincrease in pressureinside the CB.

Internal pressureformed during faultperiod reaches two orthree times of thestatic pressure. Thismust be taken intoconsideration indesign of insulationchamber.

(B) Emission of exhaustgases The great amount ofionized air flowedfrom the arc chutecreates the need tocool down theinsulation and theexistence of trenchesto allow safe flow ofthis air.

Medium amounts ofexhaust gases areflowed, which canpass through blockingchamber at the uppersurface of the CB. Thiscools and separatesthe gases from the oil.

The CB is completelyenclosed and all themetal vaporsproduced during theelectric arc (spark)are immediatelycondensed and thereare no emissions ofany type for thesevapors.

The CB is completelyclosed and there is noemission of gas andmay some of itdissolved to itscomponents ofsulphar, free sulphar,where they areabsorbed by specialfilters inside the CB.

Table (2-2): Comparison between types of H.V Circuit Breakers (Cont.)
No Characteristics Air circuit breakerI Oil circuit breakerII Vacuum circuitbreakerIII SF6 CBIV(C) Effect on CBs bases Very small Small Neglected Little
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(D) Production of Noise Small Medium Neglected Little5 Possibility of Fire As there is no oil usedand non-flammablegases, the hot burninggases producedduring the faultcontain low degree offire outbreak.

Using the oil as breakmedium and henceemission ofinflammable gases(hydrogen, acetylene,methane, etc) duringthis process, thisrepresents risk of fireoutbreak. Gooddesign of the CBsrarely give increase inthe gases that maycause fire except inthe occurrence ofsever errors. It mustexist controls andprecautions againstfire in case of usingthese CBs inenvironments thatthe fire has adverseeffect.

Risk of fire outbreakis neglected, as thereare no inflammablematerials or gasesfrom any sources.
As in Vacuum circuitbreakerIII.

6 MaintenanceRequirements(A) RoutineMaintenance Routine maintenance in the traditional CBsincludes cleaning and lubrication of themechanical parts, inspection of the contacts,spark control device, insulation medium andreplacement, if necessary.
Need non-periodicinspection to knowthe condition of theinsulation material,electrical insulatorsand maybe CBcontacts to checkexistence of wear.

These CBs aredesigned for longlifespan with non-periodicmaintenance.

Table (2-2): Comparison between types of H.V Circuit Breakers (Cont.)
No Characteristics Air circuit breakerI Oil circuit breakerII Vacuum circuitbreakerIII SF6 CBIV
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Rate of this procedure depends on therequired performance, and it ranges frommonthly service, in case of heavy duty (manyconnection and disconnection processes perday), to periods between 3-5 years for publicsupply. The oil must be replaced periodicallyin case of repeated use of oil CBs more thanany other consideration, and the low oil typesneed more care especially the totallysubmersed types.

The number ofoperation processescan be recorded todetermined periodsof performinginspection. In case ofpublic supply boards,replacement may bedone during thelifespan of the CB,while in case of heavyduty (Daily repeatedloading), replacementmay be done every anumber of years.

Mostly, maintenancecycle every 10 yearsis suitable for thistype, but a visualinspection must beperformed regularly.Safety measures mustbe taken in case ofexistence of existenceof opening to providethe gas. Specialequipments are usedto do.
(B) Post- FaultMaintenance Usually, it is proposed to perform post-faultmaintenance as soon as possible to recover theCB to its normal and safe condition. It is not necessary toperform thismaintenance, but it ispreferred to inspectthe CBs afteroperation during thenormal operatingperiod.

The same as vacuumCBs.

7 Maintenance suitablefor risk environmentconditions andrepeated operation.
Required care andperforming repeatedmaintenance for theCB insulator faces.

It is suitable, butalways requiresprovision andadjustment of oil leveland change of thecontacts, especially inheavy duty cases.Maintenance will berepeated more in caseof low oil CBs.

Features of the CB ismore clear in theseconditions, henceannual operationcosts are lesscompared to theother types.

Does not needrepeatedmaintenance, but caremust be given to themechanical parts incase of repeatedoperation, especiallyif the close power ishigh.

Table (2-2): Comparison between types of H.V Circuit Breakers (Cont.)
No Characteristics Air circuit breakerI Oil circuit breakerII Vacuum circuitbreaker SF6 CBIV
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III8 Operation Facilities(A) Integral FaultMaking EarthingFacilities Rarely have thisfeature, but ifnecessary, separateearthing units areused.
Easy provision ofintegral fault makingearthing for verticalpull CBs.

Are provided withthis feature in case offixed CBs, while forpull type CBs, thesame as in I and IIaccording to methodof disconnection(vertical orhorizontal)

As in I and IIaccording to the typeof pull, vertical orhorizontal).

(B) Injection- TestFacility Requires removing the CB from the board theninserting the test stick into disconnectionsocket. In case of fixed CBs, itwill be provided withtest openings thatenable to insert teststick while the circuitis earthed. In case ofpull type CBs, as in Iand II.

As in I and II

9 Design of SwitchboardsBuilding Width of the building depends on the depth ofthe switchgears with the existence of inletpath for cable terminals at rear of the boardand wide passage at front of the board to givespace to pull the CB and perform maintenance.According to the dynamic loads on the floorduring operation, strong and expensive basesare constructed. Fire fighting equipments,such as carbon dioxide extinguishers are used,or using other systems as sprinklers or gasincase of risk of fire breakout. If there is nogreat risk of fire

In case of fixed CBs,there is no need forspace in the designfor pull ormaintenance, so thewidth of the buildingis lesser than in caseof pull type CBs.Loading on the flooris light and there is noneed for fire walls orfire fightingequipments.

Operation groupusing gas CBs shall beof pull type CBs andthe building requiresa space for thispurpose, but risk offire breakout isneglected and there isno need for fire wallsor fire fightingequipments, hencethe building is morecompact and simple.

Table (2-2): Comparison between types of H.V Circuit Breakers (Cont.)
No Characteristics Air circuit breakerI Oil circuit breakerII Vacuum circuitbreakerIII SF6 CBIV
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If there is no great risk of fire, the greatswitchgears are divided by fire walls builtacross the building to reduce risks of damageof the switchgears in case of fire breakout.Length of the building depends on the width ofeach unit (cell) in the switchgear, in additionto the space necessary for the fire walls (ifany) and the paths of the bus bars. Cells widthmust be lesser in case of the submersible CBsin oil than in the air CBs or low oil CBs.

As the width of cellsis small, the length ofthe building is shorterand lighter inconstruction than inthe conventionalswitchgears, whichsignificantlydecreases cost of thebuilding.In case of pull typeCBs, the building iswider, but saving inuse of fire walls andfire fightingequipments is stillexit and hence thebuilding is moreeconomic.

(B) Short Circuit Tests Method(C) Temperature-rise limitations / Thermal ratings
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- Table (2-3) shows two short-circuit categories, and it is clear from the table thatshort-circuit category P1 is capable to select the two types O-CO at maximumshort-circuit rating, while short-circuit category P2 is capable to select O-t-CO-t-CO. The main difference between the two categories P1 and P2 is that P1 iscapable to operate after performing the specific test with reduced service, whileP2 is capable to operate with normal service. Therefore, this difference must betaken into consideration and clearly specify the required category whendeveloping the specifications of these CBs.
- When performing short-circuit tests for the CBs, must take into consideration toperform these tests in the same operating conditions as those applied during theservice.
- Table (2-4) shows temperature rise limit according to IEC standard and musttake into consideration always that temperature rise in the contacts does notlead to damage of insulation or to the parts adjacent to the contacts.

Table (2-3): Short Circuit Categories
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Table (2-4): Temperature Rise Limit according to IEC Standard
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3-2-4 Thermal rating and Enclosed ratingIs the rating of the CB in ampere listed in the data plate of the CB, such as thermalrating for the un-enclosed devices and provided with overload breaker, if necessary,which is the maximum current than can pass in the CB for 8 hours when tested inthe open air provided that the temperature rise does not exceed the limits specifiedin table (2-4). So, must take into consideration that this rating does not express therating of the CB at installation inside the switchgears. The enclosed rating of the CBis defined as the thermal rating inside the closed CBs, which is the maximumcurrent, can pass through the CB for 8 operating hours when installed insideenclosure with certain specifications without temperature rise of its different partsover the limits specified in Table (2-4). Hence, normal full load current of the CBmust not exceed the rating inside the enclosure, which is lesser than the thermalrating of the CB. To obtain acceptable operation of the CBs, rating in ampere of theCB must be taken into consideration inside the switchgear, where its rating isaffected by the degree of ventilation and size of connections of this CB. Size of thecable used in connection depends on the number of CBs installed in the same raw.To reach to good and acceptable performance for switchgears, must ensureoperating of the CBs in all surrounding operation conditions and performing thetests for them inside the same board they installed.Therefore, the manufacturer of the switchgears, whether if it is the manufacturer ofthe CBs or that assembling the CBs inside switchgears of its design, must be giventest certificate directly related the conditions surrounding the CBs when actuallyoperated and ensure acceptable operation in actual operation conditions.
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3-2-5 Construction of 380 v distribution switchgearsWalls and ceiling of the distribution switchgears are from steel of thickness not lessthan 1.5 mm and are painted internally and externally by two layers of approvedpaints. Its structure consists of strong steel corners welded or tied with the wallsprovided that the each cell is separated, and fixed with the other adjacent cells bysuitable methods and contains all the necessary devices to allow easy operation andmaintenance of all board devices by the operator. Each cell must be provided withrear steel door with key. The switchgear must be provided with the requiredswitches and devices and all of their connections, insulators, CBs, fuses and terminalblocks for the inlet cell and what are necessary for its operation. All devices are fixedinside each cell at the rear of the front face of the board provided that only appearthe meters of submersible type, switch handles and the indicator lamps. Distributionbars and their connections must be from good copper conductors installed on chinainsulators or bakelite suitable for the operating voltage and does not allow fortemperature rise in distribution bars more than 40°C. It is not allowed welding indistribution bars and the cross section of the copper must be according to the designprovided that the current density not exceed 2 A/ 1 mm2 of the cross section. Thecross section must not less than 250 mm2. Connections system must be easy to befollowed and each phase must have separate color, red, blue and yellow,respectively, and the neutral is black color. The main copper cross section must bethe same in all board parts.
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3-2-6 EarthingAll un-life parts of the switchgear, one terminal of current and voltage secondarywindings and meters must be connected to the earth. These connections must beconnected safely.Earthing wire shall be made from ordinary copper or (braid) with suitable crosssection connected to all doors of the switchgear and the devices subject to touch andone side of the secondary winding of voltage and current transformers, control andmeasuring devices, etc.
3-2-7 Earthing WellEarth wires are connected to special well constructed adjacent to the plantaccording to the following specifications:Earthing well consists of galvanized iron pipe of diameter not less than 2 inchesburied inside the ground with length 4 meter or until it reaches below groundwaterlevel with a distance not less than 80 cm. The length flooded by the groundwatermust be perforated with not less than five holes on the circumference for each 2 cmof the axial length of the pipe.The pipe is surrounded from outside by a mixture of sodium chloride and finecrashed coal in low humidity dry soil. Ordinary copper bar is extended inside theearth pipe and tied at the top of the pipe where a galvanized iron bush is installed.Welding is not allowed.The upper part of the pipe of length 20 cm is protracted inside a cast iron box withhinged cover. The dimensions of the box is not less than 35cm × 22cm. This box isinstalled with the cover at the level of the ground surface.
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Earth wire of the plant is connected to the earthing pipe by electric welding or withtying screws. Tin welding is not allowed.
3-2-8 Calculation of short-circuit current and overload current for electrical circuitsTo determine rating of the protection devices against overload and short-circuit, it isrequired to calculate value of overload current and short-circuit current. Thesevalue can be calculated from electrical installations code Item (6-4) and Item (6-8).
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3-3 Electrical Transformers
Distribution TransformersDistribution transformers are used for public and industrial uses. They are usuallyof power 1600 KVA or less. Also, for economic reasons, transformers of power up to2500 KVA may be used.
Definition of the TransformersTransformers are defined as the static part of the devices, which throughelectromagnetic induction, transform the AC voltage and current between two ormore windings at the same frequency, usually at different values of voltage andcurrent.
3-3-1 Types of the used transformersThere are two types of distribution transformers:
- First Type: Liquid Filled Transformer. In which the core the windings are floodedinside enclosure filled with liquid which provides cooling and insulation at thesame time.
- Second Type: Dry Type Transformer. In which the core and the windings arecooled directly with air (Dray Transformers).The first type is divided into units use inflammable mineral oils and other usedifferent types of fire proof liquids, such as silicon liquids or hydrocarbonscompounds.
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The second type is divided into two units. In the first unit the insulated windings arein direct contact with the cooling air, and in the second the windings are enclosedcompletely inside capsule of moisture proof materials made from cast-resin.
3-3-2 Common Powers of TransformersTable (2-5) shows the power ratings commonly used in the commercial electricaltransformers.
3-3-3 TappingsHigh voltage windings of the transformers contain tappings to change windingsratio between the low voltage and high voltage windings to equate the change of theprimary supply voltage to keep the secondary voltage for the consumer within therating limits. The tappings are selected through external circuit. The transformermust be disconnected from the supply before change the tappings.
3-3-4 Transformer WindingsThe transformer consists of three branches core made from electrically insulatedsteel laminations. Each branch holds two axially winded windings. The secondarywinding (low voltage) is the inner part near from the iron core, the primary winding(high voltage) is the outer part. This combination is put inside steel enclosure.In case of transformers of flood type, this enclosure consists of sealed tank filledwith liquid. In case of dry transformers the enclosure consists of ventilated cover tocontain the life parts.
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Table (2-5): Power ratings commonly used in the distribution transformers
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The windings are mostly manufactured from copper except in special casesaluminum thin strips can be used.
3-3-5 Transforms PerformanceWhen selecting the transformer, the preliminary cost must not be the onlyconsideration. In most cases, small part is cost from the total cost.The factors that control the selection of a certain transformer, must take intoconsideration the load factor, losses cost, efficiency, maintenance cost, fire fightingquality and the required building cost, the available area for construction and airtemperature in addition to the preliminary cost.
3-3-6 Losses in the Transformers
- No-load and load losses in the transformer represent loss in the efficiency and isthe reason for the great part of transformer operating cost. These losses aretransferred to heat and usually removed through radiation in the environmentsurrounding the transformer.
- Different suppliers of the flood transformers are compared in terms ofelectricity consumption and the resulted no-load losses in case of continuousactivation of theses transformers.
- Load losses cost depends on the load factor (L.F.), which does not differsignificantly between products of the same power in case of oil transformers. Incase of transformers immersed in fire proof materials, these losses aresignificantly different.
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- Losses in the dry transformers are lesser than in case of the immersedtransformers.
- Table (2-6) shows comparison between the different types of transformers ofpower 1000 KVA. The same comparison must be performed between types oftransformers for all other powers before taking any decision for preference of atype from other one as a factor of reference.
3-3-7 Temperature Rise
- In temperate weathers, the difference in the temperature rise limits between theimmersed transformers and dry transformers is neglected in the combinations.
- Rise in the ambient temperature of the transformers limits their power ratings,where they are less than the value indicated on the data plate of thetransformers. The radiated heat due to losses affects also the electrical devices ofthese transformers.
- Table (2-7) and Table (2-8) show temperature rise limits for the two types oftransformers.
- For the transformers installed inside the buildings, when the ambienttemperature is very high, it is preferred to use dry transformers, reduce theirpowers to a value equivalent to this temperature and perform the periodicmaintenance due to the sensitivity of this type and prevent pest from reaching tothem.
- For the transformers installed in high temperature areas or inside very confinedplaces, it is better to use transformers manufactured specially for hightemperatures and immersed in silicone liquids.
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Table (2-6): Comparison between electric losses in some types of transformers(1000 KVA)

* Bill = Basic insulation impulse level.
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Table (2-7): Temperature-rise in dry transformers
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Table (2-8): Temperature-rise limits in oil transformers
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3-3-8 Loading Guide of Transformers
- The ambient temperature and service conditions can be determined for the oiltransformers without occurrence of damage for windings insulation due thermaleffects in case of exceeding the allowed limits. The same units can be applied incase of use of other types of cooling liquids.
- Purpose of the loading guide is to give the allowed limit under certain conditionsof cooling medium temperatures and the primary loading percentage of therating power (of normal operation position) in order that the designer can selectthe rating power for any new constructions.
- Determine normal cooling medium temperature (e.g. 20°C) and the deviationsfrom this value in order to achieve balance between elongating of the lifespan incase of operating under lower temperature and shortening this lifespan in caseof operating at higher temperature.
- In the practical applications the transformers are not operated continuouslyunder full load. The guide gives suggestions for daily loading cycle taking intoconsideration change in the ambient temperature during seasons of the year.
- Table (2-9) shows loading guide for the oil transformers at 20°C of coolingmedium.
- By this table, overload of a transformer with certain rating power can bedetermined during certain period of time or determine the required ratingpower for a transformer with daily loading cycle through drawing a curve for therelation between K1 and K2 at different values for the loading periods (t) (Fig 2-25).
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Table (2-9): Loading Guide for Oil Transformers
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3-3-9 Fire resistanceDry and immersed transformers (except mineral oils) are considered fire proof, thisdoes not mean these materials are non-inflammable although these materials havefire point (is the temperature at which occurs continuous burning of the materialwhen subjects to flam at its surface). The most important factor that must be takeninto consideration is material resistance to fire and to be the fire point of thematerial more high than the maximum temperature of the transformer at full load inworst weather conditions.
- Table (2-10) shows fire point for some fire proof materials (carbonaceousmaterials are excluded for their danger on the environment). From the table it isclear that there is no great difference between the materials except insulationClass H, which can be considered practically fire proof. Poisonous effect of thevapors emitted from burning of these materials and the resulted danger must betaken into consideration in addition of the other features for comparisonpurpose.Removal Heat Rate (RHR) resulted from the burned material is considered animportant factor, where depend on it size and nature of the transformer enclosure.This rate consists of two components, one is convective and the other is radiative.The first component is higher in value and is considered a measure of destruction tothe ceilings of the transformers buildings, while the second component shows thedestructive effect of the fire on the walls and the equipments surrounding thetransformer.
- Table (2-11) shows values of these components for some fire proof materials.
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Fig (2-25): Relation between K1 and K2 at different values of loading period t
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Table (2-10): Fire point for some fire proof materials

Table (2-11): Removal Heat Rate (RHR) values for some fire proof materials
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3-3-10 Connections
- Secondary windings of the distribution transformers are connected at the lowvoltage side in star connection (Y) and the system is earthed at the neutral pointto obtain single voltage.
- The primary windings are connected at the high voltage side in delta connection(Δ) to eliminate the triple harmonics.
- The commonly used connections, according to the shift between the same phasein the primary and secondary windings, are: Dy 11, Dy 5 or Dy 7. Dy11 orequivalent is the most commonly used in the world.
- Fig (2-26) shows these connections in addition to other connections.In this figure, HV vector diagram is taken as the original vector and the similarphase in the LV windings is related to it according to clock hour figure.
- Phase shift test for primary windings (High Voltage) and the secondary windings(Low Voltage) is neglected in case of use only one transformer for area network.If the network contains more than one transformer, all transformers must havethe same phase relation, otherwise the transformers can not be operated inparallel or to covert the supply of the network from a transformer to another.
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Fig (2-26): Commonly uses vector groups in distribution transformers
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3-3-11 Terminals
- LV Terminals in the transformers are in the form of epoxy resin case contains setof pins connected to it cable terminals with screws.
- HV terminals are in the form of cables box filled with compound in case of paperinsulated HV cables or upper cables box in case of XLPE or P.V.C cables providedwith thermal shrinkable sleeves.
3-3-12 Transformers CoolingTransformers are identified according to the used method of cooling. Table (2-12)shows the alphabetic letters used as symbols to indicate the cooling method.
- The simplest cooling methods are done by cooling the windings by natural airpassing over the hot surfaces of the windings and transformer core, where heatis transferred to the air surrounding the transformer by convection of radiation.This method is described as Air Nature (A.N.).
- To overcome the obstacles that reduce heat transfer from the windings to air,forced-directed air is used over these windings to improve heat flow andincrease cooling rates significantly. This method is known as Air Forced (A.F.).
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Table (2-12): The alphabetic letters used as symbols to indicate the cooling method indistribution transformers
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- These two methods can be combined in dry transformers by using natural aircooling with the operation of an automatic fan in case of temperature rise intransformers more than the normal limits. This method is called (AN/AF).
- In case of the transformers immersed in liquids, two groups of letters must beused to describe method of cooling, the first describes windings cooling and thesecond describes method of cooling surface of the liquid. In case of windingsimmersed in oil are cooled naturally and in the same time this oil is coolednaturally by air. The letters indicating this are ONAN. If the oil is cooled by theforced air, the cooling method is ONAF. The two methods can be combinedthrough operation of an automatic fan to force the air over the surface of theliquid in case of temperature rise more than a certain limit. This method isknown as ONAN/ONAF, so the power of the same transformer can be increasedsignificantly.
- When using a pump to help in oil flow inside the transformer in addition tooperation of a fan to force the air, the method is called OFAF.
- For transformers of power 50 KVA or more the natural method of cooling ONANrequires greater cooling surface for oil tank than the normal surface of this tank.This additional surface can be obtained whether by using pipes welded to thetank walls carrying the hot oil from upper most of the tank to the bottom of thetank as used in the past or to use cooling plates similar to that used for hotwater, which are installed in the form of banks at the sides of the tank toincrease the cooling efficiency and decrease the cost in case of using the pipes.Now, oil tanks made from deep tortuous thin plates (1.2 mm) are used to obtainthe highest natural cooling efficiency for the cooling oil of the transformers.
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3-3-13 Ventilation of transformer enclosure
- The transformers used inside closed enclosure, its temperature will be higher atthe same load than that used in the open air. So, to increase service life of thetransformers, this matter must be taken into consideration when designtransformers enclosure to limit this temperature rise.
- A balance must be made between advantages of using ventilation fans for theseenclosures to limit temperature rise and the advantages of natural ventilationthat does not depend on efficiency of performance and maintenance of thesefans and the dangers resulted from the sudden stop of the fans.
- Temperature rise in transformers enclosures depends on the following:(A)Transformer total losses.(B)Net area of ventilation openings (inlet and outlet).(C) Active vertical distance between inlet and outlet openings.
- Ideal location of air inlet opening is lower and under the center line (C.L.) oftransformer radiator and to install the transformer as near as possible from it.
- Air outlet opening is at high location and must not directly over the transformer,but is located on the wall apart from the inlet opening to enable pass of the coldair over the transformer while passing from inlet opening to outlet opening.
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- Minimum distance of the outlet opening from the inlet opening in the ideal caseis equal to one and half height of the transformer.
- Net area of the inlet opening or the outlet opening is calculated from thefollowing empirical formula:A = 0.06 P                                  (1)Where:P = Total loss emitted from the transformers (KW)A = Area (m2)Also, the following formula can be used:
Where:AL = Cross section area of both ventilation openings (inlet-outlet) (m2)P = Total loss of the transformer (KW)H = Distance between center of the transformer to the center of the outlet opening(m).
- Fulfilling the above conditions, air temperature of transformer enclosure mustnot exceed the ambient temperature more than 7-8°C.Fig (2-27) shows nomogram for determination of areas of air inlet and outlet.Fig (2-28) shows installation of the transformers in sealed enclosure.
3-3-14 Transformers Insulation StrengthTransformers insulation strength is tested at 75 KV for the transformers installedinside the enclosures and the electrical current supply is connected through cables,
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Fig (2-27): Nomogram for determination of areas of air inlet and outlet
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Fig (2-28): Installation of transformers in sealed enclosure
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and at 95 KV for the transformers installed on posts or outside the buildings and theelectrical current supply is connected to them through upper lines.3-3-15 Parallel Operation of the Transformers
- Acceptable parallel operation of the transformers is that each transformer mustcarry its share of the rated power. To achieve this condition, the transformersconnected in parallel must have the following:
 Same ratio of voltage transfer.
 Same phase shift.
 Same impedance.Therefore, any two transformers of 3-phase transformers that have the sameproperties and same connection symbols can be operated in parallel (e.g. the twoconnections 11Yd and 11Dy can be safely operated in parallel).The impedance controls the share of each transformer in the total load. In this case,the resistance of each unit must be symmetrical.
- There are other points must be taken into consideration such as:A) Impedance of the transformers can be changed within ± 10% of the value ofimpedance test, accordingly they may exist two transformers have the sameimpedances according to the test although their difference in impedance ofabout 20%.B) Length and type of the cable used in connection of the transformer must betaken into consideration when calculating the impedance in case of connectionof new transformer in parallel if this transformer in located at location apartfrom the working transformers.C) For the transformers that have division range exceeds 10%, change inimpedance must be taken into consideration within this range.
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In addition to above, there is great difference between transformer producers interms of windings which give significant change in transformer properties.
3-3-16 Transformer ProtectionThe transformers are provided with the following protections:
3-3-16-1 Differential ProtectionDifferential protection depends on the comparison between the primary andsecondary currents of the transformer. In case of unbalance, this means occurrenceof external fault outside the transformer. As the connection of the primary andsecondary windings is usually different, it must be balanced by connection ofsuitable current transformers (CTS).
3-3-16-2 Restricted Earth Fault ProtectionSecondary windings of triple current transformers (CTS) are assembled at a side ofthe transformer windings with a relay connected across them. A fourth currenttransformer (CT) is connected on the neutral point of the windings connected in theshape of (T) connection. The relays are energized only in case of internal earth fault,where the output of the current transformers does not give zero sum which causesflow of current in relay circuit.
3-3-16-3 Unrestricted Earth Fault ProtectionOne current transformer (CT) is connected on the neutral point of the star (Y)windings gives measure of the earth fault protection, but the relay in this caseenergized also in case of occurrence of faults outside the transformer.
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3-3-16-4 Over current protectionThe positions of the over- current relay must be adjusted in order to be able todiscriminate the protection at the load side of the transformer (and not to protectthe network behind the transformer).
3-3-16-5 Gas and Oil RelayGas and oil relay is installed in the pipe connecting between main oil tank of thetransformer and the compensation tank. It is usually exist in the oil transformers ofpower 1500 KVA and more. The relay is provided with two floats holding switchesnormally opened or normally closed. One float is operated when the oil level in thecompensation tank, and consequently in the relay, reaches to undesired low level.The switch is connected usually at the low level with alarm circuit that gives alarmwhen the oil level in the transformer decreases. The other float is operated whenthere is sudden emission of gas inside the transformer in case of existence of aserious fault or burning of the transformer windings. Switch contacts in this float isusually connected to a trip circuit in the control board of the transformer, whichdisconnects the transformer from the source of current supply. It must take intoconsideration that at the start of the transform there is some gas emitting from theair bubbles exist in the oil that may energize the gas and oil relay and give falsealarm.
3-3-16-6 Pressure-Relief DevicesThe device in installed on the cover or the walls of the main tank of the transformerand is operated when the pressure inside the tank increases, where the seal snapsare opened and allow discharge of the collected gas through a wide nozzle with ratereaches 283 m3/min.
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3-3-16-7 Winding Temperature IndicatorsAs it is difficult to measure winding temperature by direct contact with theconductors of these windings, winding temperature indicator is considered the mostaccurate indicator through a narrow strip to load the transformer.There are two main types of winding temperature indication:A Direct method: Where the device probes are put as near as possible from LVwindings.B Indirect method: Where a thermal image device represents or simulates thetemperature difference between the windings and over the oil level.Method (A) is used in most cases with the dry transformers, where the wide coolingpassages allow putting the thermal probes of the device in order not to damage theinsulators of transformer windings.1. The indirect method uses a measuring structure consists of temperatureindicator provided with disc and pointer and current transformer installed onthe life terminal of transformer windings, where the corresponding currentflows from its secondary windings to a thermal coil winded on the controlwinding of the measuring device. Through a calibration resistance the currentflowing can be adjusted in the thermal coil to a value that produces the correctdifference between the windings and the oil.2. There are other methods suitable for the large transformers, where a standardplatinum resistance of value 100 ohm is used as a probe fixed as near as possiblefrom transformer windings, and the device measures the resistance of thisprobe, where its value changes as windings temperature changes.
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3. The temperature indicators are connected to alarm circuits or disconnectioncircuits. They can also be connected to three or four switches to operate fans orpumps to force the air or oil to a cooling cycle outside the transformers.
3-4 Electrical Cables3-4-1 Current Rating* When an electrical current passes in the conductor of the cable, heat is produced inthe conductor and is proportional to the heat quantity produced per unit time andthe product of the current passing in the conductor and the conductor resistance.Therefore,

= Produced heat quantity per unit time (W/Sec)I = Current passing in the conductor (Ampere)R = Conductor resistance (Ohm)* The generated heat rises conductor temperature and produces a temperaturedifference in comparison with the ambient temperature of the conductor (air orground), where the generated heat flows through the insulating material of cableconductor.* Quantity of the flowed heat per second is proportional to the temperaturedifference produced from the current flow. Consequently, the temperaturedifference ΔT at a certain current increases in order to reach to balance intemperature at a point where the heat flow to the ambient environment per unittime is equal to the heat quantity generated in the conductorThat means:
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Where:= Heat flow per second* By applying Ohm’s Law, the heat flow is calculated as follows:

Where:Rth = Thermal resistance of the conductor (thermal ohm) and is calculated in°C/WattThe thermal resistance consists of internal thermal resistance (Rthi) from theconductor to the outer surface of the cable and external thermal resistance (Rthe)from the outer surface of the cable to the ambient environment.
* When reaching to balance in temperature and applying formulas (1), (2) and (3),then:
Or:

Note:In case of alternating current, conductor impedance must be calculated as well asthe induced currents in the metallic enclosure of the cable, but to facilitate the
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calculations, formula (4) can be used to give practical acceptable and sufficientresults.* Maximum allowed temperature of the conductor must be specified in theinsulating materials properties used in the cables, and consequently thetemperature difference between the surrounding medium of the cable and theconductor is restricted. This can be achieved only by restricting the heat generatedinside the conductor. From formula (4), the value I2R must be decreased by thefollowing:
A Restricting conductor resistance R by selecting a conductor of sufficient crosssection area.B Restricting the allowed maximum current Imax at a certain cross section area ofthe conductor.* Internal thermal resistance (Rthi) depends on the cable construction and can becalculated from cable dimensions and specific resistance of the materials used ininsulation and cladding. External thermal resistance (Rthe) of the cable depends onmany external factors that have effect on the thermal convection.* There are difficulties in specifying the current flow in the cable, not only related tothe cable itself, but also to heat flow rate , which are the cooling problems. Thesedifficulties can be avoided in the ordinary cables used in the economic range byspecifying the allowed current by using rules applied in the normal conditions.Current rating tables are prepared for standard cross section areas of the cables andare used to find the current.The same tables are used for LV cables regardless of the used insulating material.* It must discriminate between two systems of laying the cables:- Cables laid in the air.- Cables laid in the ground.
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This principal is used in cables current rating tables.* Maximum current flow in each cross section area of the copper conductors isprepared such that the temperature difference between the conductor and thesurrounding medium ΔT in normal operating conditions must not exceed 35°C,hence in atmosphere temperature of 25°C for the cable laid in air, conductortemperature will be more than 60°C for the cables insulted by P.V.C.
* Insulation material can affect cable temperature, where the temperature increasesas the thermal resistance of this material increases.LV current rating tables are prepared for XLPE insulation for maximum temperatureof copper conductor of 85°C.* Table (2-13) shows current ratings for copper cables laid in air with P.V.Cinsulated conductors.* Table (2-14) shows current ratings for copper cables laid in the ground with P.V.Cinsulated conductors.* Table (2-15) shows current ratings for copper cables laid in air with XPLEinsulated conductors.* Table (2-16) shows current ratings for copper cables laid in the ground with XPLEinsulated conductors.* Table (2-17) shows current ratings for multi-core cables with XPLE or PVCinsulated conductors in an ambient temperature of 25°C.
3-4-2 Derating FactorsIf cooling of the cable is restricted to a certain limit, the current flow in this cablemust be reduced to prevent reaching to a high temperature exceeds the limitsspecified to the used insulation.
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The factors that restrict normal cooling rate are:

Table (2-13) Current ratings for copper cables laid in air with P.V.C insulatedconductors
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Table (2-14) Current ratings for copper cables laid in the ground with P.V.C insulatedconductors
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Table (2-15) Current ratings for copper cables laid in air with XPLE insulatedconductors
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Table (2-16) Current ratings for copper cables laid in the ground with XPLE insulatedconductors.
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Table (2-17) Current ratings for multi-core cables with XPLE or PVC insulatedconductors in an ambient temperature of 25°C.
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4. Increase in ambient temperature.
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5. Effect of the adjacent cables carrying current whether the cables laid on thewalls, trays or in the ground.6. Less of moisture in the ground in which the cables are laid.7. Circumference of the cable installed totally of partially on a reel or cylinder.In all cases, maximum current ratings in the tables must reduced by a certainpercentage.* Table (2-18) is used as a practical guide for derating factors for rise in ambienttemperature, effect of grouping of cables, variation of thermal resistivity of the soildue to changing in moisture percentage and for cables on reels.* In case of existence of more than one affecting factor at the same time, the deratingfactors must be taken into consideration corresponding to these effects. .* Precaution must be taken in case of installing more than one cable in the sametrench or duct, where it is difficult to provide sufficient ventilation and specifyingaccurate derating factor.
3-4-3 Voltage DropThe voltage drop in the cable is the difference between the voltages measured at thetwo ends of the cable.Drop percentage of the circuit voltage rating is:
 Maximum 5% for lighting system
 Maximum 2% for power system.

Table (2-18) Practical guide for derating factors for rise in ambient temperature,effect of grouping of cables, variation of thermal resistivity of the soil due to changingin moisture percentage and for cables on reels
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* Accurate voltage drop can be calculated from the circuit vector diagram, and inmost cases the accurate calculation is not necessary and it is sufficient approximatecalculation as follows:A) For DC
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Where:Voltage drop between the two ends of the cable in volt (measured between thepoles)I = Current rating in Ampere.l = Cable length in meter.r = Cable resistance in ohm/kmB) For single phase AC
Voltage drop between the two ends of the cable in volt (measured between thephase and the neutral point)I = Current rating in Ampere.l = Cable length in meter.r = Cable resistance in ohm/kmCosφ = Power factor of the cable load.C) For three phase AC

Where:Voltage drop between the two ends of the cable in volt (measured between theconductors of the same phase)I = Current rating in Ampere.l = Cable length in meter.r = Cable resistance in ohm/km
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Cosφ = Power factor of the cable load.Note:The above values are sufficiently accurate when the impedance of the cable (χ) canbe neglected compared with cable resistance (r), which is the normal case of cableswith cross section area not more than 70 mm2.For cables with greater cross section area, the voltage drop is calculated as follows:(1) For single phase AC
(2) For three phase AC
Where:χ is cable impedance in ohm/kmCan be taken 0.1 ohm/km* The nomograms shown in Fig (2-29) and Fig (2-30) are used for practicalapplications.3-4-4 Cables short circuit3-4-4-1 Thermal short circuit rating with PVC insultedThermal short circuit rating is calculated from the following formula:
Where:IK = Short circuit rating in KAt = Short circuit time in second
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Fig (2-29): Nomogram for calculation of voltage drop for double cores cable, singlephase alternating current, Cosφ = 1.0
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Fig (2-30): Nomogram for calculation of voltage drop for 3- core cable, 3- phasealternating current, Cosφ = 0.8

q = Nominal cross section area of the copper conductor in mm2
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This formula is applicable for temperature rise between (70-150) °CFig (2-31) shows nomogram the relation between the short circuit, time and thecross section area of the cables with PVC insulated conductors by applying theabove formula.
3-4-4-2 Thermal short circuit rating with XPLE insultedShort circuit is calculated from the following formula:

IK = Short circuit rating in KAt = Short circuit time in secondq = Nominal cross section area of the copper conductor in mm2This formula is applicable for temperature rise between (85-250) °CFig (2-32) shows nomogram the relation between the short circuit, time and thecross section area of the cables with XPLE insulated conductors by applying theabove formula.
3-4-5 Design considerations for installation of cables, pipes and their dustsEgyptian Code Concerning Design Criteria and Rules of Electrical Installation inBuildings must be taken into consideration when determine specifications of cables,fittings, pipes and their ducts.
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Fig (2-31) Nomogram the relation between the short circuit, time and the crosssection area of the cables with PVC insulted conductors (LV copper conductor cables)
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Fig (2-32) Nomogram the relation between the short circuit, time and the crosssection area of the cables with XLPE insulted conductors (LV copper conductorcables)

3-5 Electrical Power Generation Station
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3-5-1 IntroductionFor the importance and necessity of continuous lift of the pumping station in case ofcurrent interruption from the city supply to the station, it must provide alternativepower supply to the plant by construction of emergency electricity generationstation as integral part of the plant for continuous operation purpose.
3-5-2 Power of the emergency power stationEmergency power station must have a power commensurate with the operation ofall pumps and operating devices in the pumping station.
3-5-3 Number of units of emergency power stationAccording to the above mentioned emergency power for operation of the pumpingstation, minimum number of the generation units shall be determined to achievebalance between economic aspects and secure of operation taking intoconsideration the available area.
3-5-4 Specifications of Generation Unit MotorsPower : Emergency power / number of generation units.Cycle : Four strokesFuel : Diesel/ solar with sprincklers, fuel pump and turbo charger.

Cooling : Water or air according to the location of the station and the
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availability of the cooling water.Starter : Electrical or compressed airCylinders order : According to the power and the available area, row of V type willbe selected.Engine Speed N : Engine speed in specified in rpm according to current frequency(f) (50 c/s) and number of poles of the electrical generator (P) bythe following equation.

Motor speed is taken as follows:Less than 300 KW : 1500 rpmMore than 300 KW up to 600 KW : 1000 rpmMore than 600 KW up to 1500 KW : 750 rpmMore than 1500 KW : 600 rpm
3-5-5 Diesel Motor ComponentsMotor Intake
- Air requirements are estimated by 0.07 m3/min/hour brake of the motor power.
- Air intake is provided by internal air filter.
- When using turbo charger, it must provide a straight length not less than 5 cmbefore connection it with the motor air intake.
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- Air pipe connections must be designed in a way that facilitates replacement ofthe filter in addition to isolation of motor vibrations and noise.
Engine Exhaust
- Exhaust pipes and the silencer must be thermally insulated to protect theworkers in generation house and prevent temperature rise in the house that mayaffect intake air temperature or starter batteries.
- Path of the exhaust pipes must be kept away from any flammable materials by adistance not less than 25 cm.
- Exhaust pipes must pass inside enclosure of diameter not less than one and halfexhaust pipes diameter when passing through the walls or the ceilings.
- End of the exhaust pipes must be chamfered at angle from 30° to 45° to reduceformation of gas cyclones, reduce noise and protection from rains.
House Ventilation
- Generation units’ house must be ventilated, as the good ventilation saves from6% to 10% of fuel consumption due to the heat dissipation in the house,improves production of generation units and distribution boards and providesuitable atmosphere for operation and maintenance works in the house.
- Ventilation of the house must be kept at 38°C.
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Engine Cooling
- Cooling cycle must contain thermostat allows operation over 80°C to keep themotor efficiency at starting up.
- Temperature difference between inlet and outlet cooling water must be between5°C t0 8°C.
- Cooling water pressure must be between 0.25 to 0.45 kg/cm2 to preventformation of vapor inside the radiator and engine cooling chest.
- Temperature of the upper part of the radiator must be less than 100°C toprevent confinement of cooling water pump and increase its efficiency.
- Speed of pure cooling water is between 0.6 m/sec and 2.5 m/sec, while it is from0.6 m/sec and 1.9 m/sec in case of raw water.
- Quality of cooling water (pure or raw) must be taken into consideration whendetermining the velocities inside cooling cycle pipes.
3-5-6 Fuel SystemMain Storage
- Fuel is stored in large tanks with sufficient volume for operation of allgenerators at full load for a period ranging from one week to two weekscontinuously according to the distance from supply sources.
- Main fuel tanks may be under or over ground surface.
- Fuel tank is made from treated steel plates and not from galvanized iron to avoidchemical reactions with the fuel.
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- Main tanks must be over ground surface in case of availability of the necessaryarea away from the surface motion and under the ground surface in case ofunavailability of the necessary area.Tank Components
- Tank filling pipe installed in a way that achieves safe operation processes.
- Tank vent pipes.
- Measuring hole.
- Drain valve at the bottom of the tank to suck the sediments at regular intervals.
- Electrical pumps to transfer fuel from main tanks to daily tanks.
- Tank components are made from treated steel (and not galvanized iron), steel orcopper.Daily Storage
- Daily tank is installed in generators house.
- Fuel suction and return pipe diameters must not less than motor componentsand pipes diameters for the all pipe lengths.
- Pipe diameters are increased in case of supply fuel to more than one motor, andalso in case of temperature decrease.Filters
- Filters are installed to prevent fuel sediments which cause blockage of the fuelinjection sprinkle nozzles and injection pumps.
- Filters are provided with grid screens with spacing 0.3 mm.
- Large motors are provided with two filters with a means of change of any ofthem to facilitate cleaning and replacement of the damaged filter duringoperation to avoid fault of the motor.
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3-5-7 Starting SystemsThe generator motor is started by one of the following two methods:
- Electrically (battery + starter motor) for the engines of power up to 500 KW
- Compressed air for the engines more than 500 KW.
Electrical Starting motionThe following points must be followed when using this method:
- It is preferred to use lead acid batteries because they are less expensive than thenickel cadmium batteries.
- Generators house temperature must not exceed 38°C to maintain the power andoperation efficiency of the batteries.
- Copper cables must be used in the connections between the batteries and startermotor.
- Battery charger must be used in generators house to charge the batteries duringstop operation of the generators, in addition to the DC generator which chargesthe batteries during operation of the engines.
Starting motion by compressed airThe following must be taken into consideration when using this method:
- Provision of air compression ranging from 7 kg/cm2 to 16 kg/cm2 from the anair compressor, air tanks and non-return valves between them.
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- Volume of the air tanks must be selected according to air quantity necessary foreach operation, number of operations, tank pressure and atmospheric pressure.This volume is determined by supplier of the engines.
- The main air compressor is operated by internal combustion engine turned bybenzene, kerosene or solar.
- Provision of an emergency air compressor operated by electrical motor.

(9- Potable Water and Sanitary Drainage Treatment Plants – volume 2)
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4- Design rules for construction and architecturalworks
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4- Design rules for construction and architectural works
First: Architectural Works4-1 LayoutUnits must be distributed on the site layout of the pumping stations in a way thatallows the provision of the following rules:
- Main roads and sub-roads must be with the width that allows entrance and exitof the cars and to perform the necessary maneuvering, taking into considerationlevels of the roads and sidewalks with the constructions that will beimplemented.
- Existence of the guard rooms and information room adjacent to the mainentrance of the plant.
- Provision of green areas between the units.
- Plant units must be coordinated in a way that allows easy motion inside theplant between the different units.
- Administrative building units must be away from treatment units and to studywind direction to avoid subjection of the buildings to bad smells and gases.
- The site must be provided with water, irrigation, fire, sanitary drainage, andelectricity and lighting networks.
- Construction of suitable fence.
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4-2 Project UnitsThe following are the design rules for some units that consider the aestheticalaspects (color and heights coordination of project units):
4-2-1 Pump House
- Easy electricity supply taking into consideration the economic aspects.
- The distance between crane beam and the lowest point of ceiling beam must notless than 1.5 m.
- Provision of sufficient ventilation and lighting inside the house.
- Provision of handrails around sump roof openings inside motors house.
- Cable trenches must be submersed in the floors.
- Pump house floor must be from ceramics resistant to acid and friction and thewalls from faience at suitable height.
4-2-2 Generator and Transformers Building
- Specifications and dimensions of the building must be in conformity withMinistry of Electricity conditions.
- Easy access to transformers building doors at the external fence and at the mainroads and sub-roads.
- The distance between crane beam and the lowest point of ceiling beam must notless than 1.5 m
- Provision of sufficient ventilation and lighting inside the house
- Internal finishing must be from materials suitable to the building. Floors must befrom ceramics resistant to acids and friction and cable trench covers at theground level to not hinder the motion.
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4-2-3 Workshops and Stores
- The distance between crane beam and the lowest point of ceiling beam must notless than 1.5 m
- Provision of sufficient ventilation and lighting inside the house
- Easy access of cars, equipments and instruments to workshops and storesentrance.
- Near from workers rest room and toilettes.
- Internal finishing must be from materials suitable to the building. Floors must befrom ceramics resistant to acids and friction and cable trench covers at theground level to not hinder the motion
4-2-4 Administration and lab building
- Must be near from the main entrance for easy control of workers and access todifferent buildings.
- Study wind direction to avoid subjection of the buildings to bad smells and gaseswith the provision the lab with a tower to drain the gases.
- Provision of sufficient ventilation and lighting inside the unit.
- Floors must be from ceramics resistant to acids and walls from faience
- Provision of upper side holes for installing suction gas fans such that level ofthee holes is less than level of lab ceiling by a distance does not exceed 50 cm.
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- Provision of sanitation installations for the basins (water- sanitary drainage)
- Bases must be covered with ceramics resistant to acids.
4-2-5 Chlorine Building4-2-5-1 Chlorine store
- The store must be at the south part of the plant away from workers,administrative buildings and residential complexes.
- The store must be away from fuel stores, workshops and any source offlammable materials.
- The store must be adjacent to cylinders building, containers, evaporators andchlorine injection devices.
- The store must has a sufficient area to accommodate the number of the cylindersor the containers that are put in horizontal position in two or four parallel rowssuch that the distance between the axes of the cylinders of the containers is 1.10m and allow operation of the plant for a period not less than 10 days.
- The store must be in a good ventilated location and insulated against directsunrays on the cylinders or containers such that the temperature inside the storedoes not exceed 45 °C
- Easy access of cars carrying equipments, chlorine cylinders and maintenancetools.
- Anti- chemicals finishing materials must be used by laying ceramics on the floorresistant to acids and the walls from faience with suitable height not less thanlower threshold of the windows.
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- Cylinders iron bases must be provided with four iron rollers for each cylindersuch that the bases are at 1 m distance form the side walls to facilitate motionand adjust position of the cylinders and the valves on correct operation position.
- It is recommended to provide the building with upper cranes (monorail) at adistance not less than 1.5 m between the crane beam and the lowest point on thebuilding beam for each row of cylinders such that it is not intersecting with thefalling beams at the entrance of chlorine store with the path of crane beam. Thisbeam must be extended out the building by 1.5 m for handling (loading anddischarging) the cylinders from and to the transporting cars, taking intoconsideration that crane beam axis is the same as the axis of the cylinder basesaxis.
- The store must be provided with leakage detector and alarm devices.
- Concrete ducts with covers must be constructed for easy removal and path ofchlorine injection pipes made from PVC of similar.
- Must provide ducts for drainage of washing water.
- The store must be provided with neutralization stank and insulation room to itthe defective cylinder or container will be transferred to be isolated from theplant. The following conditions must be provided for base of the neutralizationtower base:
 Must be of height not less than 2 m from building floor.
 The hold used for tower installation must be covered air seal material.
- The store must be provided with ventilation holes provided with mechanicalventilation devices (air suction fans) of height not more than 50 cm frombuilding floor. The hole must not less than 35 × 35 cm and the distance betweeneach two holes is nor more than 2.0 m.
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- The store is provided with additional ventilation devices that change store airoperate in emergency case, and the air is discharged in isolated ducts toneutralization room or tank for reaction of the polluted air with the chlorine byset of acoustic soda sprinklers.
4-2-5-2 Devices room
- Must be adjacent to cylinders or containers store.
- Provision of sufficient ventilation and lighting inside the unit and must have onedoor for entrance of individuals.
- Must be provided with mechanical ventilation system similar for ventilationsystem of the closed store.
- Room ceiling height is not less than 3.5 m
- Sufficient area to accommodate the evaporators (if necessary) and addingdevices taking into consideration the following:
 Distance between the evaporators not less than 1 m
 Distance between the face of the evaporators and the rear wall not less than 1.75m
 Distance between chlorine injection devices not less than 1 m
 Distance between the back chlorine addition device and the wall not less than1,75 mAny length of the room is not less than 5 m and the width depends on thenumber of evaporators and chlorine injection devices.
Second: Construction WorksRefer to Egyptian Codes concerning construction works.
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5- Preparation of Tender Documents
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5- Preparation of Tender Documents
5-1 IntroductionReleased tender documents must contain technical information of the project,general and special conditions, which are the provisions referred to them contractparties, if necessary.
5-2 Contents of tender documentsTender documents contain the following volumes:
- General and special conditions and technical specifications.
- Estimated bill of quantities
- As built drawings.
- Any other documents prepared by the designer, such as borings report, analysesof soil and groundwater.
5-2-1 Volume (1): General and special conditions and technical specifications of theprojectThis volume shall contain:(A)Invitation to tender.(B)Tender form.(C) Instructions to bidders.
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(A) Invitation to TenderInvitation to tender will be in one or two pages with brief description about theproject and tender procedures. It also contains method of obtain copy of tenderdocuments, price, date and place of submitting these documents. The tender ispublished in the daily newspapers (two widely spread newspapers) in twoconsecutive days.
(B) Tender FormTender form determines standard format for the contractors to submit their pricesand offers to the employer which facilitates technical and price comparison worksfor equal opportunities.
(C) Instructions to BiddersInstructions to bidders are the standard base of the bids that help to arrange bidcontents in standard order according to tender form. These instructions shall coverthe Following:
- Definitions.
- Offer of bidders.
- Tender documents.
- Tender procedures.
- Tender requirements.
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- Mail instructions.
- Primary and final insurance
- Contract form between the owner and the contractor.
- Additional instructions.
5-3 Insurance FormsTender documents contain format for primary insurance submitted with the bid andthe final insurance that shall be submitted by the winner contractor from approvedbank. The format shall contain a provision states that the employer has the right toissue this insurance for his benefit at first statement from the bank in this regardwithout any objection from the contractor. This insurance must be valid to cover itspurpose.
5-4 Contract between the owner and the contractorThis contract is considered an independent document and shall cover five mainprincipals as follows:
- Legal capacity and competence of the parties to act and conclude the contract.Sufficient number of copies must be signed for the owner, contractor, theengineer (if any), contract and purchasing department and state counsel.
- Clear brief description of the project.
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- Expected implementation period. This part is very important, as according to itfine delays or contract extension, etc. may be imposed.
- The price, whether a fixed price covers the entire project, price for each item ofworks or LS price for each group of similar items of the works, as agreed upon.
- Terms of payment through periodic payments according to work progress andwhat agreed upon such as deduction of certain percentage accumulated until thepreliminary handover, the deduction from the advance payment paid to thecontractor, etc.In addition to the closing payment of the project, this is considered from the mostimportant legal payment during the project.This contract contains also to what extend the relation between this document andother tender documents in terms of legal capacity, as this document is the only onesigned by contract parties.
5-5 Contract ConditionsConditions of the contract are divided into two parts: general conditions and specialconditions (completing conditions).
5-5-1 General ConditionsGeneral conditions cover rights and obligations of both the owner and thecontractor and determine scope of work and responsibilities of the consultant whosupervises the implementation (if any), works and responsibilities of projectmanager.
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Contents of general conditions are:A- DefinitionsImportant items are defined accurately and clearly, such as:The owner - The consultant engineer- project manager -The contractor - TheSubcontractor -The works- The Project- Tender documents- drawings- Completiondate of the project- Project commence Date.
B- Rights and ResponsibilitiesRights and responsibilities of each party are explained in detail to know each partyhis rights and responsibilities under the contract as well as the relations with thesub contractors, where rights and responsibilities of the contractor extend to them.
C- Using othersIn general, the owner has the right to perform some works of the project by himselfor by independent contractor.Therefore, the problems resulted from overlapping or efforts cooperation that affectworks of other must be added and detailed in the general conditions.
D- Settlement of DisputesConditions shall be laid in detail to determine method of settlement of disputesresulted from the work whether amicably or by arbitration.
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E- Duration of the projectProject start up date and completion date is determined and accordingly the periodnecessary for execution of the project. On the basis of this, the contractor shall makethe time schedules necessary for completion of the project to be approved from theowner or his representative. According to these schedules shall specify any delay inworks, its reasons and to what extend the contract needs to amend the timeschedule according to the delay or to impose delay fines, as the case requires. Theforce Majeure must be specified for the circumstances out of control of themanagement during which the work is stopped. It must also specify working hours,official holidays and occasions for the contractor to be aware in this regard.
F- PaymentsPayments will be prepared according to work progress in a defined and clear way,date of submitting these periodic payments and its least value, period necessary fortheir revision by the owner or his representative in technical and financial affairsand return procedures of these payments in case of mistakes in different stages ofrevision.Also must state that approval of the owner for issuance of these dues does notconsider approval of acceptance the work.Also must state that the contractual and legal reasons that allow to the owner toseize and hold issuance of contractor dues against failure to repair the defectedworks, claims filed from the third party and failure of the contractor to comply withconditions and provisions of the contract.
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G- Procedures of preliminary and final handover1- Preliminary Handover
- After completion of works, the contractor or his representative shall notify theowner in writing that all works are under operation and ready forcommissioning procedures which shall be performed by the contractor in thepresence of the owner or his deputy and the engineer who supervising theexecution (if any).
- After successful commissioning and supply of the spare parts, auxiliary devicesand as built drawings by the contractor, this must be proved in projectcommissioning report.
- After stability of the commissioning during the necessary period agreed uponbetween the owner and the body that shall take over the project for operationand get benefit thereof, or if the contractor shall perform the operation forcertain period under the contract.
- In case of failure of the commissioning, the contractor adheres to repeat thecommissioning at his own expensive under performing successfulcommissioning during the necessary period.
- Preliminary handover is performed to get benefit and operate the project andnote any remarks or unimplemented works by making remarks list providedthat these remarks have no effect on operation and getting benefit from theproject. If the contractor failed to supply any auxiliary devices, spare parts,preparation of drawings or documents, the contractor undertakes to completethem within an agreed period. This period is within warrantee year.
- The owner has the right to deduct or hold any amounts from the dues of thecontractor against completion of these works or continuation of the guaranteeletter. These amounts will be returned to the contractor after completion ofthese obligations.
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- If any part is defective or damaged during guarantee year, the contractor shallreplace the defective or the damaged part or perform repair if there is benefitfrom the repair. If the contractor fails to perform the repair, the repair will beperformed by deducting the cost from his dues or according to the provisions ofthe contract in this regard. Warrantee of the replaced part extends to one yearfrom date of replacement.
2- Final Handover
- Before the end of warrantee period and the contractor has completed all of hisobligations, the contractor shall notify the owner in writing to specify date forinspection and form final handover committee to include the owner and thebody benefited from the project which was trained on operation andmaintenance during the warrantee year.
- In any works or obligations are not completed, final handover is postponed untilthe contractor fulfills all the obligations according to the contract, technicalconditions and workmanship. The warrantee period will be extendedaccordingly.
- If the inspection proved that the works are in conformity with original technicalconditions and specifications or amendments thereof that added duringexecution of the project and the committee decided that the contractor hascompleted all of his obligations, final handover report shall be issued and signedby the contractor, beneficiary body that shall be responsible about futureoperation and the engineer (if any).
- This final handover does not prejudice the responsibility of the contractor underEgyptian civil law.
- After completion of the final handover, a closing payment is made between theowner or his deputy and the contractor or his representative.
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H- InsuranceThe general conditions determine the areas that must be covered by the insurancefor the works, workers and the third party against the risks, including accidents,theft, fire, etc by an insurance company approved from the owner. The insurancecertificates are issued in the name of the owner and shows also suitablecompensation for each case. It also covers owner, contractor and third partyobligations. Insurance certificates are sent to the two parties of the contract.I- ChangesThe general conditions determine method of making the change orders of worksthat change in the contract and the time period necessary for this change byaddition of deletion from contract duration without affecting the contractagreement itself.The general conditions also determine method of negotiation between the differentparties to agree upon the effects resulted from the change in terms of time and cost.
G- Correction of worksThis item of the general conditions gives the right to the owner to reject thedefective or unconformable works to terms of contract that must be replaced orrepaired by the contractor at his own expense.
K- Contract TerminationThe general conditions must contain an item that gives the right to the owner toterminate the contract due to failure of the contractor to complete the works on thespecified time or non-execution of the works. It gives also the contractor the rightfor termination in case of failure of the owner to fulfill his obligations.
5-5-2 Special Conditions
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The special conditions are completing the general conditions to conform to the locallaws, environmental conditions and special conditions of each separate project. Itemnumbers of these conditions are similar to what in the general conditions whenadding or deleting some provisions of the general conditions.

A- DrawingsThe drawings express the relation between different components of theconstruction, where they illustrate their locations and dimensions and containinformation about the sizes, locations and quantities, which means design drawings.The drawings must be complete to a large extend, accurate, with suitable scales andinclude sufficient dimensions. They are considered guide for the contractor in hisestimations and calculation of the quantities when preparing the bid, constructionand execution of works. They also contain separate working drawings for allconstructional, architectural, internal sanitary drainage, electricity, conditioning andcooling works.
B- Shop DrawingAs the working drawings do not contain accurate details for each part of thedifferent components of the construction, the executor (contractor, subcontractor,supplier, manufacturer, etc) must prepare accurate and clear shop drawings containall the detailed information necessary for execution, including graphical curves formethod of performance, spare parts lists for the components, method of installationand method of operation that shall be approved and used.
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C- As Built DrawingsThe contractor shall prepare drawings complete with accurate dimensions anddetails according to what actually executed on the ground to be submitted to theowner as documents kept as a reference for maintenance and operation works.

D- Technical SpecificationsTechnical specifications are completing the shop drawings, where they express therequirements in words and shows quality of the materials, supplies, equipments andtechnical construction methods.Technical specifications are considered the greatest part of the contract according tothe following categories:General requirements, site works, concrete works, masonry works, metal works,wood works, insulation and protection, doors, windows, finishing, special works,equipments, furniture, special construction, conveying systems, mechanical worksand electrical works.
These works are divided into four sections:- General, materials, execution and method of calculation.“General” section contains definition of the scope of work in this section, includingquality control, information about the supplies and equipments, handling andstorage requirements and warrantees.
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“Materials” section contains brief description of the materials used in this section asa guide for the producers. “Execution” section contains details of methods ofconstruction, performance of works, inspection, acceptance and tests. “Calculation”section verifies if this party of the works are loaded on contract items, item price, LS,etc.

E- Estimated Bill of Quantities
- Estimated bill of quantities contain work items, brief description of each item,method of calculation, whether with unit of area, volume or LS, and theestimated quantity of each item.
- The contractor shall price each item.
- In bill of quantities, if the contractor did not price an item, the price of this itemis loaded on the prices of the other items of the contract upon execution,however specifying the highest price for this item in the other offers whenevaluating this offer by evaluation committee.
- The quantities listed in the bill of quantities are estimated and the owner isentitled to increase or decrease these quantities by 25% with the same contractprices, and the quantities that exceed this percentage, their new prices shall beagreed upon.
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Chapter 3: Implementation Conditions1. Project implementation management2. Site planning and preparation3. Civil and architectural works4. Mechanical and Electrical Works5. Tests6. Performance Tests and Handing Over
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1- Project Implementation ManagementSuccess of any project is measured by its completion on time according to contractdocuments, technical conditions, specifications and shop drawings.The access key to project success is the provision of continuous communication andexplanation means between the parties working in the project through a relationbetween project owner, consultant and contractor that helps execution of the worksaccording to the time schedules specified for completion of this project.Volume of labor required to complete the project depends on volume and conditionof each project. Fig (3-1) illustrates organizational structure of project management.For good coordination between the three parties, the following system shall befollowed:A Project owner shall contract with the contractor entrusted to execute thecontract according to the applicable rules and laws.B Project owner shall form execution unit for technical revision of all executionsteps and know the obstacles and problems and provide their technical,financial, administrative and legal solution.
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C The execution unit shall coordinate with the project consultant who performedstudies and design works and preparation of contract documents for supervisionof execution.D Chairman will be appointed for the execution unit (project manager) tocoordinate between the staff inside the unit and put work rules for the relationbetween the execution unit and the consultant.E Project consultant shall coordinate between owner, contractor and consultantworks. Fig (3-2) shows project execution unit and specifies its responsibilities asfollows:

Fig (3-1): Organizational Structure of Project Management
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Execution Unit
Project Manager

Financial and Administrative Affairs Technical Affairs
Fig (3-2): Project Execution Unit
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1-1 Project ManagerA Competent and can act to manage the project.B Responsible about supervision of execution all works and activities and has theauthority to control, familiarize and coordinate between different technical,financial, administrative and legal activities.C Select the ideal method to execute the works and take into consideration theeconomic aspects, time and effort to achieve the objective towards completion ofthe project on a timely manner and take the measures needed to correct thecourse of implementation to complete the project successfully on time within thelimits of the available funding.D Project manager shall select the technical manager and financial andadministrative affairs manager and authorize them to form and approve theassisting staff for both of them.E Approve issuance of consultant dues under the contract.
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1-2 Technical Affairs1-2-1 Design EngineersRevision works of the drawings submitted from the consultant office shall beconducted by specialized engineers for conformity of the hydraulic, architectural,civil, mechanical and electrical drawings and ensure availability of sufficient numberof shop drawing copies.
1-2-2 Execution EngineersA Execution works will be conducted by specialized engineers in differentspecializations to follow up execution stages.
B Prepare periodic reports about work progress, revise and sign daily follow uprecords by the consultant and the contractor and list any technical remarks orproblems that may hinder progress of execution.C Revise and compare the periodic payments according to the actually executedquantities with the shop drawings and the records submitted from thecontractor and approved from the consultant.
1-3 Administrative Affairs1-3-1 Financial and Administrative ManagerA Specialized accountant shall be appointed to perform this work in terms offinancial and administrative aspects of the project and shall provide assistanceand advice to the project in his scope of work.B Shall follow up project financial and administrative works; submit periodicreports to the project manager and proposals on how to solve the financial andadministrative problems that object progress of work.
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C Shall select financial and stores audit staff.
1-3-2 Financial AuditSpecialized accountants shall be appointed to perform the following works:A Review the payments from an accounting point of view and conformity of therates with the contracts.B Follow-up the financial position of the project up to date and maintain recordsthat indicate the amounts available, what has been disbursed and the remaining.C Compare expenditure with the execution timetable.
1-3-3 Stores AccountingSpecialized accountants shall be appointed to perform the following works:A Maintain regular records show all the supplies, their dates of supply and value.B Review the supplied equipments according to the contract on the packing lists.C Maintain regular records about the adjustments of each documentary credit.
1-4 The ConsultantResponsibilities of the consultant are determined in the following:A Prepare typical report forms, methods and procedures of work progress.B Prepare rules to control how to sound managing of the project within its actualbudget.C Select high efficient technical supervision team in different specializations.Fig (3-3) shows organizational structure of the consultant.
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1-4-1 Technical SupervisionA Follow up the daily works being carried out by the contractor and take thenecessary samples for test.B Follow up the execution situation and its conformity with the approvedexecution schedule.C Review and approve works counting books submitted from the contractorD Review the submitted payments from the contractor and approve them forissuance.E Study any additional works or amendments required for implementation of theworks to take the full advantage of the project and to be presented to the projectmanager for approval.

Fig (3-3): Consultant Organizational Structure
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(10- Potable Water and Sanitary Drainage Treatment Plants – volume 2)
F Study any claims submitted from the contractor whether they are financial orregarding any amendments in execution period of the project after thecontractor has fulfilled all the documents necessary to prove his rights in theseclaims and present the result to the project manger.G Participate in preliminary and final handover works and prepare list of remarksthat does not prevent the preliminary handover.
1-4-2 Quality ControlA Ensure fitness of equipments and supplies materials supplied to the site, revisetest certificates and perform the necessary tests on random samples of materialsand equipments to ensure their conformity to the specifications stipulated in thecontract.B Supervise preparation experimental concrete mixes, follow up their treatmentand test to determine their breaking strength according to the value specified bythe designer and stipulated in contract documents.
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C Perform supervision and periodic follow up works on pouring and treatment ofthe executed concrete constructions.D Ensure calibration of the devices used in test and measurement works.
1-4-3 Accounting UnitIt performs the following:A Revise the payments submitted from the contractor.B Follow up project financial situation.

C Revise expenditures and revenues of the consultation office.
1-5 The ContractorResponsible about execution of all works until completion of the project successfullyand shall have efficient stuff in different specialization areas as follows:Fig (3-4) shows organizational structure of the contractor.
1-6 Resident EngineerHe is responsible about the following:A Management of the project.B Coordinate between his assisting staffs and specify their duties.C Revise the executed works through time schedules, revise and approve thepayments prepared by executing engineer.D Revise the financial situation and stores stock.
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E Approve workers allowance on the light of the achieved works.
1-6-1 Technical OfficeThe technical office has the main role in preparation of all technical, design,planning, follow up, requirements and performance rates data for execution and fullcompletion of the project according to the approved schedule. Role of the technicaloffice is summarized in the following:

Fit (3-4): Contractor Organizational Structure
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1-6-1-1 Technical audit: It is responsible about the following:
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A Revise conditions, specifications and provisions dossiers.B Prepare and count all work items required to be executed in the project.C Revise bid documents, prepare and release tenders to subcontractors.D Prepare and revise the payments according to the actually executed quantitiesand compare them with the shop drawings and collection records beforesubmission to project consultant.E Follow up execution of the project according to the time schedules.F Prepare closing payments and preliminary handover reports of the project.G Revise hydraulic drawings with the mechanical and electrical drawings and theirconformity with the architectural and construction drawings with provision ofcopies of the shop drawings.H Revise soil research report and ensure that locations of the executed borings arein conformity with what shown in the drawings and shall perform soilresearches, if required, at his expensive.I Prepare copies of as built drawings according to what actually executed forapproval from the consultant.
1-6-1-2 Planning, control, requirements and performance ratesIt is responsible about the following:1. Prepare the planning budget and identify the obstacles and problems, if any, tobe solved in timely manner.
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2. Prepare different time schedules, use systems, such as personal computer, tofacilitate revising all the information required to execute different stages of theproject, provide the necessary requirements as well as communication andcontinuous cooperation between the concerned parties to complete the projecton time.3. Determine the resources necessary for the project, provide the materials andequipments according to the specifications with the necessary quantities onsuitable times to execute the project in accordance with the specified timeschedule.4. Follow up execution of the project, action plan and all execution steps throughthe time schedules and performance rates and amend their course in case of anydelay in execution of the project.5. Follow up collection of financial claims.
1-6-1-3 Quality ControlPerform inspection and test works on the materials and revise manufacturing worksto ensure that they are in conformity with contract documents.
1-6-2 Technical Staff1-6-2-1 Execution EngineersExecution engineers, with the required engineering specializations, shall performaccurate technical direction and revise the quality according to contract documents.Duties of execution engineer are summarized in the following:A Takeover, plan, determine axes and directions of the site.
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B Prepare the necessary detailed sketches that help in execution of the project.C Demand the equipments, materials, labor and supplies on suitable timesaccording to time schedules.D Direct technical supervisors and distribute labor according to work needs.E Execute all the works according to time schedules.F Prepare daily reports on work progress and the obstacles that face the executionand methods of their solution.G Periodic count of the executed works and payments.H Give directions for better use of the materials, equipments and instruments andtheir storage on the site.I Stores supervision.J Prepare as built drawings.
1-6-2-2 Technical SupervisorsDuties of the technical supervisors are summarized in the following:A Implement instructions of execution engineersB Control and direct technical labor.C Report the obstacles immediately.D Receive materials and equipments from the stores and settle the custody.E Maintain the equipments and execution tools and their proper use.
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1-6-2-3 Technical LaborTechnical labor shall carry out the works accurately according to the instructionsissued from the execution engineers and supervisors.
1-6-2-4 Maintenance and Mechanical EquipmentsDuties of maintenance and mechanical equipments unit are summarized in thefollowing:A Prepare, maintain and operate the equipments.B Perform periodic maintenance works for mechanical equipments.C Train the workers on maintenance and operation works.
1-6-2-5 StoresIt performs the following duties:A Keep store records that show all the supplies, their dates of supply and valuesand the issued quantities.B Receive and store all the materials and equipments supplied to the projectaccording to technical principals after completion of inspection and additionprocedures.C Receive the materials and equipments necessary for the works.D Prepare item cards, their quantities and put them in clear places on the site.E Demands provision the stores with items that their stock reach to the criticallimit.
1-6-3 Financial and Administrative Affairs Unit
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It consists from the following:
1-6-3-1 Administrative AffairsIt consists from personnel affairs and auxiliary services.
1-6-3-1-1 Personnel AffairsIt has the following duties:A Provide the necessary labor required for the work.B Prepare and follow up workers pay rollC Prepare production allowance lists according to work progress.D Prepare and equip the offices and rest rooms necessary for service of all workersin the project.E Prepare monthly and annual lists on technical and administrative competency ofthe workers.F Follow up attendance of workersG Follow up attendance of workersH Determine and follow up leaves according to instructions.I Prepare decisions on transfer and service termination of workers.J Perform Social insurance proceduresK Issue work permits and complete security procedures, if necessary.
1-6-3-1-2 Auxiliary ServicesIt includes social and health services.
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A- Social ServicesIt has the following duties:
- Supervise workers welfare fund, where all the workers of the project participateand get benefit from it in the cases that require this.
- Organize recreational, cultural, tourism and religious excursions and field visitsto similar work sites.
- Organize different sport activities.
B- Health ServicesIt has the following duties:
- Prepare health unit for first aids and treatment of injuries and quick cases.
- Transfer injured people with serious cases to the specialized hospitals.
1-6-3-2 Financial AffairsIt consists from the following:
1-6-3-2-1 Financial AccountsIt has the following role:A- Revise the payments and follow up letters of credit.B- Perform follow up works and collection from the employer.C- Prepare record for accounts of suppliers, revenues and expenses
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D- Prepare the budget and determine work results.E- Supervise the purchases.
1-6-3-2-2 Procurements and Stores AccountingRole of procurements department is summarized in the following duties:A- Purchase the materials and equipments, ensure their supply to the site on thesuitable time and keep regular records in this regard.B- Report any shortage of supply of the materials and equipments.C- Calculate delay fines imposed on the suppliers.Role of stores accounting is summarized in the following duties:A- Revise the supplies, their prices and quantities according to the contract.B- Revise notes payable submitted from any department with the approved formsand send them for auditing.C- Keep a record of stores accounts for comparison with the inventory record.
1-6-3-2-3 AuditingIts role is summarized in the following:A- Revise the payments with the count records and conform the rates to thecontracts.B- Revise project financial claims.
1-6-4 SecurityIt consists from administrative security and industrial security.
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1-6-4-1 Administrative SecurityRole of the administrative security is to monitor work sites, gates and guard works,including entrance and exit of personnel and equipments, prepare securityarrangements to ensure proper and smooth progress of work and revise workpermits.
1-6-4-2 Industrial SecurityRole of industrial security is to secure the project as follows:A- Fire resistance, provision and maintenance of the necessary equipments.B- Secure workers during the work against injuries and work risks.
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2- Site planning and preparationIntroductionThe best way to reach the desired goal starts from good planning and analysis ofproject components to the executive steps prior to the implementation processwhich create the site to work, including handover of the site, survey the site,preparation, coordination and overall planning and layout of the site includingtemporary buildings that must be completed before starting implementation of theworks so that the project contractor can do the main works easily.These works are divided into three stages:A Determination and handover the site, survey works and preparation of thestudies.B Planning, coordination and preparation for the layout.C Temporary buildings works.
2-1 Determination and handover the site, survey works and preparation of the studies2-1-1 Determination and handover the site
- Takeover the allocated area of the site from a committee consists of the owner,the consultant, the contractor, representative of the beneficiary body of theproject and representative from survey department in the governorate byputting iron fence around the site by representative of survey department.
- Determine the obstacles that hinder execution of the works whether over orunder the ground.
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- Determine takeover situation of the site “one stage” or “several stages” and dateof takeover of each stage.
- Determine water and electricity supplies around the site, if any.
2-1-2 Survey works and preparation of the studies
- Current condition of the site is photographed before start implementation.
- Takeover the bench marks under takeover record signed from ownerrepresentative, the consultant and contractor representative after accuraterevision of the levels, directions and site dimensions and compare them with thelayout drawing to ensure from the correct dimensions.
- Construction of concrete blocks around the bench marks taking intoconsideration to be away from the excavation area to be hard to removed.
- Perform studies on quarry and workers near from the project to determine thebest elements that can be used at least cost.
- The site is divided into net of squares to perform initial network level bypreparing sectors of this level to determine excavation cubes, backfilling andleveling.
- Perform the main axes of the site away from the temporary buildings andinternal roads of the site.
- Prepare a drawing includes all the obstacles on the site.
- Removal of all obstacles on the site that hinder the implementation process, suchas wastes, trees, old buildings, etc.
- Perform the necessary leveling for the site, including excavation and backfillingaccording to site conditions taking into consideration the proposedimplementation methods, project execution level, weather conditions, rain flowdirections, etc.
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- Perform coordination records with the different bodies before startimplementation and the necessary diversions, if required.

- Perform additional soil borings, if necessary according to contract terms.
- Perform geological study to determine the faults and storm water drains.
- Fencing the site and construct a gate for entry and exit of equipments, as well asthe Security Office.
- Supply the site with water, electricity, sanitary drainage, communication, etc.
- Perform network level again after leveling and reaching to the design level.
- Study situation of the adjacent buildings and their effect on excavation processesto avoid any cracks and submit report in this regard to the owner to take thenecessary actions.
- Issuance of the necessary permits and licenses.
- Select the best places to put project sign in coordination with ownerrepresentative and the consultant.
2-2 Planning, coordination and preparation of the layoutSuccess of any project is measured by allocation of sufficient time for planning andapplies implementation methodology as follows:
2-2-1 Studies required for proper planning of the siteThe following studies are prepared by project consultant and must be used beforestart implementation:
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- Site, contract terms, project shop drawings, proposed construction methods andplan for the required services.

- Specifications and details of the drawings of the required equipments.
- Time and technical schedules for the equipments, materials, labor, etc. todetermine supply periods for project needs in order to decrease the areas usedin the stores, losses and motionless items and implement the works on thespecified dates.
- Construct concrete mixing station on the site according to implementationconditions.
- Details and requirements of the temporary buildings “Offices, accommodation,stores, workshops, etc”.
- The proposed alternatives in case that site area can not accommodate thetemporary buildings, such as rent another lands or administrative units, etc.
- Requirements of industrial security and administrative security in site planning.
2-2-2 Elements to consider when studying perform proper planning for the site
- Effect of wind direction on determination places for welding workshop, storageareas, office building, residential units, etc.
- Effect of rainfall direction, inclination of site land and methods of storage on theground.
- Motion flow inside employee offices, stores, workshops, etc.
- Determine suitable places for car parking and allocate reception office forvisitors.
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- Planning of temporary internal roads to facilitate motion of equipments,individuals, raw materials, etc.Temporary roads network on the site must be on the same route of the mainroads network of the project and not intersect with project constructions.
- Take measures to protect the adjacent constructions, such as using dewateringmethods and digging piles, poles, etc.
- Provision of places and utilities lines on the site (water, electricity, sanitary,telephones, etc).
- Perform study to analyze well water on the site.
- Determine places for materials storage, including mixing stations and workshopsto decrease losses and transport costs. Storage areas must be in places that donot hinder the work and communication inside the site and to avoid storage onexcavation areas and reduce as much as possible relocation of stores throughoutthe project implementation period.
- Raw materials entry cycle for “check, classification and storage” and exit forimplementation.
- Study size, motion and height of heavy and fixed equipments inside the siteduring construction process.
- Provide lighting, guarding, warning signs, banners, etc.
- Equip a laboratory for materials and concrete researches inside the site and fuelstation for equipments according to the importance of the project.
- Provide signboards identifying locations of the project “administration offices,rest rooms, visitor’s office, toilettes, unbalance unit, mosque, stores, workshops,working areas, etc”.
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2-3 Temporary buildings2-3-1 Factors affecting construction of the temporary buildings
- Contract terms.
- Wideness of the layout.
- Type of the project.
- Implementation period and time schedule stages.
- Method of construction and type of the used equipments.
- Location of the project “remote or civilian area”.
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Fig (3-5): Site Planning and Preparation
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3- Implementation of civil and architectural works
IntroductionWhen implementing civil and architectural works for treatment plant, provisions ofEgyptian Code on design criteria and rules of reinforced concrete, soil mechanics,foundations, pipes, etc must be taken into consideration.3-1 The following conditions must be taken into consideration when designing civiland architectural works:
- Handover, clean and level the site.
- Transfer and remove obstacles (if any) from the site (gas, oil pipes, closeddrainage, power lines, etc)
- Revise project documents.
- Prepare place for supervising staff at the site.
- Preliminary preparation according to foundation levels and detailed schedule.
- Revise survey works and prepare survey maps before start implementation withinstallation of bench marks in fixed and clear places inside the site.
- Start construction of site fence and prepare security procedures.
- Determine entrances and exits and internal road works accessing to the site.
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- Determine storage places that do not conflict with project units implementationworks.
- The engineer must refer to the designer id any type of soil violates whatmentioned in the borings report to give opinion.
- Provide the site with the necessary supplies such as water, electricity, telephone,etc.
- Provide the site with materials, substances and equipments necessary for theconstructions.
- Must take into consideration technical principals of storage and conformity ofthe supplied materials and equipments with the samples and the approvedspecifications.
- The site must be provided with the necessary devices for taking samples anddesign of mixtures to perform the tests on the materials and breaking the cubes.
- Design standard mixture of the storages exists on the site and determinespercentage of the stress corresponding to maximum required stress according toshop drawings.
- Locate the axes and plant unit’s places on the ground according to shopdrawings.
- Perform sequence and technical coordination in achieving work items related toeach other (civil, mechanical and electrical works) and avoid conflict ordifference between them.
- Perform foundation exaction works, pouring concrete, control ground waterlevel, if any, through follow up of its levels daily through monitoring wells. Also,revise levels of low water level during implementation of works, and case ofunexpected decrease in these levels, must return to the designer to take thesuitable steps to avoid any effects or dangers that may be resulted.
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- Treatment of the places of pullers on the underground installations.
- Must use formworks that provide fair face. Fig (3-6) and Fig (3-7) show modelfor these formworks.
- Must implement ducts and trenches for electrical cables do not intersect withpipe paths and channels with the required dimensions according to drawings.
- Check places and method of operation of water stop and keep them duringpouring to avoid their damage or change their places.

Fig (3-6): Formworks of a weir give fair face
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Fig (3-7): Formworks of a weir give fair face

- Pouring spacing must be cleaned according to the shop drawings and EgyptianCode on reinforced concrete.
- Pins of the crawlers, screens, gates and all buried parts must be fixed and puddlepieces must be installed before pouring reinforced concrete such that wallwasher is installed at the middle of wall before pouring.
- Care of rounding concrete edges of tank heir and their linearity and to adjusttheir levels using right scale and must be tested after completion of works byobserving exit of water from all holes with equal and regular flow according tothe hydraulic levels.
- Care must be taken to implement path for bridge wheels of tank sweepers atfixed level to avoid friction between sweeper wheels path and the concrete, alsothe walkway must be implemented at this path using anti- wear and frictionmaterials.
- Check inlet and outlet levels for all units.
- Must take into consideration places of holes and bases of mechanical andelectrical equipments.
To keep the life span of the water concrete constructions, they must be insulated asfollows:
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A- Internal insulation only if the construction is over groundwater level.B- Internal and external insulation if the construction is at the level of thegroundwater,
- Follow the schedule and notify the contractor in case of any delay ofinconformity of any work with the specifications to avoid the delay and continuethe work according to the schedule.
- Prepare and perform the final drawings for the layout according to as builtdrawings.
4- Implementation of mechanical and electrical works4-1 General ConditionsWhen implementing mechanical and electrical works for treatment plants, thefollowing elements must be taken into consideration:
4-1-1 Before installation:A. Revise the implemented civil works to ensure from the design dimensionsaccording to the shop drawings, levels, inclinations and all civil finishing worksas mentioned in the drawings and specifications of these works.Also, care must be taken to revise dimensions and axes of the holes and theirlevels and the necessary requirements to achieve them and install mechanicalequipments through these holes according to shop drawings of mechanicalworks.B. Supervise implementation of equipments according to the dimensions specifiedby the manufacturer according to catalogues and the approved drawings, andmust take into consideration to use the materials according to instruction and toadjust level of the surfaces.
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C. Clean tanks, channels and all civil units form any remaining construction andbuilding works during implantation.D. Revise quantity and quality of the mechanical equipments and compare themwith the supply order in terms of model, serial number, country of origin,inspection certificates, test certificates and make sure of the components andparts of the mission and compare them with bill of quantities and mechanicaldetailed drawings.E. Visual inspection of the equipments to check existence of breakage or damageoccurred during transportation.
4-1-2 During installationA. Develop steps for equipments installation for each unit, taking into considerationto arrange installation of equipments with respect to each other, such thatinstallation works for pumping equipments start first (cranes), then theequipments installed at the lower levels, then the upper one, and so on. Also,must follow instructions in suppliers and manufacturers manuals.B. Must take into consideration to adjust axes levels of the equipment beforepouring their bases and to implement the connections between equipments.C. Must check correct installation of valves in terms of direction of open and close,their order and directions (arrow direction on the valve)D. Check all parts required to be lubricated and to use oils and grease according tomanufacturer instructions. Must also check electrical connections betweenmechanical equipments and control boards.E. Check adjustment of inlet and outlet levels of the units as well as adjust outletheirs using right scale.
4-1-3 After installation
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- After completion of installation works and before start operation, eachequipment must be operated for short time to insure direction of motion.
- Test experiments are performed on the site as indicated to tests section.
- Operation period for performance tests must be started without stop for at least72 hours, in case of completion successfully without problems or obstacles,preliminary handover report shall be issued and then warrantee period iscalculated for these equipments from this date.

4-2 Conditions of installation Mechanical and Electrical Equipments4-2-1 Pumps
- Before installation of the pumps, must ensure at first, fitness of the pumps aftershipment and transportation to the site and non-existence of breaks or cracks onthe pump body or any defects in any part thereof.
- Must conform the data listed on the data tag of the pump to the data andspecifications stipulated in the contract.
- It is necessary to obtain full information about correct installation of the pump,including all details of the pipes, corresponding water levels, maximum andminimum operating conditions from pump manufacturer manual. Pump basemust be implemented according to instructions of the manufacturer and if it isnecessary to make a layer (structure) of steel sections, the measurements mustbe adjusted and keep a degree of levelness and take into consideration level ofthe concrete base on which the steel structure will be installed.
- Must give great care for alignment of the axes to reduce periodic maintenanceworks for the glands, and by using flexible coupling, effects of misalignment canbe avoided.
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- In all cases, must follow manufacturer instructions when align the axes to avoidusage of axes bearings which have rapid corrosion and damage.
- Pump must not be used as a tool for fixing the pipes and care must be takenwhen installing pipes and valves system for the pumping station and ensure thatthere are no strains transferred to pump nozzles (due to misalignment) whichcauses clutching of the pump or breakage of the parts made from castings.

- Position of the pump (mounting level) with respect to the suction water levelmust be taking into consideration and existence of separate suction pipes foreach pump in case of multi-pump stations.
- If it is necessary to execute common suction line for the pumps, must take intoaccount that maximum hydraulic inclination of the suction pipes occurs atmaximum operating conditions and not to decrease the pressure in the commonsuction pipe at any point less than the value at which the pump is at the standbyposition under suction pressure less than the atmospheric pressure and leads tobe escaped through the glands and the pump becomes air locked and unfit foroperation where it needs reset.
- Must take into account the allowed percentage of suction pipe reducers.
- Suction pipes must be put inside the sump and ensure that their levels are inaccordance with the design, as uncover of the suction nozzle with appropriateminimum level leads to formation of air bubbles enclosed inside the pump andcauses lose of priming while the pump is running.
- Must avoid existence of high suction pressure on the pump whether by changingits mounting level or using high friction pipes or existence of blockage at thesuction side whether at the suction inlet or existence of gate valve not
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completely open and leads to confinement in the pump and cause wearing forpump metal surface due to formation of steam sinuses inside the liquid andaccumulate on the solid surfaces of the pumps.
4-2-2 Electrical MotorBefore installation, must inspect the motors and make sure that they are notdamaged due to improper storage for long periods.
- Motor must be clear of any symptoms of corrosion before installation.
- Resistance of motor windings must be measured by megger device to ensurethat they are not affected by humidity during storage. The resistance must notless than 1 Mega, and if it is less than this value, the winding must be dried andre-measured again.
- Ratings of the motor must be checked and compared with the data tag andsupply documents.
- Must make sure that the place of motors installation is safe and is not subject tofire, risks or corrosion conditions except if the motors are designed to operate inthese conditions.
- Must remove any dust or deposits on motors parts before installation and checkfulcrums, connection points and slip rings to ensure their fitness and not beingsubject to corrosion or cracks.
- Must check motors bearings grease (except the sealed types and those designedto work over life span of the equipments) and ensure their fitness or replace it ifnecessary.
- Motors must be mounted on solid and flat base to avoid vibrations. Usually, thebase consists of a bedding from steel sections mounted on reinforced concrete
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sill taking into account to be the tying screws carefully commensurate and toassemble the bedding such that the surface is flat and their axes are alignedwhen putting on the concrete sill and sealing of the bedding after leveling andalignment.
- If the cost of the bedding is high, the motor can be mounted directly on theconcrete base using wedges inserted in the concrete, usually from cast iron withsmooth top and longitudinal reduced hole and cracks on the body to ensure goodcohesion with the concrete. Wedges are tied with motor legs and the motor ismounted on the concrete base for proper adjustment. Permanent mortar cementis used for sealing. After final adjustment and leveling, holes are punched inopposite direction of motor leg inside base wedges and insertion of pins tofacilitate re-installation works of the motor on the base.
- Simple adjustment, height adjustment or motor replacement can be achieved byusing shims under motor legs.

Doweling is also used after sealing (alignment) and final adjustment of the motorin case of using steel bedding.
- Large motors with axes mounted on a manufactured base usually have beddingwith lower structure from cast iron to be mounted directly on the reinforcedconcrete bases prepared for this purpose.
- Motors with flanges or vertical motors are installed usually on lower structure.Vertical motors are mounted on pre cast skirts especially for driving the pumpsand are considered motor stool.
4-2-2-1 Alignment
- Fine adjustment is the main requirement to avoid faults of bearings andcouplings. Alignment is performed between the motor and the pump beforetying the joints.
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- Faces of the joints must be in parallel and to take into account any spacingbetween the faces recommended in manufacturer instructions.
- Alignment is finally performed for the joints and revised using pointer meter.
- Double bearing motors are connected with the pump by flexible joint to decreasetransfer of shock loading to bearing.

- Single bearing motors are connected with the pump by using solidly bolted jointand not flexible joint because these motors are not designed to withstanddownward thrust resulted from rotor weight.
- Mechanical mounting of the motor is completed when the two halves of the jointare connected. It is required more inspection before supply the electrical currentand to make sure that the motor cooling air is flowing without obstacles whetherfrom the air inlets or exhaust outlets, as the insufficient space between air inletsand the adjacent walls leads to temperature increase.
- Must ensure that all covers are removed and any gates must be kept open duringmotor operation.
- All auxiliary equipments must be checked and properly fixed, such as aircompressors, rpm meter, external coolers, filters, bearing vibrations ortemperature probes and bearing oil circulation equipments.
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- Must test cross section areas of motors power and control cables and conductorsaccording to the design and to check and compare the operating voltage with thedesign.
- Must check cable terminals to ensure that they are properly connected for goodconduction of electricity.
- Must connect earth screws carefully with the motors according to instruction ofthe competent bodies, applicable regulations and manufacturer proposals.
- Must adhere with safety rules, fire and explosion risks prevention.

4-2-2-2 Start Motion
- After installation of motors and proper connection of their cables, addition checkis performed to insure that the bearing is good greased, efficient operation of thecooling system, air inlet and outlet without any obstacles and the electricalcurrent is connected to all ventilation fans with separate drive to ensure they arerotating in the correct direction.
- Must ensure that motor cooling fan is rotating in the correct direction accordingto the specification illustrated in the connection circuit with respect to motorrotation as indicated in motor data tag or on motor body.
- After initial check of the motor after installation, operation and loading of themotor, the necessary inspection must be performed to ensure from vibrationrate, monitor and control reading of speed and measuring meter.
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4-2-3 Motor Control Center (MCC)
- Before start installation works, must revise manufacturer drawings and comparethem with contract drawings.
- Must inspect location of installation of MCC and its relation to cable trenches andpaths.
- Must carefully plan for future cables installation before installation of MCC.
- If MCC is of floor mounted type, must provide with flat base.
- Must take into account total height of MCC and compare it with building heightand upper cable trays.
- Must take into account ventilation of MCC in order that MCC is working in lowtemperature and decrease vapor condensation inside it.
- For performing preventive and periodic maintenance and to facilitatetroubleshooting, must take into account easy access to MCC when putting theequipments.
- MCC must be installed in places with low vibrations and to be fixed vertically andfirmly in order not to affect MCC components. Screws, nuts and terminals mustby firmly tied before operation of MCC. Before connection of the motor with thecontrol panel and starter motion, must ensure their capacity according to datatag for each of them.
- Cable terminals (power and control) connected and going out from the MCCmust be marked according to the numbers indicated in the detailed drawing ofMCC to facilitate and ensure correct connection.
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- Cable paths must be kept away from any hot parts or bodies such as heater gridsand resistance block, and if it is difficult to avoid this, must use heat resistantcables.
- Must be cared not to scratch the cables by sharp tools such as iron tools, screws,etc.
- When laying the cables, must adhere with the specified number according todesign drawings to prevent over heat that affects cables efficiency.
- Must put marking, warning and safety tags and different covers after installation.
- Must earth all parts of MCC.
- Before connection of the electrical current, must take the necessary steps:
 Perform insulation resistance test for all terminals and distribution bars and toisolate or disconnect measuring and control devices before apply the hightension. (11- Potable Water and Sanitary Drainage Treatment Plants – volume 2)
 Operate all the magnetic devices manually to ensure that all the moving parts areworking freely.
 Revise electrical connection terminals to ensure correct and safe operation.
 Disconnect the temporary connections that required for transport of the boards(or any fittings) for the bridge connected on current transformers.
 Revise ratings of the relays on the actual loads of the MCC according to data ofthe working motors connected on MCC.
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 Revise operating times for the timing devices.
 Clean all internal parts of MCC.
 Test operation of all control and safety (protection) circuits.4-2-4 Transformers
- Before installation, transformers must be checked to ensure that there is no faultor breakage resulted from transportation. For oil transformers, must check oillevel and any leakage.
- Must check painting of the transformers and note any defects.
- Must check transformer terminals and note any mechanical defects.
- Must check the connections and windings and note any defects in the insulation.
- Must carefully check resin of the dry transformers, as it is easy to be scratched orcracked and ensure there fitness before installation.
- For oil transformers, must provide passes for the leaking oil for collection of theleaking oil taking into consideration possibility of occurrence cracks or holesaffecting main tank of the transformer.
- Shape, size and type of the materials used in construction of the transformerenclosure are determined according to rate of disposal from the heat resultedfrom the fire of transformer oil.
- All types of dry transformers must be installed inside the buildings andsurrounded by metal frame connected with the earth (or metal grid barrier).
4-2-5 Distribution Panels
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- Before installation, must ensure existence of the drawings and instructionsissued from the manufacturer of these panels that give directions for installation.
- Must ensure that the chamber in which the boards will be installed is clean anddry and to remove any existing wastes.
- Must close and cover any unused cell in the board that may left for emergency.
- Must keep all insulations in the board clean and dry and cover them duringinstallation works.
- Must use the correct method of handling and mounting must be on the pointsspecified by the manufacturer in order not to subject any parts of the board tostresses or sudden load that may lead to damage or defects to board body or itscomponents.
- Proper installation of the boards and safety of operation depend to a greatextend on accurate implementation of the bases of the boards.
- The best method for implementation if distribution boards bases are the steelsections shaped in the form of channel buried under the ground below theboards and provided with screws (bolts) and nuts and must take intoconsideration that these sections are parallel and leveled and little jut out overthe level of the floor surrounding the boards.
- The board is installed on the base by direct mounting on the steel structure ofthe base after being leveled.
- Base steel structure can be replaced by bolts put inside pits prepared duringpouring of the board’s chamber flooring and the bolts are put inside it and thenperform sealing around them and then the boards are installed and fixed bythese bolts and their suitable nuts.
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- If the switchboards are supplied in parts to be assembled at the site, middleparts are installed first then the sides to ensure non-accumulation of mistakesthat can not be noted in case of non-matching between the different parts of theboard. Water pipe is used to ensure alignment of the board parts duringassembly, taking into account to leave the screws between the parts untied untilcompletion of parts assembly.
- After installation of the board, must check and ensure that all the movablecomponents of the board can be easy removed and also easy open and close ofthe doors and covers of the board cells.
- Devices and components supplied disassembled must be inserted in theirspecified places to be maintained during transportation and then connectedafter installation and mounting of the board.
- When connecting the cables to and from the board, must avoid any severebending or squeezing of the cable. Cable terminals must be installed in a waythat not allow for any stresses or excess tension on the cable terminals afterconnection, taking into consideration maximum diameters of bending for thesecables according to the measurements determined in the standard specifications.
- Earth of each board must be connected to all metal parts in the boards,enclosures of the measuring instruments and earth points of the switchesthrough tying or riveting and never by welding. Earth wire must be continuousand fixed firmly with the main earth through tying or riveting also.
5- Tests
All materials and equipments used in construction of the pumping stations aresubject to tests necessary to ensure their fitness for use and their requiredpurposes.
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These tests are divided into two parts, one is performed inside production facilitiesand the other is performed in implementation sites.
The following are types of materials and equipments required to be tested insideproduction facilities and implementation sites.
5-1 Materials
They include sand (small aggregate), pebble (large aggregate), cement, mixingwater, pipes and fittings, lime, gypsum, insulating materials, stones, tiles, marbles,granite, painting materials, chemicals, asbestos, wood and glue, glass, iron sections,aluminum sections, welding materials, screws and accessories, laid grids and wires,construction partitions, ceramics and faience, rubber products, vinyl flooring, cork,metal and non-metal plats, steel sections, hoses, paving materials and metalproducts and their alloys.
5-2 Architectural accessories
They include hinges, lockers, handles, latches, faucets and valves.
To test the materials and equipments inside the factory or in the places ofextraction, the owner or his representative shall monitor the manufacture process, ifnecessary, whether at the workshops of the contractor, factory or quarrying fromwhich the contractor obtain these materials, and he has the right to enter andremain in these places during manufacture or extraction of these materials.
5-3 Equipments
They include motors, pumps, generators, cables, distribution and control boards,valves, cranes, measuring and alarm devices, gates, transformers, conveyors,
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screens, protection devices, tools, control devices, workshop instruments and firefighting equipments.
These tests are performed at the expense of the contractor to ensure that each partof these equipments is manufactured according to Egyptian standard specificationsfor the equipments manufactured in Egypt, and according to terms and conditions ofthe contract. For the equipments imported from abroad, the engineer or hisrepresentative shall present at manufacturing facilities for accurate inspection. Thecontractor shall notify the owner by the names of the factories, workshops andsuppliers from which shall obtain these materials before start in the works trustedto him. The contractor shall submit certificates from the approved inspectioncommittee for the imported equipments from abroad and it is not allowed shipmentof any equipments or supplies without being inspected by owner representatives.

The contractor shall provide the owner with copy of the drawings and specificationsapproved for this purpose and the owner is authorized to test theses equipmentsand supplies which will be supplied by the contractor according to contractconditions. The owner is entitled to reject any equipment that are not in conformitywith the specifications and shall approve the inspected samples and putdiscriminated mark to prove that they are passed the tests successfully and on thebasis of them the equipments will be supplied to the site.
5-3-1 Equipments test at production facilities
- These tests are performed for all equipments that are contracted to be suppliedbefore transportation from the contractor or producer factories.
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- Different equipments shall be installed and operated (to the most possibleextend) according to actual operation conditions at the work site.
- Mechanical equipments that are driven by electrical motors must be tested onthe same motors except if the operating voltage of these motors is not availablein the production factories or contractor test laboratories. In this case, tests canbe performed on typical motors and the available calibration for such teststaking into account to calculate the actual consumed powers to ensure operationof the equipments when being driven by their motors at work site with the sameefficiency and accuracy.
- The above item is applied in case of different measuring instruments that mustbe used to calculate the measurements of the mechanical equipments whichshall be supplied for the project, if possible.

- The measuring instruments used in performing the tests in production facilitiesmust be calibrated and to check the supporting certificates from the certifiedbodies in the manufacturing country, taking into consideration ratings accuracyand compare it with the accuracy indicated on the data tag from the producer.
5-3-1-1 Hydraulic Pressure Tests
All castings, valves, pipes, special pieces and any other pieces in the equipmentssubject to pressure must be tested under a pressure equal to double maximumpressure designed for the work.
5-3-1-2 Tests of materials and apparatuses
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All materials used in the manufacture and any apparatuses necessary for theequipments must be tested according standard specifications of the producingcountry or to international standard specifications ISO and to obtain approvedcertificates from the competent bodies.
5-3-1-2-1 Mechanical Screens
A- Revision and approval of execution documents.
B- Steel manufactures
- Revision of manufactured materials certificates.
- Visual inspection of welding and their dimensions.

- Inspection of 10% of LP/MT welding.
- Inspection of surface treatment against external effects.

C- Assembled parts (materials and components)
- Visual inspection of the assembled parts and their dimensions.
- Electrical and mechanical test (try installation at the workshop).

D- Electrical motor and gearbox
- Revision of conformity certificate.
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- Inspection of dimensions and paintings
- Running test.

E- Before shipment
- Final visual inspection and revision of markings and ensure fitness ofequipments sealing.
- Revision of final dossier.

5-3-1-2-2 Sand sediment (removal of oils , crawler bridges)
a- Design documents
- Revision and approval of the documents.
B- Steel manufactures
- Revision of manufactured materials certificates.
- Visual inspection of welding and their dimensions.
- Inspection of 10% of LP/MT welding.
- Visual inspection of the manufacturers and their dimensions
- Inspection of surface treatment against external effects.C- Assembled parts (materials and components)
- Visual inspection of the assembled parts and their dimensions.D- Complete assemble of upper bridges
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- Visual inspection of the assembled parts on the upper bridges and theirdimensions
- Performance inspection at no load (electrical and mechanical parts,operation, adjustment and control)E- Electrical Motor and gearbox
- Revision of conformity certificateF- Rubber Scraper
- Revise materials and their dimensionsG- Before shipment
- Final visual inspection and revision of markings and ensure fitness ofequipments sealing.
- Revision of final dossier

5-3-1-2-3 Primary Sedimentation BridgesThe following measures shall apply:A- Deign documents revisionB- Steel manufactures
- Revision of manufactured materials certificates.
- Visual inspection of welding and their dimensions.
- Inspection of 10% of LP/MT welding.
- Visual inspection of the manufacturers and their dimensions
- Inspection of surface treatment against external effects.C- Assembled parts (materials and components)
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- Visual inspection of the assembled parts and their dimensions.D- Complete assemble of upper bridges
- Visual inspection of the assembled parts on the upper bridges and theirdimensions
- Performance inspection at no load (electrical and mechanical parts,operation, adjustment and control)E- Electrical Motor and gearbox
- Revision of conformity certificateF- Over flow weir sheetG- Rubber scraper bladeH- Scum board sheetI- Shop run test assembled drive unitJ- Before shipment Final visual inspection and revision of markings and ensurefitness of equipments sealing.5-3-1-2-4 Surface aeration turbines

A- Deign documents revisionB- Impeller cone
- Revision of manufactured materials certificates.
- Visual inspection of welding and their dimensions.
- Inspection of 10% of LP/MT welding.
- Static balancing inspection
- Surface treatment inspectionC- Drive Shaft
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- Revision of manufactured materials certificates.
- Visual inspection of welding and their dimensions.
- Inspection of 10% of LP/MT welding.
- Visual inspection of drive shaft and its dimensions
- Static balancing inspection
- Surface treatment inspectionD- Assembled parts (Drive shafts, impellers and drive units)
- Visual inspection of the assembled parts and their dimensions and try toinstall them in the workshopE- Gearbox
- Revision of conformity and test certificate

- Revision of dimensions and paintingF- Electrical motor
- Routine testG- Before shipment
- Final visual inspection and revision of markings and ensure fitness ofequipments sealing
- Revision of final dossier

5-3-1-2-5 Final sedimentation bridges
As in item 5-3-1-2-3
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5-3-1-2-6 Sludge thickeners
A- Deign documents revisionB- Steel manufactures
- Revision of manufactured materials certificates.
- Visual inspection of welding and their dimensions.
- Inspection of 10% of LP/MT welding.
- Visual inspection of the manufacturers and their dimensions
- Inspection of surface treatment against external effects.
- Drive test in the workshop

D- Assembled parts (Drive shafts, impellers and drive units)
- Visual inspection of the assembled parts and their dimensions
- Try to install them in the workshopE- Gearbox and electrical motor
- Revision of conformity and test certificateF- Weir plates
- Revision of materials and their dimensionsG- Rubber scraper blades- Revision of materials and their dimension
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H- Before shipment
- Final visual inspection and revision of markings and ensure fitness ofequipments sealing
- Revision of final dossier

5-3-1-2-7 Chlorine equipmentsA- Chlorinators- Revision of manufactured materials certificatesB- Measuring and control devices- Revision of manufactured materials and calibration certificatesC- Leak detector- Revision of manufacturer certificates.
D- Pumps and fans- Revision of conformity certificatesE- Before shipment
- Visual inspection of painting
- Visual inspection of all parts and their dimensions
- Final visual inspection and revision of markings and ensure fitness ofequipments sealing
- Revision of test reports.5-3-1-2-8 Penstocks
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A- Revision of execution documents.B- Revision of the materials for (gates, frame, shaft and seating)- Examining materials certificateC- Installation
- Visual inspection of welding and their dimensions.
- Inspection of 10% of LP/MT welding.
- Visual inspection and dimensions
- Inspection of surface treatment.D- Assembled Parts

- Visual inspection of the assembled parts and revision of their dimensions.
- Performance verification.
E- Before shipment
- Final visual inspection and revision of markings and ensure fitness ofequipments sealing.
- Revision of final dossier.5-3-1-2-9 Electrical Motor TestMotors are inspected according to the following particulars and properties:

- Implementation.
- Manufacturing and finishing
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- Main dimensions.
- Air gap measurement
- Paintings
- Correctness of documents.These particulars are compared with specifications, drawings, accepted bid, codesand standard specifications.
The following routine tests are performed for the motors:
- Measurement of windings cold resistance.
- Measurement of cold insulation resistance (megger test)
- Measurement of detectors cold resistance (if any)
- Measurement of open circuit voltage of the rotor.
- No load properties.
- Closed circuit properties
- High voltage test (Dielectric test)
- High voltage test is performed according to the voltage specified in the standardspecifications for both stator and rotor.
The following performance tests are performed for the motors:
- Hot drive test.
- Load and efficiency properties.
- Over current test.
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- Break down torque.
- Warm insulation resistance test (by megger).
- Pulse test for stator windings voltage.
- Inspection of radio interference.
- Inspection of vibrations and noise level.
- Measurement of motor resistance.
- Measurement of GD.
- Mechanical test.Motor withstands over current for 15 seconds at least without sudden change inspeed (under credit torque increase) at maximum torque of at least 60% over thiscorresponding to full load rating.
The following inspection and tests are performed for rotor starter at the factory:
- Same inspection items as mentioned in the motors.
- All starters are subject to performance and high voltage tests.
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5-3-1-2-10 Tests of electrical distribution boards (assembled)Inspection is performed for the following:
- Acceptance test for manufacturing and assembly.
- Revision of dimensions.
- Paintings.
- Revision of connections and wires.
- Correctness of documents.
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- These items are compared with specifications, drawings, accepted bid, workshopdrawings, codes and standard specifications.
- The following tests are performed for the boards:
- High voltage test.
- Performance safety for the following:Operation- Control and protection circuits.5-3-1-2-11 GeneratorsA- Preliminary inspection
- Revision of motor test certificate.
- Revision of generator test certificate.
- Revision of electrical control devices test certificate.B- Group trial test
- Visual inspection and dimensions.
- Load test.
- Over load test.
- Speed regulation test.
- Voltage regulation test.
- Inspection of functional parameters.
- Inspection of clutched starter and components.C- Before shipment
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- Final visual inspection and revision of markings and ensure fitness ofequipments sealing.
- Revision of final dossier.

5-3-1-2-12 Submerged Pumps
- Revision of routine test certificates
- Performance test(Flow- head- speed- motor power analysis- efficiency- functional diagram-vibration- materials- paintings and surface treatment)
- Visual inspection and dimensions.
- Inspection of indicators panel.
- Inspection of documents and sealing.
5-3-2 Equipments tests at site
5-3-2-1 Water constructions impermeable test
Water constructions are tested to know there resistance to water permeabilitybefore being insulated by filing them by water to the specified height. The test isacceptable if there is no infiltration on the external surfaces and to observe thedryness of the tanks for seven days, then observed again for another seven days. Atthe end of second week, if there is no water leakage and the water level did notdecrease more than 3 mm during the last 24 hours, the test is acceptable.
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When measuring the level, must take into consideration losses by evaporationwhich must be measured by approved devices.
If conditions of test are not fulfilled, test period shall be extended to another sevendays. The test is acceptable if the conditions are fulfilled.
In case of water leakage, it shall be immediately treated using sealing compoundswith the approved methods.
5-3-2-2 Hydraulic Test
Treatment units are tested at the site from beginning of water entering until comingout to disposal places to ensure from hydraulic levels during operation ofmechanical and electrical equipments of all plant units.

5-3-2-1 Mechanical equipments test
Tests at sit are performed for all mechanical and electrical equipments installed inpumping stations to ensure fitness of the supplied equipments and supplies toperform their function by performing the following tests at site.
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5-4 Tests at site5-4-1 Eletrical MotorsReliability test is performed for the motors at site by driving the motor at full loadfor 10 days and any changes or adjustment are not allowed during the test.
Motors must be rotated freely without existence of any vibrations and thetemperature of each part of the motor must be within the specified limits accordingto original design of the motor.
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5-4-2 Electrical distribution boardsThe following tests are performed after installation of the boards at site:
- Inspection of external interconnections.
- High voltage test
- Ensure performance safety according to check list indicated in item 5-3-2-6-1.5-4-3 Electrical CablesAfter installation and laying the cables, the following tests are performed:
- Testing insulation my MEASURE by using 500 volt to ensure the following
A- Conductor continuity for the full length.B- Start and end of the connections according to the approved drawings.C- No short circuit between any phase conductors inside the same cable or betweenthe conductors of the adjacent cables inside the same duct.
D- Value if the insulation resistance between the conductor and the earth orbetween the conductors inside the same circuit must tends to infinity.
E- Order of the phases when connected to the motors must be in the positions thatensure correct direction of rotation.
5-4-4 Pumps
The following operation tests are performed for the pumps after installation toensure correctness of installation according to implementation conditions for aperiod not less than 24 hours of continuous operation.
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5-4-4-1 Pumps installed on dry well
At the end of the specified operation period, must ensure that the pumps havepassed the tests satisfactory without any problems and to measure the followingparameters and compare them with warrantee tables for these pumps:
- Consumed power at different operating points over the approved operationrange.
- No existence of any wears on the impeller or pump shaft.
- No existence of any vibrations or abnormal sounds at any operation pointincluding stop point of the pump.
- Measurement of bearing temperature for the pumps and connection shafts andcompare them with the standard values shown in the supplier catalog and theapproved technical data of the pumps.
Suitable measuring instruments are used to record these readings. The measuredvibrations (peak to peak) at any point of the equipment must not exceed 0.10 mm.

5-4-4-2 Submersible PumpsFor this type of pumps, operation test is performed twice, the first in air (withoutsubmersion in water) and the second after submersion. In the first case, water levelinside the sump is kept under pump motor level. In the second case, the water levelcovers the motor completely during the operation period.
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The following parameters are measured and compared with warrantee values forthe pumps according to the contract:
- Motor temperature increase.
- Electrical power inlet to the pump and measured on the control board.
- Inspection of the bearing and mechanical seal and ensure non existence of wearor corrosion.
- No existence of vibrations or abnormal sounds during operation period and overpump operation period including stop point and to use the necessary devices forrecord.
5-4-4-3 Screw PumpsAfter installation and lining of suction and operation screed, the same tests of thevertical pumps installed on the dry well are performed and the readings arerecorded and compared with the warrantee values approved for these pumps.
5-4-4-4 Mechanical ScreensAfter installation and adjustment of screens according to implementationconditions, tests at site are performed to ensure that the entire screen as amechanical system, including means of protection, is designed to withstand thesubjected torque and the protection means are worked to avoid any faults for thescreens due to load that exceeds the rating power of the electrical motor and drivingunit.
5-4-4-5 Treatment unit’s equipmentsAll treatment units’ equipments must be operated continuously for 3 days andobserve the following:
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- No existence of vibrations or abnormal sounds at any part of the equipment andmust be recorded by suitable measuring instruments. Vibration displacementmust not exceed 0.10 mm at any part of the equipment (peak to peak)
- Calculation of rotational speed and linear speed of the equipments and comparethem with warrantee values in the contract.
- Apply overload on the equipments and ensure that all protection devices areworking efficiently according to warrantee values.
- Measuring the temperature at all bearings and compare it with the values in theoperation catalogs and manufacturer data.
- Measuring the deflection in the meal bridges and compare in with warranteevalues.
- Observe and measure outlet heir levels.
- Check existence of any corrosion or wear at any part of the equipment in contactwith concrete constructions of the treatment units.
- Check operation of limit switches, reverse motion and fitness of overloadprotection devices.

5-4-5 Electrical Switchgears5-4-5-1 Check list
- Manufacturer name
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- Production serial number.
- Operating voltage.
- Type of the switchgear.
- Components of the switchgear:(Number of cells)(Number of circuit breakers)(Measuring instruments)(Relays)
- External condition of the switchgear.
- Result of visual inspection
- External equipments.
- Cells lighting
- Motion of levers and switches
- Condition of doors and their hinges and locks.
- Interlock and interconnection between cells.
- Measuring instruments and glass covers.
- Earth connections.
- Mounting of bus bars and space between them.
- Heating elements.
- Terminals and their markings
- Safety instructions.
- Motion of switches and movable devices and ensure their fitness and greasing.
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5-4-5-2 Measurements
- Measurement of electrical insulators resistance.
- Measurement of cables resistance by megger.
- Measurement of bus bars by megger
- Measurement of earth network resistance.5-4-5-3 Inspection of the following:
- Cables and bus bars.
- Earthing equipments.
- Measuring and protection devices.
- Fittings of bus bars.
- Voltage and current transformers.
- Marking of the electrical circuits
- Cleaning of cells and devices.
- Motion of switches and relays.5-4-5-4 Equipment Tests5-4-5-4-1 High Voltage Test for Switchgear
- CB must operate at the normal operating condition using the manual switch thenthe automatic control to simulate the control devices from outside theequipments.
- Current and voltage circuits must be tested to ensure correctness of thetransformation ratio and poles for connection with the devices connected tothese circuits.
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- Ensure operation and accuracy of each device using approved devices with validcalibration.
- One relay is only tested to ensure accuracy and calibration using calibrated andvalid devices.5-4-5-4-2 Transformers TestThe following tests are performed for the transformers:
- Measurement resistance of all windings at the rating load and maximum positionof tapping.
- Ratio test for all tapping positions.
- Poles and phase relation test
- Load loss at the rating voltage and impedance voltage.
- Induction current at rating voltage.
- Voltage test
- When testing winding insulation, induction voltage is tested over the nominalvoltage at increased frequency.Additional Tests:
- Pulse voltage
- Noise level
- Temperature rise
- Insulation test at high voltage for cables and bus bars.
- Twisting test on the bus bars.
- Test ON and OFF of switches.
- Test of relays controls and prove the accuracy.
- Test energizing of the relays.
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- Test of indicators and warning lamps of the measuring instruments.

6- Performance and handover Tests
Introduction
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Performance and handover tests of pumping stations are divided into two mainparts:
Equipments performance testsPerformance tests are performed for all mechanical and electrical equipmentssupplied and forming the units of the pumping station at start of operation of theequipments and before their permanent operation to ensure their correctperformance, accuracy and conformity with warrantee values as well as theirreliability for continuous operation of the plant before start preliminary handover ofthe plant.Period of performance test is determined by not less than 10 days of continuousoperation of the plant provided that operation period of each unit does not less than24 hours of continuous operation then the necessary measurements are performed.
Preliminary handover testsPreliminary handover tests are performed to the pumping stage to ensureperformance of its function as designed which is pumping of the liquid wastesthrough the discharge line to the final drain.

6-1-1 Equipments Performance TestA- General Conditions
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- All mechanical and electrical equipments supplied and installed in different unitsof the plant are inspected and compared with contract requirements and ensuretheir installation with all accessories according to the shop drawings, tenderconditions and specifications and the contract made with supplies andinstallations contractor.
- Make as built drawings including any amendments by decrease or increaseaccording to instructions of the consultant or owner representative andapproved from project consultant.
- Ensure handover of the spare parts supplied for each equipment by a detailedlist and fitness of these spare parts and their storage according to technicalprincipals.
- Submit O&M manuals for the units.B- Electrical tests before operation and connection of the current supply- Insulation tests by megger
- Measuring cables insulation and contents of distribution board according tostandard values.- High Voltage Test
- All electrical equipments (motors, cables and distribution board components)are tested by calibration device transferred to the site. The test is performed by avoltage according to the standard specifications and not less than 1000 volt andmeasurement of the leakage current and verifies the standard result at site andtheir conformity with standard conditions, specifications and allowed limits.

- Control circuits tests
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- Inspection of all control circuits to verify their efficiency according to tenderconditions and specifications of the project.- Distribution board protection devices testProtection devices installed on the distribution boards are tested according tofollowing:
- Short circuit
- Voltage increase and decrease
- Missing of any phase
- Direction change.In addition to any other protection tests mentioned in tender specifications such assuction level decrease for the pumps and any other details.- Earth resistance measurementEarth resistance is measured by calibrated ohm meter. Earth resistance must notexceed 2 ohm/m except otherwise mentioned in tender specifications.
C- Tests after connecting electrical current supplyNo load testFlexible joint between the motor and the equipment is removed and the motor isoperated at no load for 3 continuous hours and measure no load current, motorvibrations, temperature and rectification time.

(12- Potable Water and Sanitary Drainage Treatment Plants – volume 2)
Full load test
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Flexible joint between the motor and the equipment is connected and performalignment.The motor is operated at full load for at least 24 hours / pump and measure thefollowing:
- Rectification time by using timer.
- Test of over load protection devise and adjust it for full load. (motor ratedpower)
- Test of short circuit device and adjust it on 10 times motor nominalcurrent.
- Measure of motor temperature over operation period for 24 hours.
- Measure of power factor using power factor meter.
- Measure vibrations of both motor and equipment.
- Calculate the difference value between motor power and maximumpower of the equipment (service factor) and compare it with tenderspecifications.
- Measure and calculate total efficiency of the unit as well as electricalcurrent consumption rate and compare them with design rates accordingto tender specifications

D- Pumps testFlow and head are measured at the following points:
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A- Operation when closing discharge valve fully and measure the head at zero flowof the pumps for only one stage.B- Operation at duty point through control of the discharge valve and the flow isdetermined at this head.C- Operation at maximum open of the discharge valve such that the value does notexceed motor rated current and adjust maximum control of discharge valve openat this limit.
2-1-6 Preliminary handover tests for plant unitsA- Primary sedimentation tanksTanks must be operated continuously for 3 days at lease and measure the following:
- Sedimentation efficiencyRemoval 50% at least of the suspended solids measured for the water coming to thetanks.
- Measure BOD5 of the water coming out from the tanks.Removal 35% at least from BOD5 of the water coming to the tanksB- FiltersEach filter must be operated for 3 days at least and measure the outlet flow.C- AeratorsEach aerator shall be operated continuously for 3 days at least and measure thefollowing:
- D.O. : Not less than 2 PPM
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- Concentration of solids according to the applied system for aerators.
D- Final sedimentation tanksThe tanks must be operated continuously for 3 days and measure the following:
- Sedimentation efficiency
- Measure BOD5 of the water coming out from the tanks.The output wastewater must be in conformity with the governing laws.
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Appendix (1): Types of Mechanical Screens
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Appendix (2): Test of Metal Structure Welding
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Appendix (3): Comparison tables of Aerators
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